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SEVERS, FARRIS LOCK HORNS ON UNIO
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Sanitation Men
Want More Pay

Special Negro History Edition
See Pages 9, 10
1960 Nitre History Week Kits
Aro Available At T ri-Statt*
Defender Offices 236 S. Woolliness*
— 63.50 tech —

"There will he no union of sanitation employees,"
Commissioner William Farris told the Tri-State Defender
Friday._

4

*Sparks fly In
Campus Triangle
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — A love She said her husband had steadtriangle involving a ranking mili- fastly denied any attachment to
tary staff member at Tennessee Miss Johnson. The mother of three
A&I university, his wife and a children ask: that she and Maj.
young co-ed, was reported this Dixon are still living together and
week.
she doesn't plan to take any diMrs. Ruby Dixon, wife of Maj. vorce action "until I find out what
Claude M. Dixon, A&I's Air Force he is going to do."
commandant, told the Defender Maj. Dixon refused to comment
that sha had strun Miss Jean ;on the reported triangle. He did
Johnson, a to-ed whnin she felt'tell the Defender there was no
was involved in a love affair with truth to rumors that he had reher husband.
ceived transfer orders from U. S.
"I had tried everything I knew Air Force headquarters.
ow tosstop this thing between her
Efforts to contact Miss Johnson
and my husband," Mrs. Dixon
told he Defender, but I couldn't for a statement were unsuccessful.
et to first base."

(oh

CO A Ft It
by NAT D. WILLIAMS

"We started signing up the men Monday," deciaregij
0. Z. Evers who is representing Memphis' garbage men
in a move to organize the 1200 tub
carriers and truck drivers.
"I have had no complaints WhatThus, Mr. Evers, who once seriaoever from my men," he said.
ously considered running for the "Conditions in this department are
position of Commissioner of Pub- far improved
over recent years. I
lic Works, locked horns with the will
he glad to discuss these matman who now holds this city post.
ters with the men in my departIn the midst of the movement is
ment. But none has made a single
Local 984 of the International
complaint to me."
Brotherhood of Teamsters, Chauf- Suppose the men are
unioniz
feurs, Warehousemen and Helpers'
will you enter into an agreem
of America. The union is ready' with them,
the commissioner w
0. Z. EVERS, second from
stets, Chauffeurs, WarehouseSamuel Baptist, assistant busito unionize the 1200 sanitation
to organize the men in their fight'
asked?
left, discusses pas scales for
men and Helpers of America.
James
agent,
and
Paul
ness
are
Kuhns,
workers. (L to RI
for "higher wages and better "There will
be no union,"
sanitation employees with ofEvers, who says he is spokesthe local's secretary • treasurBraunom, assistant business
working conditions."
ficials of Local 9)141 Internaman for Memphis garbage
er,
agent for local 981; Mr. Evers,
"Any man who works is entitled (See UNION, Page 2)
tional Brotherhood of Teammen, is leading a movement
to a living wage," Mr. Evers told
the Tri-State Defender. ''Tub carriers and truck drivers in our sanitation departmeot are involved In
one of the most important jobs in
the city. Yet, they are the lowest
on the payroll totem pole. They
ought to bi
paid a
wage at
A committee from the Bluff City ic Clubs was scheduled to over- 26th Ward Civic club officers aft- election which saw Prof. F. L. least comparable to other cities
and Shelby County council of Civ- see elections Wednesday night of er the Council voided an earlier Washburn "returned" to office. the same size as Memphis."
According to Mr. Evers, t h e
According to club members, the
1
original elections were held at a men are paid as little as 94 cents
at Prof. W a shburn's per hour. Commissioner Farris
meeting
By BURLEIGH HINES, JR.
home. However, these members said the workers begin at $1.04 an
said, a copy of by-laws was pro-' hour and can go as high as $1.14. A small group of Memphians reduced which eliminated many "These men should be making cently left the office of the secremembers from the privilege of at least $1.65 per hour," Mr. Ev- tary of the State of Tennessee
ers said. "How in the world can a with a document that could have
voting.
The by-laws were questioned be- man with a family live on any revolutionary political meaning in
cause many regular members'
bias-heavy Memphis.
Local 984 officials James Branknew nothing of the existence of
This small hand of Negroes had
such a document. Following con- nom and Samuel Baptist produced obtained a charter for the Memletters
which
show
that
men
doing phis and Shelby County and
siderable wrangling, the election
Tenwas held and, according to club comparable work in Chattanooga nessee Voters Association.
receive
$1.60
per
hour
plus
two,
members, Prof. Washburn declarThe Association's chief aim is to
ed himself elected even though the weeks paid vacation after two educate, combine and effectively
years, six paid holidays and sen- utilize the more than
count showed otherwise.
90,000 Neg
iority. In Chicago, they earn $2.90 voters in Memphis and
Shelby
Several 263th Ward club memper hour.
County. Already the group is playbers appealed to the Bluff Cit y
"I am not trying to place the
nAiunggusitor the coming election
Council and offered a new slate
city of Memphis in any unreasonof officers with Atty. Murphy as
able position." Mr. Evers said.
"Rather than have a few cliques
president.
"The men asked roe to represent a
The council suspended both them and I am. After investiga- round town picking candidates or
a
slates and re-scheduled the elec. tion, I decided the Teamsters ndorsing them," said militant 0.
Lions for Wednesday night under would be the best union for the Z. Evers, one of the founders o
the organization, "this association
the watchful eye of a Council com- men to join."
will give us a front undivided tomittee.
Commissioner Farris said he
would not negotiate with Mr. Ev- ward the Negro's mutual aim,
ers or any other outsiders.
(See GROUP, Page 2)

.
S

Void 2.6 Ward Election t

best names-brand merchandise
OPPORTUNITY
Memphis' famed Radio Station are presenting exhibitions at the
WDIA is coming through with an- WDIA Fair.
other "first" . . . another trail-, The station's prestige and reblazing venture in the area of new. sources as one of the greatest ad
opportunity and expression for an! vertising avenues in the nation
Important segment of the Mem- have attracted such topflight big
phis and Mid-South populace.
concerns
name coacerns . .
The forthcoming event is t h e which have not before been "sold"
WDIA Family Fair, slated for on the idea of making a specific
Feb. 18-21, inclusive, in the North pitch to the Negro consumer.
And again, speaking as an
Hall of Ellis Auditorium.
Incidentally, this column sub- aside, more firms need to, wake
ject is not so obvious as it would up to the realization that the Neseem. The fact that the writer has gro consumer . . not necessarily
long been associated with WDIA feeling himself so separate and
REGIONAL CONFERENCE—
manager of the Memphis ofager, Athens, Ga.; G. E. De•
is very much subordinate to different . . . still responds favor- Members of the Georgia-Tenfice and board member, were
Lorme, manager, Atlanta; and
apdirect
and
specific
to
ably
something that he's been trying to
nessee Conference look over
from left, E. L. Simon. ager
N. K. McMillan, assistant agen•
attiand
put in the back of folks' heads proaches to his tastes
Charles
cy
prospects for a big Ite for their
director;
W.
cy director, Ga.-Tenn., conferAmerican.
fellow
as
a
tudes
The Tri-State Defender this
for a long time
company, The Atlanta Life InGreene, director of public reence. Also on hand were E.
The Negro consumer smarted surance Company, as they gaThe WDIA idea is just as good
lations; E. M. Martin, vice
W. Mayo, A. J. Davis, Mrs. E. week mailed more than $100 to
Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Bates to clitoday as it was more than a for a long lime under the impres• thered recently for a three•
president, secretary; L. G.
L. McGear, H. A. Fuka and
max the paper's campaign to help
decade ago. And the main feature sion that so many advertisements day meet at the Memphis ofGunn, manager of Nashville
L. C. Harris, agents from
of the idea is a big, still-in -the- seemed to be beamed to the other fice. Hosted by Lt. G. W. Lee,
district; A. C. Murray, manNashville. (Staff photo by the couple, due to their Aght in
Little Rock, Ark.
process - of - developing market fellow. Too often the Negro buyer
George Hardin).
among the Negro citizens of the got the impression that the adMr. and Mrs. Bates, influential
Mid-South and Memphis. It is a vertiser wasn't "talking to him."
NAACP figures in the integration
And if he bought a given advermarket which for a long time
of Central high school, have been
was ignored, overlooked, or "play.4 Used product, the Negro consumwaging an all-out battle to get and
es's attitude was that of a fellow
ed cheap" by business men.
keep the Negroes in the formerly
The success of WDIA has been just looking out for himself, with
all-white school. As a result of
Its ability to call business men's the seller of the product not bethis fight, their paper, The Arattention to the existence of this ing particularly concerned whethkansas State Press, was boycotted
market . . . to impress business er he did or not.
by advertisers and their subscribmen with the nature of this marThe smart advertiser wants the
ers were scared off. The paper
ket from the standpoint of its consumer to feel that he (the ad
was forced to close several
The Memphis Branch of the tan Baptist church, Walker at Mctastes, loyalty, responsiveness to vertiser) wants the job of looking
months ago.
fair and considerate treatment, out for him (the consumer). Ne- NAACP will entertain the Eighth Dowell, Rev. S. A. Owen, pastor.
At present Mr. Bates is holding
and its willingness and ability to gro buyers haven't long enjoyed Annual Conference of the South- Some of the participants in the
the post as an NAACP field reprebuy and pay.
the feeling of being wanted per se east Region of the NAACP, Feb. conference will be Thurgood Marsentative.
Since WDIA launched on its path as customers and consumers.
18-21. All sessions of this confer- shall, Director - Counsel, Legal
The constant siege by bigots and
Educational
to becoming the nation's Numand Defense Fund,
Well, promotions such as the ence will he held at the Metropoli•
racists who endeavored to run the
ber One radio outlet beaming its WDIA Family Fair go a long way
Inc.; Clarence Mitchell, Director,
Bateses out of Little Rock forced
programs to this large and former- toward impressing the Negro con- 11111111811iiiiiiiingilllillillitt1111111111117iii111111111111111111t Washington Bureau; Gloster B.
them to hire guards for their proly overlooked market, the Negro sumer with the desire of the parCurrent, Director of Branches;
tection, as they got little sympathy
consumer has more than justified ticipating firms to have his patronand Miss Lucille Black, Memberfrom the Little Rock police.
the station's faith.
ship Secretary, all of New York
age and interest. The Fair will
Total sent to the Bateses was
The Negro consumer has shown give those attending the impres$114.15.
The
to the rest of America that he's sion that their interest and use of
City
l Southeast Region consists of
just as American as the best the products exhibited are appreThe breakthrough has come in all NAACP Branches located in The Queen of Clubs contest.
when it comes down to what he ciated.
Memphis civil rights lawsuits.
the following states: Mississippi, sponsored by the Tri-State DeAccording to Atty. A. W. Wil- Florida, Georgia, Tennessee, North fender. went
wants, what he will buy, his will- 1 Station
into the home stretch
WDIA has a way when
ingness to pay, his loyalty to the
litigation filed by 0. Carolina and South Carolin a.
It comes to attracting the mass lis, jr.. the
Evers ic an attempt to de- About 150 or more delegates are this week with the closing date,
goods and services, and his desire attention
Z.
of the Negro consumer in
to progress even further in the
expected to attend this Regional Feb. 29, in sight. Miss Clemon
the Memphis and Mid-South area. segregated public transportation
. direction of wholehearted particiMemphis will be heard before Conference of which Mrs. Ruby Crawford, who has been in and LONDON — (U P I) — Radio
In
So. it may be
expected
out of the lead for several weeks, Moscow has begun daily broadthat Federal Judge
pation in all phases of national
Marion Boyd Hurley of Atlanta is director.
thousands of colored people will be
took
over the Number One spot casts to Africa in Swahili, a
life.
May 15.
in attendance. And the basic alagain this week with Mrs. Nellie language spoken by some 20,000,l The WDIA Family Fair will be
Several observers expressed TRAIL BLAZERS
action to the top-flight show . ,
Collins of West Memphis running 000 Africans
something new for the Negro eonthe hope that Cals will mean
Spokane — Lewis and Clark a close second.
and it will be top-flight uncle;
The first program Monday was
sumers of Memphis and the Midthat suits against segregated li- were the first trail blazers to
WDIA auspices . . . may he ex•
The Binghampton Civic league a 10-minute news broadcast with
South. It will be different in its
brary
facilities
and
recreational
•
mark out a new route from St.
cted to be 0
n,r facilities will
PP
in
is backing Miss Crawford while emphasis on achievements
size and scope. Some of the na•,"
now get an airing. Louis to the
present
known
production
and
disarmament
tion's leading producers of the (See SHADOWS, Page 1)
(See RACE, Page 14
le;mmilimiamotitnnomitunummininumminn mouth of the Columbia river.
within the Soviet Union.

*

Group Forms
Political
Association

$114.15 Total
Sent To Bates'
By Tri-State

,

Thurgood Marshall Due Here For
NAACP Regional Meet Feb. 18-21
Bus Desegregation
Suit To Be Heard
Here On May 16th

Queen Race
Heads For
Big Climax

Red Broadcasts
Aimed At Africa

•

To Place Your Want Ad.
Coll "miss Results" — JA. 6-8397

or
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DOUGLASS HIGH
SCHOOL ROUNDUP

Sat., Feb. 6, 1960
OMNI

Manassas High News

By

B. T. W.

•#

School Notes
By

ARNETTA RAINEY

COMING ATTRACTIONS
tine of dates, partiesand dances.
There are two main attractions But after being present at some
By AUNETTA RAINEY
coming In the month of February. of these grand affairs, I have notthe chairman of the Dedicatory
The first one is A Sweetheart iced that new faces are seen
program, Mrs. G. A. Little, the
princip
The
teache
al,
rs,
and
stuBall, given by tho senior class In the mos unusual places. What's
program was quite a success. To
dents of Douglass are pleased to
you who have not been by to see
Feb. 10 at Curries. This win be up?
let you know some of the happen- the
another swinging affair given by
auditorium, drop by and see By MARKHUM STANSBURY
McArthur Smith is singing to
Good study merits as much enings around the Big "D," Douglass
it for it is quite beautiful.
the senior class and we are ex- Mildred Previtt (WM "I'll Take
ergy and alertness as any other
of course.
The
only
things
big
going
on
worthw
DID
i
pecting a very large crowd. At Care of You"; while Cleophes Owhile activity.
YOU PASS?
NEW AUDITORIUM
I surely hope so. This is the last week at Washington, and in Study
the dance we want everyone to be ens and Ann Hines (F. B.) are
surroundings — these
To you who have not heard the end
of the first semester and I fact at any other high schooll ahowd be quiet and,
at their best, no bad conduct or swinging to "Sweet Sixteen",
if possible,
latest about Douglass. We, t he hope
were
the
prepar
ation
for
taking
anything that isn't becoming a Gwendolyn Karshan is singing to
,
you did your best on all of
private, with enough "spread
students of Douglass along with
of
semest
er examinations.
your exams. If you did not make
school dance. The tickets can be Melvin Owens (BTW) "I Need
room" for book and papers. Lightthe principal and teachers are very it this
purchased from any senior, $1 in Money", Bobbie Hayes hears "The
semester, you should strive Have you ever heard a fellow ing must be suitable,
neither too
proud
indeed of our recently built even harder
advance and $1.20 at the door.
Bells" everytime a certain senior
next semester to pass be a miracle?" Most of us are dim nor too glaring for
you to
modern and most beautiful audi- all of
all
too
famili
ar with that feeling see well, withou
the exams.
The next attraction is the speech'fellow talks to her; Rosie Blancht straining or
torium. I need not say that the COMI
of being unprepared, the fear of,
NG ATTRACTION
department's annual play on Feb, ard is singing to Ernest C. Withtiring your eyes. (How is your
students at Douglass are quite
The junior class is sponsoring classmate say, "If I pass, it will eyesight, by the
15. The play is "The Scarlet Shad- ers, "Try Me"; Algious Tabor is
way?)
proud of the new auditorium. The a Sweetheart's
front
of
classm
ates, the certainty
Ball, Friday night,
ow," which is a three act play singing to Frankie Coleman, "You
Fair
Dedicatory Program for the new Feb. 12,
warnin
g!
Nothin
g will help
in the gym. Music by the of flunking the semester or final
with mystery and comedy. We are Got What It Takes" even though
auditorium was held Friday night, Dougla
give your all to ycur studying.
ss Swingsters, a commitOohing for a very large crowd you talk so fast; Edna Madison
This, as if you didn't know, means
Jan. 22. The program was quite tee from
the junior class is looking Once in a while, you run across
that night. Come one, come all and Frank Mitchell are singing
inspiring and educational as well. for a sweeth
no late movies, 'phone calls (over
one
of
those.
know,
You
the
ones
togeth
eart
from
"Neve
er
Let
the
r
Go";
or a night of enjoyment. See the
and SesophoThere were many distinguished more class.
15 minutes, or week-day dates. UnSo sophomores, be on who never seem to crack a beok
"Scarlet Shadow." Tickets will be olina Cox is singing "Talk That
visitors to observe this glorious your very
leuy
ou make yourself concenmakin
g
fools
oursel
of
ves
best behavior. Could our
•n sale at the school for 50 cents Talk" to Napoleon Williams.
trate, the entire idea is defeated.
occasion with us and they were: next sweeth
eart be you, you, or and walk away with straight
n advance and 75 cents at the BIG QUESTION:
Superintendent E. C. Stimbert, As- maybe even
1 When you relax, you think betChester Visor — Why are you
you? Wait and find A's. A genius. Let's face it. Some
•oor.
sistant
Superi
ntende
nt
Felix
of
Osus
have
it,
but most of us ter. You'll find that the more you
out at the Sweetheart's Bill. Hope
always seen with a certain sophoPOIUGHT
walt, Rev. A. Gladney, Mr. Blair to see you
give to your studying, the more
more young lady? (they say its
there with your sweet- haven't. Does that mean we're
T. Hunt, and a former principal heart or
you'll get out of it And as your
This week's spotlight turns to a for love); Delore
doome
d
medioc
to
re
grades
,
presweeth
s Dillard — Who
earts.
of dear old Douglass, Prof. J. D. WEEKLY THOU
• year - old sophomore, namely Is this fellow you have
exam
jitters
and
feeling
a
we're marks improve, yourself-confiGHT
such enorBIRMINGHAM, Ala. — (UPI)— the Negro from his car, beat him, Springer, and
dence will grow.
•uistine Jackson. Louistine re- mous eyes for?
many others.
"To have a friend is to be a not quite bright?
Why does John Police Monday labelled as a prank
then put the Negro and the girl
The community, friends and stu- friend." Are
Never waste time and energy
ides with her parents, Mr. and Sawyer always come
No.
Marks
and
morale
can
be
you
to Physics or a hoax the report that a Neanyone's friend?
thinkin
• rs. Luther Roderick of 1077 H. on time and every day?
In separate cars and drove away. dents are going to keep it beauti- If not, why not
g how smart someone else
booste
consid
d
erably
by
good study
Is it
start now by makanassas at She is a member of because of M. H.? James McGlo- gro man who drove into a service
h
araebitlse.aY
'
s oup
allinfi
Police said they had found noth- ful. The students in the study hall ing and being a friend.
fonld th a nt goodd habits, is. Just concentrate on being as
station with a blonde woman at his ing
smart as .you are.
e Keel Avenue
to substantiate the reports and are most entertained by the mu- So long until next week, and alwen we are wondering why you
side was beaten and abducted. were
Baptist church,
CURR
ENT COUPLES
that
sic
is
played
for
those
doing
away
of
us
with
miseri
the
ways
es of
inclined to dismiss it as a
and Inez James won't act right?
remember: Wear a SMILE
here
she
is
feverish all-night cramming and Janice Prudent and Paul Kelly,
A service station attendant and hoax after careful investigation. who are intellectually inclined. To on your face at all times.
Josephine McClellan, whose stripresident of the
inner quakings of guilt and Made- Doris Richardson and Eugene Ciped sweater was that you've been a customer reported the incident. "A policeman must keep an
unior choir and
quacy. here are some of the high son, Nancy Wilborne and Charles
sporting? There are some students But said they were not close open mind until a case is cleared
••.ancial secreTribble, Evelyn Richardson and
lights:
in the sophomore class that want enough to describe the people in- up," a detective official said.
ry of the Sun,Howard Nelson, Sally Johnso
Bondn and
First,
ATTIT
UDE.
People
who
to know why Jack Miller wasn't volved. They said the Negro pullOfficers indicated it might have
Peace Is not absence of
• y schooL
call study "a waste of time" gen- Walter Penno, Hazel
and
elected president? Bobbie Gray, ed into the service station in a been a prank by college boys
or
war, it la a virtue, a state
Louistine
erally waste their time studying. Henry Spencer, Carolyn Jackson
is
the students would like to know Cadillac and the white girl, a teen-agers, or that
(Conti
nued From Page D
the service
of mind, a dispolition for
• ajoring in sciPeople who respect study, both for and John Mitchell, Lula Siggers an
who this Mr. Taylor you are al- young platinum blonde. They station attendants
benevolence, confidence, jusmade a misce and minoritself
and its results, will get re- Roy Hopkins, Bobbye Roddy and
enjoym
ways talking about is.
ent,
and
said two cars of white men pulled take as to what they saw
educational banetice.
from a
Terry Dunlap, Earnestine Woods
sults.
in math and
fit.
THOUGHT FOR TODAY:
in behind the Cadillac and six or distance of more than
L. Jackson
_mptoollia)
30-40 feet
and Bernard Robinson, Due Ber°reign language.
Be what you is, not what you eight men jumped out, dragge
And there again is where oppor-, A regular time and place
d on the dark, rainy night.
P PLATTERS'
ain't, if you is what you ain't you
tunity is knocking . • . knocking at good study habits include both. ry and Mary Wallace.
With semester exams over all ain't what you is.
the door of the Negro consumer as Late-hour studying, isn't sensible. LAFF OF THE WEEK
ve
sual rouJ See you next week.
never before. One of the main Eyelids get heavy, words cease Joe: What book are you read,to mean anything, and an ins'
• 'd- ing?
ideas of a Fair is to give the
' 0, hypnotic voice whispers, Moe: It's called ''What Millions
sumer a chance to get a closecon.
up'
by racial affiliation. This includes
contact with a product . . . • "Sleep, Maybe the teacher won't, of Women Want."
candidates who are willing to symJoe: Did they spell my name
ask questions about, with enough call on you tomorrow, sleep!"
pathize with the Negro aims, and
correctly?
time to receive and digest the
who are willing to join in the eco(Continued From Page 1)
answers . . . to examine an item
nomic
education
of Negroes
and get the opinions of friends
throug
Tennes
hout
see.
jell is a sympathetic candiand family while they're all to3. To publish a bulletin regularly
ate."
gether
looking at an exhibit.
Mr. Evers said the Association for the political education of t h e
(Continued From Page 9)
Never before have local Negro CAPETOWN — (UPI) — Brit
Negro
rights
as
to
nis
duties
and
ould be non - partisan. that is,
Great Teacher let us help men to rise above the race
Ali Colons and Colin
consumers been given the oppor- ish Prime Minister Harold Machate of this age
C*fob nal6offs
a Elihue Stanback, another char- and benefits as a citizen.
tunity
unto
afford
the
altru
ed
millan
ism
by
flew
an
here
of
to
warme
affair
a rejuvenated universe.
the
st
of this
for Volum, foW
r member, put it, "we are ex- 4. To promote civic rights for
nature and scope. Never before welcome of his South African
'saff000
These words did not fall on deaf ears. Throughout
cting assistance from the Demo- the elimination of segregation.
has the Negro community
the body of
tour and an assurance South
Civets nitiututc 0(57.
been;
ats as well as the Republicans." S. To increase voter registraNegro
es
there
was a stir in the direction of active
given such a chance to evalua
tion.
Praia. hag,(i.e.Title
participation. Inte Africa had no ulterior motive in
DLE GROUND
quiries came rapidly answered. The tentative progr
their own economic weight. Never inviting him.
Mr. Stanback said the group
loons' Priam ...voila",
"We believe most Negroes are
am suggested proved
before has there been such a show
11111 F01 ill/ CA1.1114
to be popular. This included exercises emphasizin
of dedicated to a certain party," will meet in the near future to
g the importance of
of respect for the Negro'
own
potenti
Id Mr. Evers. "Both parties elect a president, vice president,
al
s
as
consum
purers,
with
SPIINCER FASNION 1111fORMS
the African background, the Negro in the discov
chasing power as will be
ery and exploration of
ave failed to see that the Negro secretary, treasurer and board of
7111 it St.. NJ. 77 tissues St., 5.5.
displayed a purchasing power to command
Ameri
by
ca,
directo
7751011110117,11.C. Attests 3, trargis
the
the
rs
labore
with
maxim
great
a
r,
the
numum
inventor, the soldier, the poet, the artist,
many firms and busi- respect. Now whatchubet!
d stand up and be counted,"
the
ness
institutions that will particispokesman, the press, the business man, the profes
said. "Therefore we will take ber of 100. The date, time and
sional class, the edupate in the WDIA Family
e middle ground for polital effec- place of this meeting will appear
Fair. r
cator,
and
the
minist
er.
This is the first time
STARTS
veness, especially in city elec- in the next issue of the Tri-State
such an
Defend
er.
event
How this program in modified form was carried
has been presented by
ons. The need for an organiseSUNDAY!
a
out in the various
radio station. Hopes are
on of this type was evident in
parts of the country would be interesting.. However,
4 BIG DAYS!
to expand
we must be brief
the WDIA Family Fair
last election."
into a culhere. Social welfare agencies, recreational establishm
tural
and civic enterprise as
Aside from Mr. Evers and Mr.
ents, and business
well
organizations had special services. Many ministers
as a commercial exposit
Muck, others who witnessed
The Master
ion. Memopened their churches
phis
may
some day, in the near
purchasing of the charter were
for these exercises and took the lead in the performanc
of
Suspense
es.
future become a world
Others, like
. W. M. Larkins, Miss Clemon
(Continued From Page 1)
seaport.
most of the heads of schools, worked out well-p
tells his
with
comme
rce
awford, Rev. E. J. Washington, the Free Will club
repar
ed programs in a
with countries all
of Memphis is
greate
over
st tale!
way
the
peculi
ar to their special needs and held exercises every
world.
. W. Hatch and Rev. T. R. Fugh. sponsoring Mrs
Collins' candidaday during
Such
emergi
ng
Objectives of the group include cy for Queen
Africa
n
the
week. In some cases, programs were rendered certai
countries
of Clubs honors.
as Ghana, Guinea,
n evenings to
11411
following;
Nigeria, and
I Holding on to third place posireach
perso
ns
who
were
the
so
circu
like
mstan
ced
will be wanting outlets
as
not
1. To place dummy voting ma- tion is Miss Ciemm
to
be
able
to
atten
d
ie ilosley of the
to display their progre
during the day.
s in each district, in business;Lakeview Country
ss and
club.
tentials. The WDIA Family potablishments, so that Negroes The Contest Direct
The results were most encouraging. The participants
Fair
or this week
may
well
almost as a
be such an outlet.
ay learn their operation. A urged all contestants to
make the
body
wrote
the
Direc
tor about the benfits derived from the celebration.
Indicative of the scope and
let aim of the organization is to best of the remaining
nafew weeks
ture of the show are the
A
head
of
univer
a
t up district bodies in the larger of the contest. Sensat
sity
said:
"We
celebr
followated
Negro
ional prizes
Histo
ry
Week
with
ing:
top
prizes, including a 1960
ties of Tennessee, such as Mem- await the winners in
most gratifying results." One high school principal said
the subscripautomobile, four television
that as a result
's, with a district manager and tion contest. You
sets for
may boost
of the effort the pupils of his schools were showi
daily prizes, three bags
ssistant manager and secretary. your favonte contest
ng unusual interest in
of groant by purceries
hourly, a barrel of money,
their background. A teacher said: "The celebr
NSIDER MERIT
chasing a subscription or by mailation
impro
ved
my chilnumerous samples. . . a free
2. To endorse and sponsor candi- ing in the
dren a hundred per cent. I wish \v., could
kid- I
free vote coupon found
die kartoon within the
have Negro History Week
Ws on basis of merit and not on Page
show, and
2.
throughout the year. Let the good work go
enough
exhibits to fill the spacious
on. Under your leadership
North Hall.
TIPM101.111._
we shall some day appreciata our interesting
past and be thereby stimuIndicative of Use caliber of
the I
lated to greater endeavor."
participating exhibitors are
a
(From The Association, For The Study Of Negro
sorghum company from Iowa,
Life And History)
a
furnace company from
Michigan,
an insecticide manufacturer
from
New York, the Lena Horne
Cosmetics firm, which will be
kicked
off locally for the first
time; the
new Jack Marshall Piano
school,
and other nationally-known
adverThe courageous Negro students who broke
tisers.
WASHINGTON — (UPI)- Sen- more than half of
the color bar at
its membership. measure Thursday.
A token admission of 40
ate leaders hoped to reach a vote !i The civil rights
Memphis State are now in dire need of jobs.
cents
battle raged in The committee was prodde
They hope that you. Tuesda
d by for adults, with children under,
y on the proposed consti- both branches of Congre
ss. In thel a discharge petition. The
the businass people of the city, will search your
petition's 12 being admitted free is slated.
tutional amendment to outlaw the house, Rep. Leo
personnel files and
E. Allen (R-111.)l sponsors said they
would keep And that will insure that
poll tax,
see if you have any available openings for college
predicted that a civil rights
touch of
students.
pushing for more signatures as worth
Richard B. Russell (D-Ga.), , would be passed.
which attends anything
b
l
F
S
e
n
.
insura
nce
agains
t any unreason- that's first class.
leader of the southern bloc, con- 1 Allen is rankin
They are in need of WORK. The students are
g Republican on able delay. The petition
available from
now lacks
ceded probable passage of the ,the rules committee,
Negro
which
broke only about 20 of the 219 signatures Family attendance at the WDIA
2-11 p.m. and would desire work of any
nature, i e. typing, grocery controversial proposal, which has ;a House deadlock Monday
Fair will indicate that apby heeded to force the bill to
tied up the Senate since last agreeingto start
the preciation of the opportunity
store clerks, service station attendants, chauff
hearings on the house floor.
to
eurs, window wash- week.
show that they too recognize
,
But Russell said he wouldi
their
ers, baby sitters, any job that's availab
le.
(vote against it if he had to "standl
, alone."
If you can and will help these courageous
young Negro stu- 1 The amendment was offered by
'Sen. Spessard Holland (D-Fla.' as
delete attending Memphis State university,
and have ANY kind of a rider to a proposed constit
utionwork available, please contact Ralph A.
Prater, GL 2-5475 at 1096 al provision to let governors temporarily fill vacancies in the house
Hollywood st.; or Laveryn Kneeland at
JA 7-9960. at any time.
sudden disaster should wipe out
Any help you are able to give would be greatly
appreciated.
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PI"IRON-HUNGRY II1000
MAKING YOU

ONLY "HAIR" A WOMAN?
1041% You So Risso-Devrn Yee Can't Chive Yoe. Husban
d end Family
Reel Companionship? Then Discove rho
Wondorful
limed-Sinfogthorting Action of This SpecialrIron
Tonic for Wensen1
Now tragic when a woman feels Thus quickly
tired so weak and run-down blood. to help build rfch. red
restore strength and
cover be a real companion!
so you feel fine again fast!
it's often due to "IronBlood"(*simple iron de- also bring 's unique formula can
blessed relief from
anent%).Then it's need- functi
-caused monthly
for those women to suffer crampsonally
and "Rot Flashes" of
awful weertriews
change
-of-Eifel No wonder so
, a wonderful Mon
many women use
am's
bop retiree thkt condititonic
on
Tablets all through Pinkh
theft' fivesf
flaw your vitality! It's
If "Iron -Hungry Blood"
hos
2,Pinkharn's Tablets, onfy left you
and run-down —
OIMISic made especially for only "halfweak
- a woman—get PinkI Stich in Iron. Pinkham's ham's Tablets
start to strengthen Then eee if you from
don't aeon feel
Mood"fn owe day/ "all" woman
again,
EillEALE AILMENTS! roman teats prove SILIVIOUIP
1.0dis 1)11 Vogmeem Commound intiohfl Cap
talon auk* read
dimeallonal ot meows pun
end cbanse-ot-ufs.

Farris declared.
He said wages had increased
from 85c per hour in 1956 to the
present scale. In addition, he
said, the men receive a hospitalization plan, life insurance and a
pension plan.
Mr. Evers charged that garbage
men in Memphis are forced to
work without adequate protection
from leaky tubs, inclement weather and biased foremen who will
lay men off for several days for
little or no cause.
Commissioner Farris "couldn't
remember" whether or not there
are any Negro foremen in his department. In answer to a question,
however, he said there was no ,
policy existing which would keep a
Negro from being remoted to
such a position.
On Monday, the first steps toward this organization began.

Call for the COLONEL...

JA 7-9987
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HAMPTON, Va. -- Mrs. Viola ceive a grant
of $1,000 plus tui•
Palmer, assistant professor of hi :ion
and other expenses.
ology at Hampton institute, is the
Mrs Palmer, who joined the
recipient of a Science Vacuity Fel- dampton
Institute faculty in 1953,
lowsslaip given by the National received
a Certificate from the
Science Foundation to further Sorbonne,
University of Paris in
her work toward the doctorate de- 1932.
She received the B. S. and
gree.
M. S. degrees from the UniverOn leave for the second semes- sity
of Michigan in 1936 and 1939
ter, Mrs. Palmer, sister-in-law of
respectively, and has attended the
editor, L. F. Palmer, jr., will study University of
Connecticut sumat the University of Connecticut, mer
school for two summers.
Storrs, Ct. where she will work She
is the mother of three girls,
in the field of biology concenViola, age 18, Ann-Marie, 14, and
trating on serology. She will re- Susan, 10.

The Student Affairs committee, vote made a show stopper."(Aof Owen college will present its waukee Sentinel, April 19, 1958).
first Lyceum event of the eeason, "Vocally, contralto Georgia
Feb. 12, 8:15 p.m., in the col- vis stole the show," (Pittsbuurp
lege auditorium in the person of Sun-Telegram, May 1, 1958).
the amazing contralto singer Geor- "Contralto Georgia Davis
prolonged applause," (Pittsbur
gia Davis.
Miss Davis began her musical Press, May 1, 1958).
career at an early age as a piano
student. Her piano teacher discovered that she had a lovely voice
and encouraged professional vocal
training. Following high school
graduation, she received a schol•
arship to Hampton institute in Virginia.
Upon return to her native Detroit, she studied at the Detroit MILWAUKEE, Wis. —The
POLIO TAGGERS — Melrose
seated are Elbert Griffl n,
Taylor, Delols Starks, Freddie
nor Fay Williams. Ruth Shaw, Conservatory of music and attend- watikee Urban League, an .
Because of the wide - spread in- on June 30. 1960, will not be af- High school had this fine
Nealey Williams, Edwina RanMae Foster, Leark Boga, Beand not shown on the picture, ed Wayne university where she ate of the National Urban Lea
terest among veterans and their fected unless they choose to come bunch "taeging the citizens of
dle, Mrs. Brans - comb, PTA
netta Nelson. Francetta Estes,
Onie Mae Hunt, supervisor. received a bachelor of music de- gut' and a member of the Cam
dependents on the new pension under the new system. They eau
and Morris Woods. On th e
Joyce
Glason.
, Memphis in an effort to help
Jeunniene
(Staff photo by George Hard- gree. Her second scholarship, munity Welfare Council of Gre
law going into effect later this make this choice at any time, but the Polio fund. From left,
awarded to her by the Detroit er Milwaukee, is seeking a sodi
back row, from left are Irene
Brisco, Regina Thigpen, Eleain)
year, the Tri-State Defender prints once the election is made, the penTuesday Musical club, took her to al worker for a position in it
the first of five columns of perti- sioner can never revert to
the old
11111911111111111111111111111111111111111911011181111111111111111111 New York City where she was Community Organization depa
nent information on the new law.i system.
swept up in musical activity which ment.
Succeeding columns will appear
included working as soloist with
Q. How does the new law affect,
weekly. Cut out and save each
the famous hall J. Johnson Choir, Persons interested In the p9
service - connected benefits?
column for a complete fact sheet.
(where
she met her tenor hus- tions which begins at $5,500 be
A. The new law does not affect
The following questions, with ap-i
band, William McDaniel); and ginning salary may write to t
benefits paid for service • connectpropriate answers were chosen by ed disabilities.
The manager of the Evening touring the U.S. as soloist with the Milwaukee Urban League,
the Veterans Administration from
National chorus of America under
Star
Spiritual singers, Mrs. W.
Q.
Does
W. Vine st., Milwaukee, 5, *
the new law change the
the thousands being asked:
direction of Hugh Ross. Rethe
D
Wilson
937
eligibility requirements for penFord
Place
has
aneonsin.
The
Manassas
William V. Kelley Is
PTA
elected.
high school
Q. When will the new system
cently Miss Davis was granted
sions paid to veterans?
will hold a Founders Day program! They included, president, M. R. nounced this week that the spirit- her third major scholarship by cutive secretary.
of pension payments go into efA. Not basically. Ninety days
Wednesday night, Feb. 10 at 8 p. Davis; 1st vice-president, Josh ual singing group of six are in- the American Theatre wing in
fect?
terested in increasing the number
active wartime service and an Taxpayers of
the Chicago Dis- m. in the Cora P. Taylor Audi- Toals; 2nd vice-president, Doc IrNew York ('ity, and is presently
A. On July 1, 1960. The first honorable • type discharge
are re- trict are heeding the advice of torium. Guest speaker for the af- vin, Jr.; secretary, Mrs. Geneva of singers.
studying with Sergius Kagen and
checks under the new system will quired. The veteran must also be
Mrs.
Wilson
said
both males and
fair will be the Rev. P. Goyna Wells; assistant secretary, Mrs.
Ruth Dawson.
not be mailed before August 1, permanently and totally disabled. District Director Harold R. All to
file their Federal income tax re- Hintreal, pastor of Trinity, C. M. E. Rosie Miller; financial secretary, females are welcome to join the Some of the newspaper clippings
S960.
group
which
There are important changes I. turns early so they
practices
every
may receive church.
on her performances read as folMrs. Doc lrvin, and chaplain, Miss Thursday night at 8
Q. Who will be affected by the income limits under the new any refund
p. m. in her
Zemo—liquid or ointment—a doe-.
due them as quickly Working on the committee are: E. Willison.
home. Interested persons should lows:
the new system?
system as well as some changes as possible.
tor's antiseptic, promptly relieves
'Mrs. Merl Ganida, chairman and
"Georgia
Davis,
contralto,
acitchirkg, stops scratching and sit'
) Mrs. Lula Smith, president. L. Other officers are: parliamen- call WH. 6-8151. Call after 4 p. m. quitted herself most
A. All veterans of World War I, in the methods employed to corn- All said 496,819
creditably by helps heal and clear surface skis;
taxpayers altarian, Mrs. R. Jackson, sergeant- any day.
principal.
World War II, and the Korean pute the pensioner's annual in- ready have Pled
singing with warm sensitivity." rashes. Buy Extraz
their 1959 reand reporter,
Strength 7,emo for
The New Chicago 40th Ward at-arms, H. Prede,
Conflict and their dependents who come. Under the new law the vet- turns presumably
.
Ii1111110111111111111111
111111111111111111111111
(Detroit
Times, April 27, 1958)
1I1111111111111111I1111
because
many Civic Club
t he
Mrs. M.
stubborn cases!
held
qualify and begin to receive non- eran's estate or "worth" will be- of them may have
its
monthly
"Georgia
Davis'
rich dark-hued
a refund commembership and program commitservice pension after June 30, 1960, come an eligibility factor.
ing and they are eager to get it. meeting recently at the Coleman
;eman Chapel CME church. At tees are Mrs. Mollie Alexander
will be under the new system. Q. Let's go into this a step at "We have started
to process the
the meeting the 1960 officers were and Mrs. L. Price.
Those already on the pension roll, a time. What are the criteria for returns already
filed," All said.
establishing permanent and total `'If they are in perfect order
and
idisability
WASHINGTON DID NOT STAND
a refund is due, our early pro' A. The degree of disability may cessing will speed up the
WHILE CROSSING THE
refund
INGROWN NAIL
vary according to the age of the checks accordiegly."
DELAWARE.
HUNTING YOU?
veteran. Generally he must have
Those returns which require a
lasasedlate
a disability which at his age Pre- pre-re
fund audit will take longer
vents him from getting regular, to
114•11
process but in every such case,
A taw drops at °MGM) brims
full time employment. This dim.
robot fres torisonldna pals of tneroir=
the taxpayer will be notified by
1
.
0IYTGRO tweeter dee DIU sedemeatii
bility must be such that doctors
tie
sail, allows tn. nail to be est aad
letter of the reason for delay, All
thus
retiti farther pain •nd iblooffittort.
do
not
expect
it to improve ma- said.
•viellsiele at all dreg oser• 0
terially.
Q. What are the changes in a "Even the pre-refund audit may
be completed sooner because of
veteran's income limits?
A. Under the old law a veter- i early filing, he said.
an without dependents could not:
draw a pension if his annual inHistorians have completely shat, tercel the authenticity of the events
come exceeded $1400. Under the
, portrayed in the grant painting of
new law he may receive some
Washington Crossing the Delapension if his income is as high
RICORDS POI EVIIIIYONI
ware, They point out that Wash. j
as $1800.
ington did not stand up. as shown, I
Under the old law a veteran with
It6 Peeler ire Leeseeesseta
ixit sat going across. Neither was
dependents could not receive a
a
there an American flag flying from
Phon• IA. 5-6348
pension if his annual income was
the prow, as the first one had not
more than $2700 Under the new Plans are now being made for
been made at that time. The man
system his annual income may be Central High School's Annual
who painted the famous picture
actually never saw the Delaware
as much as $3000 and he still will "Home Coming." The event will
River, according' to Preston's
be eligible for some pension.
be held at Central high in Alamo,
"Revolution, 1776.".„
Detailed information to fit your Tennessee Feb. 10. There are sevindividual case may be obtained eral your 7 ladies competing for the
from a contact representative at title of "Mi.'s Tigerette," who will
serve as queen of the basketball
any VA office.
team.
The person that reports the highest amount of money wins the
title.
The latest entry in the "Miss
Tigerette" contest is Miss Dolores
Simmons who writes that she was
chosen to run for queen by the
junior class.
Money from the contest will be
Mrs. James Garrett and was
used to purchase new basket- EXTEND THANKS — Rev.
held at the Free Will Spiritual
ball uniforms and e scoreboard for and Mrs. J. L. Gardner wish
to thank the members, frichurch, 882 Randle str in the
the school's gymnasium.
ends, and well wishers for the
Klondyke area, Sunday, Jan.
beautiful way they responded
24. Rev. Gardner, better known
to their baby's shower. Little
as the "Little Boy Wonder,"
Kenneth
Maurice Gardner,
pastors from coast to coast
Chicago — An estimated 1.5, cuddled tenderly above by his
as a dynamic church leader.
billion chicks are hatched annual-' mother, received many gifts.
THE SMOOTHER BOURBON
Little Kenneth is now a month
ly in the United States, most of The affair was sponsored
iteiturer Straight Bourbon Mistily • It Ynt. Old
old. (Staff Photo by George
by
90 haat • Anciant Age Dist.Co„Frankfort,Ky.
them in the spring months.
Hardin)

League Seeks
Social Worker

,E R tflni
any e urns
Prnaram Feb. 1O
For Income Tax

Evening Star
Singers Desire
Extra Voices

Helps Heal And Clear

itchySkin Rash!

emo• •

entral Annual
Affair Feb 1

• WINNER OF THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF HOME BUILDERS
1959 MERIT AWARD FOR COMMUNITY

3 Bedromns
2 Baths
Carport
Concrete

Drive
Storage
Aluminum
Windows
Separate
Dining Area
Select Oak
Floors
Central Heating
Dishwasher Disposal

the HILLTOP
only *400 down
$12,800
Plus Closing
[
— WE'LL TAKE YOUR TRADE-IN

FREE MEMBERSHIP
LAKEVRW--COUNTRY CLUB
TO THE FAMILIES BUYING THIS HOME!
Directions: Drive south on Highway 61 to Horn Lake
Road, south on Horn Lake Rd., to one block south of
Geeter School.

Any bey can join the Bay Scoubs of America. One
out of every four between 8 and 18 belongs now.
Over three million boys on their way to being good
citizens—and having a lot ol fun and adventure
Boitiritvotirtezi wet: awl,
sal:othr:yow:
local
help make Scouting available ..,to every box,who
wants to belong.

TRI-STATE DEFENDER
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Sat., Feb. 6, 1960

Ripley's Morning Star Church Holds Men's Day Program
Aim
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RIPLEY, TENN.'S Morning
Star Baptist church marked
Men's Day Sunday with a

special program. In photo at
left, members of the congregation join in the singing of a

familiar hymn. In photo at
right, the pastor, Rev. J. R.
Halliburton, standing rig h t,

confers with several officers
of the church before the services begin. Seated, left to

RELIGIOUS DIGEST
By Rev. G. G. Brown

right, are Willie James Carlton, Willie Wallace, George
Coe, Tom Johnson, Walter

Annual Law Day

Morning Star Baptist church is
one of Ripley's outstanding re.

Ilgious institutions. (Staff photo by Hardin).
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Memphis(MEMinistersReturn From Cal. Trip
The Bishops, General Officers-ave., and Rev. C. D. Coleman,
Laymen and Ministers Council of general secretary, Board of Christthe CME church met in Los An- Ian Education, 4921 Horn Lake rd,
geles, Calif., Jan. 18-21. General This was the first connectional
officers in attendance from this meeting of the CME church to be
area were Rev. J. L.. Tolbert, gen- held on the Pacific Coast since its
eral secretary of Evangelism, 4909 organization. Bishop F L. Lewis
k Horn Lake rd., Rev. J. B. Boyd, is Presiding Bishop in California
,generil secretary, Department of and Arizona. Much progress is be'Confererke Claimants, 1486 Felix ing made in expanding the bor

You listen to people come up
"And God shall wipe away all
Jesus' crucifixion was on the thoughts. I reasoned with myself
all types of excuses. Y o u
with
an from their eyes; and there
of loos- cross, mine was on this journey and said that's good.
verge
the
on
yourself
find
all be no more death, neither
minkind. You are ready of life, scorned, abused and dis- But what if death takes a midhall there be sorrows, nor cry- ing faith in
your arms in disgust appointed. His resurrection was to i nipt stioll to a sinner's door, I
up
throw
to
ng, neither shall there be any
what's the use" arise from the tomb and leave i wonder couuld the National guard
"Oh
out
cry
and
nore pain: for the former things
voice speaks death; I must await in the valley, 'tell death to halt? This man or
small
still
a
when
hall pass away." — Revelation
and still in death, for Him to awaken woman hasn't made his peace
confusion
and
chaos
the
of
out
1:4
you." With, me.
with
am
"I
says
to
you
, with Goa. I don't know about
A few days ago a young lady
The day of His arising, He went4011' but I would rather sleep
you
again
once
restored
assurance
me to my
e. Her eyes
back home to Heaven, not to stay ] ,d with loss of sleep, her cheeks move on to greater darkness and but to prepare a place
that God is watching
for His 4
"
wing
new
this
of
all
Amidst
,re stained with tears, and her despair.
than the whole of the
me
over
obedient
followers,
once
art was broken with despair idea strikes the mind and
Defense..
National
As
He
died,
so must I; just
e had come to the breaking point again you are reminded that there as He arose so will I
The last book in the Holy Bible
being an
will he a tearless and dark-less
life. She — like
Revelation, which means all the
is
obedient
child.
My
love
and
respect
shall be moved
d exhausted every source for night and all cares
and things required have
facts
for
His
word
passpoetl
will be my
hievement of her goals and now away.
So at the end you'
revealed.
to
that
been
legit
where
endl
time
will
agony,
the
all
of
midst
th the same almost in sight when In the
excuses. May 1!
any
have
won't
and
life
will
be
forever.
I
won't
ends would be most, appreciated grief, despair in the midst of all have to worry
Jesus left this )
as
just
you
remind
about sin and
looks around to find none. that life pours upon us we must be temptation; God
He return. His eyes
will
so
Earth,
of
will
wake
me
in
some
find
and
within
en head in debt — low on forti- 1 able to reach
the morning.
,neser wink for sleep, He sees all
e and darkness embracing her source that will enable us to keep
uhaand
.wttlaytou dyouo say.sohealerst
We
all
you, ow
must consider that we
about, she comes to the on going on. Years ago a group of are only making
you,
of
arrangements
all
and
'Looked
back
slaves
either to finct an answer.
• former
here on this earth to be saved us be careful of what. we'cWii
s I looked . at the poor down- wondered how they Got Over." Life by
following
instruc- say.
God's
closing
in
our
that
designed
is
so
arted creature my deepest symtions. Be humb,e show love for
A young lady flagged me down
thies went out for her. In the years after all of the narrow esone
on
another
a rainy day so 1 stopped and
and
many other
rd of Longfellow, "I was once,' capes, pitfalls, and the like we
things pertaining to love for all gave her a lift. As a rule I never
must
be
There
likewise.
do
will
barefoot boy." I was once in
humanity. All of these things are depart from a person until I ask
place or should I stop at' something within each of us that required,
of their religious background. 1
every
up
to
to
rise
enable
us
will
cc? Nothing is more heart rendBoiling it down to its fine points asked her did she belong to a
life.
ordeal
of
than to reach out for goals that'
it means we must wait in the valley church. She said no. I asked her
nnot be obtained. It is at this , Recently we have witnessed a to be saved
and those of us who why not and she said because her
repreThese
suicides.
serious
of
nt life becomes unbearable.
have withstood the test of temp- parents had taught her that there
lacked
who
women
and
sent
men
Life is a great thing when we
going on' Cation which our parents in the was no God. There was no Jesus,
a nost o the fortitude to keep on
adversities.
must garden failed to do. Then on the no hell, no Heaven, no nothing.
of
Life
in
'spite
ends, some money, and the like l
day o u r Saviour Before I finished with her she
that
organized
in
days
be
of appointed
so
when you awake one day and
shall come to our rescue and we said I frightened her. I told her
fortiprosperity
and
we
happiness
out that some of these things
shall behold His glory and just one not to be afraid, just repent and
Ye been exchanged for adver- fy ourselves to the point that when
moment with him will pay for all believe.
unfavorable
the
comes
into
our
es then life takes on a new
the heart aches and pains we had
I wonder how many people on
r. But life is so designed that lives we will be able to reach
in this world,
can, like Paul, say I am
earth
refuel
down
enwith
and
hidden
ner or later all of us run into
I was riding through the city , crucified with Christ, nevertheless
ergy.
5.
This young lady was only a sym- of Memphis a few days ago and 'I live not 1, but Christ within me
he tragic thing is it usualPeace be with you forever is
bol
of people in all walks of life. I saw a sign which read like this:
comes when we can least afford
There
are countless thousands just "Sleep well tonight, your National prayer. REV. G. G. BROWN Is
It always attacks us when',
Guard is awake." I smiled at the HEARD EVERY SUNDAY OVER
ngth and fortitude are at their, like her.
eat ebb. We find ourselves hay. Standing on the very brink of sign and rode on with deep STATION WHEY, MILLINGTON
to go beyond ourselves to find misfortune and indecision are peoanswer for our problems. In ple looking for a way out of
final analysis these things are their troubles. There must be some
one who is in a position to lead
more than tests in disguise.
them to higher and nobler heights.
This can be realized only to the
extent that each of us is fortified ourselves. We can not strength
en another on our weakness. We
must first be strong ourselves and MT. MORIAH
The Southern Male Chorus pro
then but of our strength be able
It was an occasion to be rememsided the music. Mrs. Lauretta
to point them to tearless days cir- bered when the Mt. Moriah
con- Jones was organist.
cles of friends, and all of those gregation and friends gathered
at
Heading the activities for thIlungs that will make for a whole- the sanctuary for
the Annual Men's Day was Joseph Westbrook lie
some life. In proportion that we Day celebration. "Man
Accepts
836 So. Lauderdale St.
was aisisted by Thomas Armfield
are able to do this we will make' His Responsibility''
was the theme!Serving
on the committees were
heaven come on earth for every. of the observation.
Sunday, February 7
one.
Robert 51airley sr., J. D. SpringDuring the morning worship
hour, the pastor. Rev. R. W. Nors- er, John Johnson, jr., James
Rooks, Leon Brownlee. Owen TugSUBJECT: "SPIRIT"
worthy, delivered a most enlightOliver
gle,
P. J. Nelson
and
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Pres- ening and stirring sermon center- Patten.
twice
11:00 A.M.
ident Eisenhower called last night ed around the theme. The male
GOSPEL TEMPLE BAPTIST
nday School
9:15 A.M. for observance of Law Day on chorus rendered beautiful music, Of great interest at the Gospel
May 1 "to demonstrate to the with Richard Gipson as guest soTemple Baptist church is Annual
people of the world that this na- loist. Charles Cooper extended the
Wednesday Evening
tion seeks only fairness and jus- greetings an dArnett Hirch made Heart's Day. It will be held on Sun.
Meeting — 8 O'Clock
day. Feb. 14, at 3 p. in. Dr. Clara
lice in its relations with other na- the announcements.
Browner, the featured speaker.
litions."
The principal speaker for the
will explain the function and care
afternoon was Atty. Russell B.
of the heart.
Sugarmon. lie was introduced by
The Sunday school department of
Jesse Wilburn. Others who appear-,
the church is sponsoring the obed on the outstanding program'
servation. McAdams Sloan is the
were Rev. W. L. Duty, Harper
superintendent.
Brewer, Leon Brownlee, jr., and
Rev. C. T. Epps is the pastor.
Leroy Van Johnson. Edward B.
METROPOLITAN BAPTIST
Davis was master of ceremonies.
The Brotherhood of Metropolitan Baptist church observed its
36th Annual Day, last Sunday. The
Rev. G. K Offutt of Louisville.
You can finish and take your
Ky., delivered the message
first course in 10 weeks ot
The pastor, Rev. S. A. Owen,
spoke during the morning hour
less. Valuable Nurse's Outfit
at 11 ant. The Men's Chorus furn
For the first time science has found
given FREE!
ished music
a new healing substance with the astonishing ability to 'brisk hemorT. R. McLemore was general
FOR FREE SAMPLE LESSONS it NURSE'S BOOKLET
rhoids and to relieve pain - without
chairman and W. T. Gurney was
surgery. In ease after ease, while
MAIL COUPON TODAY!
publicity chairman.
gently relieving pain, actual reduction (shrinkage) took place. Most
BEULAH BAPTIST
amazing of all -results-were so thorPOST GRADUATE SCHOOL OF NURSING
At the Beulah Baptist church.
ough that sufferers made astonishing
ROOM 20H10, 131 s. Wnbash, Chicon-, Illinois
the past Sunday, Installation Serv•
statements like "Piles have ceased to
be • problem!" The secret is a new
Pines* rush my SAMPLE LESSONS end NURSE'S BOOKLET.
ice was held.
healing substance (Bio-Dyne
,
i-dissi-tsl.sman will sell end there is no obl;qeSion, ef
Officers proudly accepted the
course.
covery of a world-famous research
great responsibility of carrying out
, institute.This substance is now availNA
able in suppository or ointment ferns
the church's program for this
called Preparrihnit H$. At all drug
year.
AO.
C:sy
Pails
counters-money back guarantee.
AA4•.4 ,,,P
Rev. W. C. Holmes is the pastor.

CHRISTIAN
SCIENCE
SOCIETY

Wright. Standing, left to right,
are Edward Bursey, Prof. E.
C. Johnson and Y. Z. Purham.

late
ic
whi
con

ders of the CME church in this
area.
Several laymen and a large
delegation of Ministers attended
from the Conference in this area.
The representatives reported any
numbe,• of fine churches and large
congregations of the CME church
in Los Angeles, San Francisco.
Oakland, Long Beach, Pasadena

and other parts. Bishop B. Julian
Smith of the First Episcopal Di3trict, Chicago, Ill., presided at
:he Bishops Council. Rev. A. Ralph
Omaha, Neb., presided at the Ministers and Laymen's Council and
Rev. Grover H. Carter, Jackson,
Tenn., presided at the General
Officer's Council.
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FEBRUARY 15th

JANA PORTER

ONE
AT EACH QUALITY
STAMP REDEMPTION
CENTER
REGISTER FREE
AT THE CENTER
NEAREST YOLP

Yes Madame,

wheat flour and Jack Sprat meal
there will be no waste for they
With Valentine's Day fast apare truly dependable. Use them
proaching everyone is trying to in
all your recipes.
find some way to make themFor hearts day serve Cherry
selves a little dearer to their
pie made with Jack Sprat flour,
loved ones.
topped with a heart shaped from
Jack Sprat enriched wheat • whipped
cream: peaches, ice
flour is always willing to lead
cream or tapioca pudding with
the "way to your family's heart
Jack Sprat sugar cookies.
through good home cooked
food." Nutritious and delicious
JACK SPRAT
meals do not have to be expensSUGAR COOKIES
ive meals. You will find with
Basic recipe:
the use of Jack Sprat enriched
C. Butter or shortening

1 (7. Sugar
1 or 2 egg yolks
tsp. salt
1 tlbs. milk
1 tsp, baking powder
1 2 tsp. vanilla
I 1 7 C. Jack Sprat flour
, Let butter stand at room
temperature until soft. Beat in
sugar, egg, milk and vanilla.
and sifted together, well. Drop
from spoon 1 inch apart on

•
lightly buttered cookie sheet.
For flat cookies press with knife
or fork dipped in cold water or
use cookie press.
For Valentine cookies: add
enough, flour to roll out. Chill
thoroughly. Roll 1-4 inch thick,
arrange with spatula on buttered cookie sheet. Bake in moderate oven 375 degrees F. about
8 minutes.
Bye for now,
Jana Porter

•

YOU CAN BE A

PRACTICAL NURSE
See how easily you can qualify for

success...as a graduate
Practical Nurse...through part-time home study program
No High
School
Necessary

NO
AGE
LIMIT

Shrinks Hemorrhoids
Without Surgery

Stops Itch—Relieves Pain '

A HAPPY MOMENT was shared by Ms Mid-South talent and all
their friends and listeners on a recent Big Star Talent show.
When the fine group pictured above ga%e their ^rrformance, top.
favorite songs and readings climbed aboard the airwases. The
regular weekly talent show presented by Big Star Food Stores of
pros-es most listenable. Big
Memphis and the Mid•south

Star is glad and proud to rive young people this
perform before the vast audience that comprises opportunity to
the huge listen•
ership tuned to the Mid -South's most powerful
radio station, 50,000
watts WDIA. First row, left to right. Tommie
Bradford, Carthryn
Payton. Ethel Van, Mildred Wiggias, Martha Jones,
Glenn Scott,
Percy Wiggins and Coger Banks. Standing in
front Is Joyce Patterson.

•
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Legal Fight Looms Over Dr. Boyd's Estate
Value Holdings
Over $1 Million
Ge
t
Num.%)i
ARSANZE
Oitei 77-1E
BY
PlAgGARET

NASHVILLE, Tenn. — Moving vie answered, making for the
quietly into focus here is what' most part the same allegation—
promises to be a sizzling legal bat- ! that Ferguson should be protect
de over what some informedl
sources have said is a $1,000,000plus estate of the late Dr. Henry'
Allen Boyd.
As of this week the whole story,
as developed so far. has become a
NASHVILLE, Tenn -- Nashville auditorium for the many
beautiful
matter of public record. It is unIs truly On The Go. Days are full! and expensiv
e Balls given in this
folding through a series of filing
of meetings with organizations for town known as The
Athens of the
and cross-filing of petitions in
the good of the order, we hope,, South.
Boyd. Jr.
Mao'
Chancery Court.
and evenings are full of gala par; Prominent on the social
calenThe petitions await public hear. ing the Boyd estate instead of
ties, dinners and bridge tourna- dar: The Silhouett
e's Dance, the
ing at Chancery
Court
ments.
under bringing suit against it.
, Fisk Faculty Club annual dinner
.
the title, -Bill No. 81356."
Then, the Rev. Theophilus B.
Among the outstanding men's dance and above
all the NAACP
DIED LAST SPRING
Boyd jr., whose name is not menclubs of the city is The Frontiers!Fashions For
Freedom. I have
Dr. Boyd died last Spring, near- tioned in either the will or
which meets at The Blue Tri- just received a telephon
inie call from
ly one year ago. He held substan- tial petition, cross filed on behalf
e YWCA with a luncheon! Marguerite Belafont
e in New York.
tially large holdings as general of the publishing board, to which
meeting. This group of energet- She has
just returned from Jasecretary and treasurer of the Na- he was named executve secretar
ic citizens has a club roster mai
y
B.W.I. where she took on
tional Baptist Publishing Board of in succession to his wealthy
which reads like a Who's Who in som
unew and exciting Cruise
the National Baptist Convention of cle. The Rev, Mr. Boyd
community affairs.
has also
clot
to add to her continental
America; president and board cross-filed against the Boyd estate
They devote their meetings to
The Fashion Dinner
chairma
n of the Citizens Savings on a question involving certain
discussions on civic and commuon Feb. 12.
Bank and Trust Co., said to be handlings of bank stock
nity improvement and bring
by his uning Nashville in the past
the nation's oldest Negro banking cle.
members of local, state and"hii- teisi dtri was Mr.
Leroy Jeffries,
firm;
president and board chair- Young Boyd has also been namtional government as speakers aqd iice president
of Ebcty. His busiman of the colored YMCA; owner ed president of the
consultants. The President, Mr
Colored YMCA.
ss was sort of huhhush but he
of extensive real property and Prior to the death
J. W. Bowden of Universial Life In- 'did
of his uncle,
manage to spend ai:rouple of
stock
in
big firms across the coun- Boyd was a linotype operator
surance company is just beginnieg liours
at
chinning with me. Also D.
try; and president and publisher the publishing plant
his term of office. His successO .
for several
quet and "Fashions For FreeIsolene Grimmett, Mrs. Carrie
Mrs. Edith Otey and Mrs.
A. Willis, National Representative NASHVILLE, TENN. — The
of
the
Nashvill
e
(Hobe
newspa- years. He is a stockholder and a
was J. L. McLellan, grominent
dom Show" at the St. Vincent
Hull, Mrs. H. B. Johns, Mrs.
Margaret Simms, co
chairI Carling Brewers spent a week spotlight of glamor and comper.
director of the bank.
real estate executiVe.
munity service falls on these
de Paul school gymnasium at
Grafta Looby and Mrs. Marman of the Fashions for Freein the city.
The original petition was filed! According
to the will, M r s.
women here Feb. 12 when the
Excitement
8 p.m. They are, from left,
reigns
geurite Belafonte, New York
supreme SAD NEWS
dom committee. Beautiful and
some months ago by Citizens Say- Roach, of Clevelan
when The Bridge club with the un- We
d, Ohio, is left
seated. Mrs. M. H. Free-man,
attractive models from schools
City, who appears in the show
have just received sad news local N SACP's Freedom Fund
the Boyd residence, 1e302 Heiman
usual name of "I DOUBLE YOU" of the
co-chairman of the Fashions
as guest star modei. Standing.
and organizations throughout
death of Mrs. Gwendolyn Committee stages the second
at.; 3,000 shares of Citizens Bank
holds its meetings. These ladies Baker
annual Freedom Fund BanFor Freedom committee; Mrs.
Irons left, Mrs. Lettie Gallothe city will be the show's
Duncan, who passed away
stock; one-half interest in the Deare rapid 'fire players and they in
way, Mrs. Geraldine Fort,
glittering supporting cast.
Germany on Jan. 18. Mrs. Dunnominational Trust; Boyd's bonds
invite only people of a kind to can,
a member of Class of 'Xi
in the Alpha Corporation: stock in
play with them. Their recent Fisk
university was married in
National Life and Accident Insurmeeting was held with Mrs. Don- Memoria
l Chapel in April, 1959
ance Co.: stock in the Tennessee
Ryan on Gardner's Lane in and went to
Germany to join her
Central Railroad Co.; and stock in
'hew swank Haynes Height husband,
Jordan
Ferguson
Capt. Bernard Duncan of NASHVILLE
Tennessee State! Officers for 1960 include: Syl- ! Mitchell, assistant eorresponoing Rev. Charles E. Williams, chapthe First American National Bank
ion. Prizes were won by Mrs. U. S. Army
Medical Corp.
Nashville chapter, unanimously i vester Davis, president Dr. James!secretary; Miss Sadie Roland, re- lain; Joseph Martin, sergeant-at. ings Bank and Trust co , as execu- here.
Jimmie Smothers, Mrs. Mildred Her
parents live in Birmingham, elected officers for 1960 at their Stewart, first vice president; Mrs.!cording secretary; Miss Mary arms; James Merritt, parliamen-'1tor under terms
of Dr. Boyd's MORE TO MRS. ROACH
Freeman and Mrs. Edward Max- Ala.
regular meeting last week, held Lucille Greene, second vice presi-'Knowles. assistant recording secwill, and by M. G. Ferguson, as
Also going to Mrs. Roach are:
well..
Best dressed woman seen at re- at Tennessee State's Lawson dent; Mrs. Mildred Dixon, cure- 'retary,
$60,000 of her father's life insurH. C. Hardy. treasurer; Eight committees of the Nash- trustee.
JACK & JILL
cent affair was Mrs. Carrie Denny Building, alumni headquarters. isponding. secretary; Mrs. Kathryn Mrs. Johnella H. Martin, reporter; ville chapter were appointed; Ferguson is presiden
t of the ance money; all holdings and
Jack and Jill club members held
educational supervisor of Counchairmen are: Program, Mrs. Ka- bank. lie held the position of ex-!stock in the Nashville Globe Pubtheir Annual Bridge Tournament
ty schools in Davidson county. She
thryn M. Patton; Education, El- ecutive vice president for many lishing co.; property at 1602 ParkSaturday, Jan. 30 in the spacious,
was wearing a smartly draped
mer Kelly; Finance, H. C. Hardy; years before Dr. Boyd's death. side rd., Cleveland; property at
gymnasium of Fisk university.
black original design with large
Social, James Merritt; Budget, Ar- In this petition the court is being 1820 Scovel st., here; and propThe President, Mrs. Della Iiiii,
rhinestone jewelry and a Howard
nold Love; Auditing, L. L. Carnes; asked to determine the "true lerty at 515 Second ave., south,
public school teacher, reports that
Hodge Red Feather hat. Mrs.
Membership, Mrs. Johnella H. meaning" of Boyd's will. execut here.
the 50 table affair will benefit
Denny was a member of a group
Martin; By -Laws, Joseph An- ed April 9, 1952, as well as the The will lists five banks ill difNAACP and polio this year.
which went to Europe with me
meaning of a codicil to the will, ferent parts of the conntry at which
thony.
The sweetest music I have heard
last summer and always demandThe next meeting of the Nash- executed April 14, 1955. At issue Boyd has money deposited, and it
for some time was presented by
ed a second look in foreign cities
ville alumni is scheduled for Feb. is whether Ferguson, as execu- stipulates that the money shall be
a trio of local artists on the occafor her attractive attire.
at 6 p. m. at Tennessee State tor, is required to settle directly handled by Mrs. Roach, "as she is
14
sion of The Tennessee Conference
with Mrs. Katherine Boyd - Roach, the signer on the signature cards
Progiessive Matron's Club met
university's Lawson building.
on Human Relations Annual Meetwith Mrs. S. L. Belcher. They
Boyd's daughter, her share of the in these several banks."
ing Banquet. The Artists, Mr.
estate, or whether Boyd's stock in
and presented a most interesting ponThe will gives Miss Wilson,
Mrs. Anceo Francisco and Mrs. e!
citizens Bank and other proper- Boyd's confidential aide for many
on Social security. Leading the
is' Strange with clarinet, vio- panel
;iris, are to be held in trust for years, 2,000 shares of Citizens
was Mrs. N. L. Holliday with
nd piano — all from the fac- Mrs.
her benefit by a trusteeship, Bank stock; $10,000 in life insurWillard Williamson, sr , a n d
of A&I State university.
said to be created by the codicil. ance stock; stock in the Supreme
Mrs. A. D. Kelly. The president,
Phi Beta Sigma Orchid Ball was Mrs.
The trustees listed in the codicil Liberty Life Insurance Co., the
Pansy Doyle Williams is to
much too pretty to be held at Ma- be congratu
are Ferguson, Miss H. L. Jordan, Tri-State Bank, Memphis, the Related on the progresceo's. We look forward to some of sive
cashier of the bank, and Miss publican National Club Building,
program of this outstanding
these groups acquiring a suitable'group of women.
Sadie B. Wilson, executive secre- New York City; and one-half of
tary of the National Baptist Pub- Boyd's investment in the Denomilishing Board and a bank diress national Trust Association. She
also is to receive stock in the
NASHVILLE — l'ro
Detiossy I iQr.
Harvey Van Buren, one of the, In addition to Mrs. Roach, the Farmers Merchant Bank, Richnewer members of Tenn., State petition sets Ferguson and t h e mond, Va.
performed for the seventh year as: bank against Mrs. Lula Boyd- The first Chancery Court petiaccompanist for Omega Psi Phi Landers, Boyd's sister; Miss Wil- tion asks for determination of
Fraternity's National Talent De- son, personally and as a trus- whether 3,739 shares of Citizens
monstration program, held at New tee; Miss Jordan, personally and Bank stock bought in 1953 by the
York City's Town Hall, during as a trustee; Mose J. Davie, for- publishing board, and accrued divAt its annual meeting held Jan. Natalie Stuart of Indianapo
mer executive secretary of the idends, belong to the National
lis, also
their annual conclave.
16, 1960, the Board of Directors of! a graduate of Howard universit
y.
Van Buren's long-time musical colored YMCA and the National , Baptist Publishing Board or the
McKissack & McKissack, Inc.,! McKissack has been connecte
Boyd estate.
associate Miss Mildred Roach, Tn. Baptist Publishing Board.
d
unanimously re-elected Moses Mc with the firm since graduation
kegee music department staffer, Mrs. Landers, Miss Wilson, Miss
The petition points out that diviKissack IV to his second term from Howard university in 1939.
Jordan, Davie and others are dends paid on the stock purchase
joined hands to perform
McKissack is a His first major assignment with
mith's Sonata for Four Hands and beneficiaries in the will, with Miss for the "year, 1953, and subsequent
graduate of Fisk :the firm was the construction of
Rachmaninoff's Second Piano Suite Wilson being second only to Mrs. years, were credited to the pervannah, Ga., enroute to Deninatl. Ohio to Pomona; Miss as part of the
university
and :the St. John Baptist church in Mi- JOYFULLY WAITING FOR
Omega conclave Roach in the amounts of monies sonal account of Henry Allen
university,
Granville,
son
Yvonne Wood of Syracuse. N. program.
the Howard uni- ami. Fla., immediately after grad- cabs to take them to train and
and preperty left her by Boyd. I Boyd. . ."
Ohio; Miss Dianne Hemphill
air terminals, Exchange StuY., to Oberlin college, Oberlin,
versity School of uation.
Davie, Boyd's personal aide in
All beneficiaries in the will must
Previous to Van Buren's conof Nashville, Tenn., and Miss
Ohio; Voris Glasper of Hous- clave assignment.
Architecture and Other officers elected were: dents from Fisk university,
his last years, is awarded $2,000, I wait the determination of ChantTuskegee
Instisemester
Brenda (ley of Baltimore,
ton, Texas., to Redlands uniEngineering. He Lemuel McKissack, vice president lease for a second
tute presented the Tenn., State "to be paid in cash for his loyal- cry Court.
Md., and Joseph Rooks of Sufversity, Redlands, Calif.; 3rd
Is a member of , and treasurer, James Taylor, sec-' of study at colleges and unipianist in a lecture recital. Van ! ty and assistance to me in my ! Meanwhile, waiting in tbe wings
folk. Va., to Pomona college,
row; Amon Martin of Pendle- Buren's program
th e
National retsry, Calvin L. McKissack, versities in California a n d
included works declining years." Since Boyd's ! to add aggravation to the estate
Claremont, Calif.; second
ton S. C., to Whittier college, by Bach, some
Technical Asso- chairman of the Board and the Ohio. First row left to right
Chopin
nocturnes, death Davie has been fired from discussion, are the local powerful
Delbert Glover of Sa•
row: Richard Jones of Cin(in•
Whittier. Calif.
ciation, Alpha ,following directors: E. T. Wind- are:
the Liszt Ftmerallie and Landscape the YMCA post for claiming near- law firm of Williams, Her wel I,
ly $20,000 in hack pay over a 14 Bowser and Thomas, looking out
and two Debussy preludes.
McKissack, IV Phi Alpha Fra- er, Deberry McKissack. B. Lami
Georgia native Van Buren came year period.
for Mrs. Roach's considerable internity and Spruce Street Baptist ar Mitchell. Samuel McKissack.
to Tennessee State in September, PETITIONS FILED
terest, and, the lively possibility of
church, Nashville, Tenn., where'Ernest Davis and Calvin A. Mc1958, his first teaching position. It was the first petition that set still another lawsuit filed by exKissack.
he holds a trusteeship.
He received the B A. degree from off a series of cross-filing of pe- YMCA secretary Davis, claiming
Due to the nature of his work
A promotional ceremony w a s Introduced by Mrs. Robert H. bachelor of reheious education Fisk university and his M. Mug. titions. First Mrs. Roach and Da- his nearly $20,000 in back pay.
as president, he is a part time : Atlanta — The state 'capitol! held at the First Baptist church,
Derden, president of the Young from ABT seminary, and the bach- degree from Indiana university
resident of Nashville, Tenn., and building of Georgia is designed Nashville, Sunday, Jan. 24, 11 Matron's
1
at the church, Mrs. Sal- elor of arts and master of arts with a John Hay Whitney fellowpart-lime resident of Indianapolis, after the national capitol struc- a.tn. Mrs. Vivian H. Salley was
ley spoke from the theme "Thy!degree from Fisk university.
ship.
He is married to the former Cure in Washington, D. C
the guest speaker.
Kingdom on Earth." She holds a
promotional
ceremony
The
marked the first program of its
type at the church. Mrs. William
H. Fort, president of the General
Missionary Society, led the promotional services which consisted
of furthering the following young
"..t..141111•'
ladies to the Jennie Stokes Art
Circle:
' After 35, irregularity often beMrs. Dorothy Crippens, Mrs. comes a problem. What you need II
Mable Crooks. Mrs. Helen F u 11- something that aids nature and helps
establish regularity.
an aid to
more, Mrs. Lille Kemp, Mrs. Do. regularity is the daily Such
use of SERUTAMI.
watha Jackson, Mrs. Helen Kin- Here's medical evidence: A group of
cside, Mrs. Jeanette Jones. Mrs. men and women 100k IFRUTA54 daily
under medical supervision, In ease
1835-1960
Thomasella Moore, Mrs. Rosa Fu. after
case SPIUTAN, taken daily,
qua, Mrs. Edna Turner. Mrs. Vir- helped establish regularity. So, for
125
years of
on after
ginia Westbrook!. and Mrs. Pearl real relief from constipatigranular.
try gammas, powder Or
35,
Bourbo
n
Washburn, president of the Jennie
Greatness
Stokes Art Circle.
Others taking part in the pro"Road it imekwards"
gram included: Mrs. Alfonso B.
Patton, Mrs. Edward Bright, Mrs.
Mai Olive Schumake, Mrs. McKinley P. Rucker, Mrs. William N.
SAMMY DAVIS, IS
Jackson, Mrs. Clark D. Sharpe,
and of course, the pastor of the
church, Rev. Kelly Miller Smith.

Illt

Sylvester Davis Heads Tenn. A & I Alumni Group

*

Omega Conclave
Number Seven
For Van Buren

McKissack IV Wins
Company Presidency

Promotional Day Held At First Baptist

CONS
TIPATED?
Medical reports show

TASTE

how folks over 35 can
establish regularity

THE

GREATNESS

of historic

SER UTA

Born
125 years
ago!

WHY I BECAME
A JEW!

PROMOTIONAL CEREMONY
—A promotional ceremony
as We St the First Baptist
in Nashville, 319 9th
Avenue No., Sunday, Jam

Ilthurch
404':oesgsa„-

24, 11 a.m. The church, pastoned by the Rev. Kelly Miller Smith, was held by the
Young Matron's of the church
aid served to promote the
above ladles to the Jennie

Stokes Art Circle. To the circle went Mrs. Dorothy ('rippens, Mrs. Mable Crooks,
Mesdames Helen Fullmore,
We Kemp, Powatha Jackson.
Jeanette
Kincaid',
Helen

Thomasella
Jones.
Moore,
Rosa Fuqua, Edna Turner,
Virginia Westbrook* and Pearl
Washburn. president of the
circle. (Photo by John Streator, Jr.)

Jail Ford Smugglers
MAHWAH, N. J. — (UPI) — The
FBI announced that Federal agents
who had posed as workers at the
Ford Moor Co assembly plant
here arrested six employes during
the weekend on charges of smug- gime at least $30,000 worth of auto
parts out of the plant.

OLD
CROW

In big, new,

February EBONY,
now on your newsstand,
or send 35c to

Light• Mild'90 Proof
KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOUR
BON WHISKEY

IRONY
We 9

MICNIGAN

Ave •

C410410 le

OLD CROW DISTILLERY CO.,FRANKFOR T, KY.,D1S1R,
IYApJpnjsa.,DUX P1100.01.
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Witt:Ws OE (WELL,•••%-ke WAWAS %Now Ho*
sAYS
SRN'?? (WE'RE DOIN'
ARNv4 voutz se ALRAG1-11 IF
OULV B LOW!..
'NE SUGLeR

Prof.%odic

1DACE
T.. 11 EASY 4U14? --%
ID
I'LL SE INID JA IN A FEW(
AV 11 EASY ALRIG1k1r
MtNUTES OC MAN-TAKE I'LLlE
EASY!
II

Dear Mine. Chante: Please help vorcee, 40 years old, 5 feet, 3 inchme find a good companion as you es tall, medium brown complexion
have so many others. I am 38, and attractive features. I am well
single and have a steady job. All
educated; gainfully employed. I
letters will be answered—please
have become connected with the
N.
408
Lee,
Johnny
enclose photo.
church. It is my desire to meet
3rd ave., Saginaw, Mich.
•••
an intelligent man between t h e
I have been ages of 43 and 55, living in or
Chante:
Mme.
Dear
-NM'S JUS1 t4,10A('S *NRONQ 'IOU AND QUM FEW'
reading your column and hope you
around Chicago. I shall consider
will help me. I would like to find a
OiNERE OUG111 10 DROP atom PHRASE!'NE WHOLE'
146
husband living in the midwest. I marriage. All letters shall be an- WORLD 15 MOvift6 VORV4ARI, vt41 i
am in my early forties, ligtit swered promptly — please en- Situ...TAKING Er EASY!\NELL...HERE'S ANEW NRASE
brown skin, brown hair, 5 feet, 3 close photo. M. Butler, 1911 S. coa Not)lo PASS ALONG 10 11110SE LIKE sfou!
inches tall, 130 lbs. All letters will Hamlin, Chicago 23, Ill.
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to meet an intelligent lady bego 53, III.
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tween 25 and 35, a Christian and
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a Ja- desires to marry. I am 40 years
maican desirous of corresponding of age. B. Lester, 4310 Deemar,
with an American woman who is St. Louis, Mo.
•••
interested in a companion. I am
weigh
Mme.
Chante: I am a
Dear
tall,
inches
6
feet,
5
25,
160 lbs., complexion bronze, and bachelor and would like to correhave a pleasing personality. All spond with ladies between the
mail will be answered. Stanley ages of 30 and 40. Those who like
Black, 30 Ipem Rd., Whitfield outdoor sports. Such as boating
Town, P. 0. Kingston 13, Jamaica. and fishing. I am 46, 6 feet tall,
•
170 lbs., brown eyes, black hair,
Dear Mme. Chante: Like so dark complexion. More informamany others, I am seeking your tion will be given in replies.
help. I am a man of 34 with five Please send photo. H. Smith, 3967
years of war behind me and from S. Drexel blvd., Chicago 53, Ill.
•• •
that I've learned to appreciate life
and its securities. Since I've been Dear Mme. Chante: I would like
home, I've worked very hard and to meet interesting pen pals. I am
haven't had much time for social- a woman of 35, divorced and have
a similar policy,' the report con- izing. I am a very lonely man, 34 children. I am 5 feet. 2 inches
cluded.
years old, 5 feet, l0.i inches tall, tall, medium brown skin, weigh
"I quoted from this survey be- 170 lbs., dark complexion. Don't 128 lbs., brown eyes and black
cause it tells a story of 45 fami- gamble — drink a very little— hair, interested in church activi- NASHVILLE, Tenn. — A triple S-Sgt. Howard F. Manly, Newport
lies which is typical of the ex- like to dance, smoke attend ties, movies and like to entertain. set of railroad tracks set Tennes- News, Va.; and James Lawrence.
periences of many Negro families church, the movies and most Would like to meet single men see State university's AFROCC
Major Claude M. Dixon, presin communities throughout the sports. James Miller, 1451 E. Oth between 35 and 40. I shall be Detachment No. 790 a-buzzing rePAS, air science departglad to exchange photos and an- cently when three of the air sci- ently
state," Johnson stated.
St., Cleveland, Ohio.
and Captains James R.
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swer all letters. Mrs. Lois Waters, ence professors were promoted to
indicate
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and Maurice Anderso
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Coles,
there are serious omissions in our Dear Mme. Chante: I would be 521 E. Ohio, South Bend, Ind.
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are awaiting reassignment, ha
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meet
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discriminatory
non
present
ever so happy if
The 'three new captains
ing completed a three-year assigning legislation which should be understanding, reliable and kind Dear 111me. Chante: I've been Maurice J. Anderson, Isaac T. GilCASE
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ment at Tennessee State.
ex
the
With
housing.
new
of
cent
Reginald
A.
NEW YORK —
covered by action of the Legisla- man through your column. I pre- so lonely for the right girl. Please liam, IV, and James Caruth.
Capt. Anderson has been notiJohnson, director of housing activ- ception of the above mentioned '"In one upstate city, to which ture. This also indicates that fer him to be between 38 and 45. help me if you can. I am 31, 5 With the reassignment of Lt.
ities for the National Urban housing, that now occupied by 120 engineers were transferred by those who are licensed by the I am 38, brown eyes, black hair. feet, 8 inches tall, 160 lbs. Would Col, Howard L. Baugh, from Clark fied that he will attend the SquadLeague. expressed hope a state Negroes or existing in or near their firm, all of the white engi- State of New York to sell, rent, 5 feet, 5 inches tall, 135 lbs., not like to hear from young ladies Air Base, Philippine Islands, to ron Officer School in Maxwell Air
sub-committee would present the segregated areas, most of all ot'n- neers found suitable housing with- and manage properties, and those highly religious but a God fear- between the ages of 21 and 30. head the air science department, Force Base, Montgomery, Ala.,
"broadest possible legislation for er housing is barred to non-white out any difficulty. But three of who own properties have an obli- ing person. If not sincere, please Someone who is serious and has Tennessee State university's near- and then on to navigation upgrad—
meeting racial inequities in hous- occupancy because of discrimina- four Negro engineers requested gation and responsibility to con- do not write. Velma Wilson, 7041
2 no bad habits. I am sober and ly 900 cadet corps will be lead by ing, Mather AFB, Sacramento,'
/
ing" to the senate and governor, tory real estate practices," he and received transfers to other cit- duct their operations in accord E. Pine St., Rear Flat, Tulsa, neat of dress. Please send picture a staff approaching maximum Calif.
ies because they could not find
The reassignments of Maj. Dixwith home phone number. John- grade authorization for effective
with the laws of the state and as Okla.
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Johnson said the National
"Present discriminatory prac- reasonable price. The fourth ac- action."
ing.
Mme. Chante: I am a di- cago 9, III.
Dear
university.
air
imthe
for
worked
League has
tices in housing, in part, nullify cepted the only dwelling offered
•
Petersburg, Va., hometowner Lt.
provement and stabilization of job the efforts of industry to fully him, even though it was unsatisCol. Baugh's staff will include
,
)
comp.
of
report
reduction
factory,'
the
stated.
relationships and the
with legislation on emMajor James Connelly, who is enbarriers to housing for 50 years. ployment. The New York State " 'In a number of cities, Negro
route from Japan and scheduled
He told the committee further: Commission Against Discrimina- employees have voluntarily quit
to arrive in May; Captains Ar• "New York has legislated out of tion
concerned with upstat-e their jobs because of the housing
thur L. Fox of Mobile, Ala.; Arexistence almost every possibility indwasri
ustal needs for technical and situation. One employer, learning
thur D. Graves of Tuscumbia,
of these difficulties, said he would
for discrimination in public ac- professional personnel.
Ala.; Albert J. Price, Beamont,
commodations, education and emstudy no longer recruit Negro engineers,
Tex.;
1958
Commission's
"The
while another stated he may adopt
ployment. Housing is the only area
The "Satellite.
Isaac T. Gillam IV of Washing- NEW YORK
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system of dictating, a compact
instead of four.
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Caruth
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discriminatory
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"I understand from the New
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — A The conclusions were contained presidential primaries have tend- Tenn.; T-Sgts. Eugene Jiggitts, control center the size of a micropractices prevented several up
York State Commission Again't
Brookings Institution study has in a book, "The Politics of Nation- ed to highlight the failings of the Lawrenceville, Va.; and Frank phone, which for the first time
industrial concerns from fulstate
Discrimination that present laws
praised national party conventions al Party Conventions," co-author- conventions" and led to proposals Hornsby, jr., San Antonio, Tex.; eliminates the need for having a
filling their employment obligadictating machine on the businesscover approximately 5 percent of
"indispensable" to the Ameri- ed by Paul T. David, Ralph M. they be replaced by some other
as
ti(ins prescribed under state law,''
man's desk, was introduced in
existing and approximately 30 per
political system, but suggest- Goldman and Richard C. Bain. nominating devices. But it added:
can
Johnson stated.
by The Soundscriber
every two years The book says that "some 50 "If the conventions need reheld
be
they
ed
expertthe
reviewed
"The study
Corporation of North Haven, Conn.
forming — and many people beences of 45 Negro technicians
The Satellite, incorporating
lieve they do — there is also need
This group approxmated more
for a more general recognition
single pushbutton to handle all diethat the way to reform lies in imtating activities, is the hub of
than 2,000 efforts to secure adeprovement rather than in aboliSciundscriber's new "communicatquate housing in nine upstate
or" line. With the Satellite—a miction."
CAMDEN. Ark. — The people of
communities. The following is a
In advocating conventions every WASHINGTON, — (UPI) — The rophone and cradle — businessquote from the foreword of this Amy, a rural Negro community
near Camden, Ark , faced up to
two years, the study said they Commerce Department reports men conveniently dictate without
study:
their
many
"would
provide a means for focus- the national income jumped near- having to handle the recorder,
problems,
organized
" . . As Negroes in increasing
ing national attention upon t h e ly 10 percent to a record high discs, indexing and other mechannumber are recruited for profes- themselves, and did something
parties and their current status of about 400 billion dollars last ical functions.
sional, technical and administra- about them, reports a recent issue
at
Extension
the beginning of each contest year.
of
Service
Review,
a
• The, user simply lifts the microFLINT, Mich — James D. Wil- live posts in industry and govern- U.
Northern Rhodesia — Mitchell's "provocative remarks."
S. Department of Agriculture LUSAKA
or control of congress.
phone from its cradle and he ta
of
problem
Every
major
industry
except
the
arises
there
ment,
son. an honor graduate at Flint
(UPI) — British Prime Minister But he commended the Mayor The study also made these
publication.
farming joined the advance over ready to dictate. In addition, up
Junior college in 1958 and who finding homes in proximity to their
Harold Macmillan unexpectedly on his idea that more money
points:
the 1957-1958 level. The depart- to five Satellites can operate rewas chosen Genessee County's places of employment, in keeping Two years ago the Ouachita faced a heated defense of white
education of —The Vice Presidency is chang- ment said that only a fraction of motely from the same recorder
the
on
spent
be
should
County
Rural
advisDevelopment
families,
their
of
needs
Goodwill Ambassador to Norway with the
men's rights in Africa Friday. He
with hg
ing from a position of isolation the increase was caused by infla- thus enabling personnel .
African women.
and appropriate to their occupa- ory committee selected Amy as a didn't bat an eyelash.
in 1957. has been
into an inner position among the tion and the balance reflected er dictating loads to share in
community that needed help A
status.
educational
and
political
tional
all
urged
Macmillan
selected to take
Lusaka Maycentral system.
community-wide meeting was held South Africa-born
several power centers of the par- gains in real output.
launched into groups to give evidence to the
part in the "Opwhere the people took a care- or Harold Mitchell
The report said the exact nationty
power.
in
Rhodethe defense of Northern
filonckton Commission, saying "to
eratic's • - Crossful look at their problems.
al income figure would be availsia's white men at a civic lunch- boycott the commission is a nega- —The fact that so few cabinet able after the
roads ;Africa"
department receives KNOXVILLE, Tenn. — Press
Trash and rubbish were scatterare
Presconsidered
for
members
the
be
shouldn't
eon.
tive approach and
complete information on corpor- dent James A. Colston of Know
workshops- -which
ed about, water stood in low placidential
"reflects
nominations
an
He said fears were growing attitude of those with the inter- oddity of the American system of ate profits for the fourth quarter
will jet uAtleres. food was scarce, incomes from
ville college has received an invi
that ests of the counry at heart."
of 1959.
way 'ant
far m and nonfarm sources were among the white population
government."
tation
from President Eisenhowe
cry for govern- lilltllllhhlItllllhhllltlllllltlllPItllllhlllltlttllhhhlltItlhllhllllll
low, and better medical care was "The continual
—Even with the two-term con- National income, like other to participate in the meetings o
illiterate masses will
the
by
ment
needed.
stitutional limitation, the Presi- measures of business activity, hit the Golden Anniversary Whit
thirtr,nited
On4red Friends and advisors of women The people agreed that a clean- prevail."
dent in power is "in the most a peak rate in the second quarter House Conference on Children ani
stu- $
The mayor's speech, which
widowed
strategic position" to select a suc- last year but slipped during the Youth, March 27 to April 1,
dents from all James D. Wilson who have recently been
up campaign should be the first caused one of the most embarveterwar
their
of
death
the
by
cessor.
steel strike
Washington
parts of the counan husband should tactfully ar- effort. Getting rid of the standing rassing moments in Macmillan's
West
to
try will make the trip
range for the widow to investi- water came next. Then a move tour of the Central African FedAfrica. Wilson was named among
The waters of the Dead Sea,
gate pension possibilities, the VA was made to improve diets and eration, left the British Prime
14 Michigan students.
at the lowest spot on earth, sudunruffled.
Minister
said.
increase incomes. The county
The son of Dr. and Mrs. James
"ever denly turned white recently. the
complained,
agent, James H. Wilkins, helped
Mitchell
D. Wilson. he will represent How- By filing pension application became Israel office of information in
ours
of
federation
home
grow
better
families
the
this
since
and
ard university as well as his fore June 30, 1960. widows,
New York reports.
plagued
been
have
as well as patches of into being, we
home state when he journeys to the dependent children of deceas- gardens,
Israeli scientists rushed to the
ed veterans, may take advantage tomatoes and cucumbers for mar- with people of all shades of opin- scene from all parts of the counAfrica come June.
tours."
fact-finding
on
ket.
the
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present
Majoring in international gov- of the provisions of
the phenomenon,
apparently refer- try to view
ernment, the Howard senior was oension law or have a choice of The home demonstration agent, Mitchell was
in 1942.
occurred
last
which
newly-appointed
the
to
selejled because of his interest in the provisions of the new pension Mrs. jlothilde M. Shivers, helped ring
The most common theory exis
which
Commission
Monckton
African affairs and his ability for law which takes effect July 1, 1960. the women with their food preserpolitics pressed was the evaporation of
Applications filed after June 30, vation problems, and conducted a slated to investigate the
future leadership.
calcium carbonite in the mineral
Rhodesia shortly.
The cream of America's future 1960 allow no choice and pensions cooking school to further help im- of Northern
rich waters caused the formayour
"after
replied,
Macmillan
generation will spend two months will be paid to eligible applicants prove diets. The county nurse,
tion of small white crystals which
I
visitors.
some
in West Africa getting an on-the - under the new pension plan only. who helped with the cleanup cam- re marks about
on the surface.
floated
clearly observe caution." He
Full information may be obtain- paign, also held immunization m
spot view of the progress and the
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passing
only
made
ed at any VA office.
problems of Africa today.
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Tenn. Air Cadets
Become Captains

Asks For Strong Steps

Political Study Urges
Convention Changes
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On Life
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Dead Sea Turns
White; Scientists
Rush To Scene
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TWO OF THE THREE newlypromoted air force captains,
along with Tennessee State
unIveritity:s out-going air science department bead, meet
the university's newly-appointed PAS, Lt. Col. Howard L.

Baugh (second from left), labs
reported for duty this month
to head the nearly 900 cadetmanned AFROTC Detachment
No. 790. The unlvercity-baned
airmen include (left to right):
Major Claude M. Dixon, al

New Orleans; Lt. Vol. Howard
L. Baugh of Petersburg, Va.:
Capt. James Caruth of Clarkeville, Tenn.; and Capt Maur.
ice J. Anderson of Topakaill
Kans.
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LOUISVILLE, Ky — The South- segregated
employment policy.
em Bell Telephone Company, in a Why can't an operator be of any
public relations gesture, is mail. race if she's qualified?" Better
Subscription ruts l 0.8 yew., $et sis trentlis, 11.3.50. ti-yeet ageeisi sebeeriptieo res. 1110i
ing double post cards to Louisville still, use your own words, but tell
customers this week inviting com- the telephone company how you
Tito Te-Stet• Detender Does No Take lteseeesibility ear wasetiested haesesseeipts
Ph.....
ments and criticism.
feel about its refusal to show apAccording to District Manager preciation enough for the thousPublished Evers T/see" be she Tri-Stete Detestitor Publishieg C. Wowed az Seeeed
H. E. Baird, "The telephone com- ands of dollars it earns monthly
Class Metter et Hie monsiples Pest noise merge 20. fl. Wider M,.1 Meuse 2.
pany will contact everyone who from Negro telephone subscribers.
11172replies unfavorably and make ev- Do this right away,
because earSERVING 1,000,000 NEGROES IN THE TRI-STATE AREA
ery effort to clear up the source ly in February the
Urban League
of his dissatisfaction."
will hold a conference with teleNow this is perfect for what I, phone officials in another
effort to
and I hope 20,000 other Louisville get Negro operators.
Southern
Negro homemakers, will complain Bell will be more
receptive to the
about. Unquestionably every Ne- request if several thousand
cards
A radical change in the structure of the majority can easily be achieved in a referen- gro telephone bill payer has a against employment discriminavery justifiable complaint against tion precede this conference.
BeBritish Commonwealth will take place this dum.
discriminatory side demonstrating
Southern
Bell's
broad Negro
employment policy. It does not concern, these cards will
year when Ghana and South Africa forsake
test the
South Africa's 12,000,000 non-whites,
Negroes in any obvious white sincerity of Southern Bell's stated
their present monarchial system for a re- however, will have no say in the matter. hire
collar capacities — least of all as promise of making "every
effort
publican form.
Only the 3,000,000 whites will have the ex- opera tors
to clear up the source of dissatisFollowing t h e precedent set by India, clusive right of participating in the referen- For more than 20 years to my faction.''
knowledge, going back to the days
The dissatisfaction is employGhana will become a republic within the dum which is tentatively scheduled for May of
A. Thomas' secretaryship,
Commonwealth. This means it will recog- 31 of this year when South Africa celebrates the Louisville Urban League has ment discrimination. The source
is Southern Bell. The offended
met and met and met with telenize the Queen as head of this unique as- its 50th anniversary.
persons are you and me and evphone officials in an effort to
Louisville Negro. The only
sociation of states but no longer as head of
It appears that the present Parliamen- gain acceptance and consideration ery
way to influence this giant monopthe state itself. Instead Ghana will have its tary framework would be carried over into of Negro telephone operator ap- oly is through customer complicants. Intermittently some doz.wn President.
the new republic. As in Ghana, the present en or more qualified Negro girls plaints. Write and mail yours toThis pattern is likely to be followed by Governer General, the representative of the have applied only to be brushed day. If you haven't received II
card, write a letter today.
the other African countries as they emerge Queen, will disappear and the new President off.
Not too long ago, the Louisville We must exercise our influence
from the British colonial system into auton- will become the state's chief executive of- Defender, in protest suggested edi- at every opportunity that is afomus states.
torially that every Negro tele- forded us to speak up for comficer.
subscriber pay his monthly plete job equality. Rest assuredThe case of the Union of South Africa
In the South African republic, the Presi- phone
bill in pennies. As a follow-up, we ed that we will not put ourselves
is somewhat more obscure, for in a sudden dency will be largely a ceremonial post. The personally encouraged several in the position of beggars but,
and dramatic announcement to the South political power will remain vested in t h e girls to apply. The monopoly again rather, assume the position of a
closed its eyes and ears to these demanding public that has been
African Parliament, Prime Minister Hen- hands of the Prime Minister.
appeals for fair employment. All discriminated against by a monopdrik F. Verwoerd said that he was uncertain
Athough details of Ghana's plans f o r the while, Negro operators have oly subscribed to by us for its
yet whether South Africa would remain constitutional reforms will not be announc- been hired in neighboring states services.
We as subscribers are pouring
within the British Commonwealth as a re- ed till March 6, the third anniversary of its very effectively.
But now, the telephone company our money into an institution that
public or whether it would sever its links independence, there is speculation that inadvertently has given us anoth- hires thousands, and, yet fails to
entirely.
Ghana may adopt a similar procedure, with er chance to register our com- show any justifiable reason why
The government's decision on continued Dr. Kwame Nkrumah retaining political plaint against employment dis- it cannot hire people from all segcrimination — actually at its own ments of our local citizenry. MailCommonwealth membership, he said, would power as Prime Minister.
expense.
ing Southern Bell your complaint
be presented to the people before they were
While the constitutional changes will All we need to do is write these is the easiest way you can help
asked to vote for or against a republic in a augment Prime Minister Nkrumah's au- simple words on Southern Bell's to eradicate its very unfair emreply card: "r do not like your ployment practices.

Constitutional Changes In Africa

• ferendum. He announced that he would
insider a simple majority in favor of a republic an adequate mandate to proceed.
This means that if 50 percent of t h
voters plus one cast their votes for a republic, the government will go ahead. The government appears confident that this simple

thority and give him a freer hand in resolving some of the major economic and fiscal
problems with which he is today grappling,
by the same token these changes will
strenghten South Africa's grip on the political destiny of the native blacks who are
now suppressed and ruthlessly segregated.

Will They Ever Wake Up?
While the problem of the individual can- have visibly reduced international tensions.
didate is how to get 761 votes at the Demo- For t h e first time in decades U. S. troops
cratic convention in Los Angeles, in July, and naval units are not being dispatched to
the Democratic party itself is faced with the some distant country to protect American
giant task of restoring unity within its intereats or to keep U.S military commitanks as a first step toward winning the ment in the context of mutual security.
l'ovember Presidential election.
As by a magic wand, the clouds of war
Democrats in Congress have not been that had gathered so ominously early last
elpful to the Party. They compromised on year are now dissipated. Almost on every
oo many critical issues, and made too many issue of national or international conseunnecessary concessions to the White quence President Eisenhower has successHouse. For fear of being assailed as a "do- fully wrestled the initiative away from the
nothing Congress" the Democratic leader- warring Democrats.
ship in both Houses has allowed the PresiThe Democrats' main argument is that
dential veto or the threat of it to force the the President has not supplied the leaderparty in line with the Administration pro- ship required by the social, political, and
the military revolutions of our time. And
gram.
Though they have won three Congres- they are right. He His touched on every
sional elections in a row, t h e Democrats big issue of our time and come to grips with
have lost every round in their feeble strug- none. That is the hard fact, but the Amerigle to assert their legislative will. As a re- can people don't believe it. He has given
sult the country has witnessed one of the them the appearance of leadership — his
most amazing phenomena in modern politi- trip abroad is not a policy but a performance
cal history: An opposition party that does — in the present mood of the country that
not oppose; an overwhelmingly Democratic is enough to neutralize if not destroy the
ongress that can't push through a single Democrats' main thesis.
portant national measure of its own.
On the other hand the Democrats have
This voluntary abdication makes it easy fumbled some of their biggest opportunities
for the crafty Republicans to crow about to affirm their leadership. The Supreme
their accomplishments. The GOP slogan, Court integration decision gave them a
"Peace and Prosperity," will not be easy to chance to take the spotlight away from the
challenge. The country's economy is in pret- TEepublicans, instead they got together and
ty good shape, the national budget is bal- signed a declaration lambasting the Court.
anced with a surplus of four and a half bil- Again in the Little Rock crisis they had an
lion dollars that may be used toward re- opportunity to slap down Gov. Faubus, himducing the national debt. And employment self a member of the Democratic clan. They
is at its highest peak.
muffed that. And they are right now playOn the foreign scene there can be no ing the old shell game with the civil rights
question but that Eisenhower's trips abroad issue. Will they ever wake up?
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LANGSTON HUGHES
,Week By Week

What Other Papers Say?

Real Convention City
Our Goal, Too

Simple Rings A Bell

"We, may Mee every battle hut of their own atom bombs will mis- they want to put black
Mr. Jack
the last," said Simple, "but that fire, fall back to earth in Mis. in jail for
just having a little old
last battle will be a blip!"
sisaippi, and make cracker gravy paint job done on his apartment,
'What battle are you talking out of every cracker down there. installment plan.
(Kansas City Celli
treatment of convention delegates about?" I asked.
Maybe a moon rocket will circle "They want
to put Mr. Powell
Kansas City is striving to be- and visitors.
"The Battles Between the Rac- the moon and bang on back to in jail for what might have been
come a big city. In territory, the
Birmingham
and
scare the Klans- some little old error in his
Most of the big conventions now- es," said Simple.
income
City Council is proposing to the adays have among their delemen so bad they will soil their tax which
didn't amount to the
"What
races?"
voters that we annex another 196 gates persons of various races,
robes and tear their britches.
price of one of Eisenhower's golf
"The White and the Black," said "Maybe the gold
acres of land. We boast of a five- creeds and colors. Occasionally,
standard will trips to Augusta, or Nixon's flight
Simple.
county area with a population of they come from farsaway India
drop out from under them and to the Rose Bowl, or a tombstoes
"And what do you mean by all they will land in hell.
over a million. Business and in- and Africa. More often they come
Who knows for Mack Parker.
dustry in the area are expanding from near-by Indiana, Pennsylvan- this?" I inquired.
what means God will take to "Next
thing you know, they'll be
"Me and them," said Simple. straighten out this wicked world
in anticipation of the continued ia, Kansas and Wyoming.
getting after Ralph Bunch. for ate
"White folks will not learn to
growth of our metropolis. We are
of whiteness personified? W h o cepting
As long as they stay within the
a stick of chewing gum
more
planning
have themselves until they get knows?"
roads,
more
hotel or the auditorium where the
from Castro's secretary. Else
homes, more commercial buildtheir heads beat."
"And
why are you so hard on they'll try to claim A.
convention is in session, delegates
Philip Ranings and, according to a year"I hope you do not mean liter- white folks this week?"
of color receive the same treatdolph gave a tip to a Pullman
end review published each year
ally," I said.
"Various reasons," said Simple. porter
ment as any other delegates.
to vote against the Taftat thie time, payrolls are up and
"Literature has nothing to do "I just read where they will not
Hartley Act — and the tip were
the outlook for prosperity in the But if they leave the hotels and with it," said Simple, "not at all. let Negroes see "Porgy and
Bess" a bribe.
go into the downtown shopping Black writers have been beating
'60's is good.
In Louisville — and "Porgy a n d
they
often
find
area,
that
too
KanIn the same year-end review,
white folks' heads in print as long Bess" has made millions for white "Or they will sneak up on Samthe Hotel Meuhlback announced sas City has a "double standard." as I been reading colored pa- folks out of Negro actors.
my Davis and snatch his next
that it plans further expansion of The treatment that Negro visitors pers. White folks pay colored 'writ- "I also just read where they
wife's white telephone number out
are
its facilities in order to make Kan- receive in our places of business ers no attention."
trying to put both Adam Powell of his colored pocket a,ud declare
sas City the Convention Center of varies from polite coolness to
"Surely you do not mean a phys- and Hulan Jack in jail. They do it is a black pembers slip and
the nation! Located In the middle downright rudeness.
ical beating," I said. "What have not want the Negroes in Harlem want to lock him up for that.
If we are to become a real con- Negroes got to fight white folks to have no kind of
of the country with railroads and
T
ovheery hdioenehebee
datinMil
ogn
es t Dot
airisBiract.
11
representation,
airlines coming in from every di- vention city, we must bring our with?"
good, bad, or indifferent. There
rection, Kansas City is Ideally lo- policies of human relations in line
"God," said Simple.
have even been mayors of New land.
cated for conventions of all sorts. with our progress in providing "So you are going to drag God York who have salted away
mil- "If the Lord's eye is on the
We are making the physical physical conveniences and c o m- Into the race problem," I protest- lions and paid no income
tax, and sparrow, I know He watches me—
progress that it takes to make our forts for our visitors.
ed.
nobody put them in jail. They and I am the sante ViIhr as Miles
municipality the nation's Conven- The first step toward this end "His eye Is on the sparrow," were white. They died
rich and Davis."
tion Center, but in order to at- is immediate passage of the ordi- said Simple, "So I know He watch- full of honors, else went
to Mexi- wro
"M
"My
ng,,dear man," I said, "no
tract all of the conventions that we nance now pending before the City es white folks. In His own good co.
matter
what others do to you,
would like to entertain we must Council which would prohibit ra- time. God will smite them down " "I just read where
they turned surely you do not want to repay
have more than exhibit space. cial discriminaton in our local res- "And what means will God use loose one of the
biggest white violence with violence, treachery
In addition, we must have the con- taurants, hotels and motels.
to accomplish that dire purpose?" gangsters of all — walking around with treachery, and
wrong with
vention city spirit which makes Fortunately, all of our downtown I asked.
scot free — yet they won't even
all delegates from all places feel hotels dropped ther racial bars "God works in a mysterious let colored racketeers
control "I only want to repay ding with
welcome and at home wherever several years ago and some res- way," said Simple. "Maybe one their own numbers
racket. A n d dong," said Simple. "Ding-dcegl"
they go. We must be a truly dem- taurants now serve all persona reocratic city.
gardless of race or color. B u t
The one thing that, at the mo- there are still some eating places
ment, is lacking among our qual- which cling to the old custom with
ifications as a real convention embarrassment to convention delecity is a city policy regarding the gates as the result.

LOUIS MARTIN
Dope And Data

SO WHAT?

Independence For Congo
The round table conference at Brussels
last week reached agreement on the granting of independence to the Congo by June
0th. The original Belgian timetable of a
year ago, though later accelerated, has now
been thrown out of the window.
The timetable proposed to have six elected Congolese provincial councils in working
order by September of this year, and to create a Congolese central government drawn
from them then, leading to independence by
1961 — though this step was not given a
date.
Africans of all parties have demanded
that independence must come before any
further creation of the machinery of government, and a makeshift central executive
will now obviously have to be erected on the
basis of local elections already held — and
which were partly boycotted by the major
parties.
Not only will independence precede the
*nal settlement of the constitution, it will
/recede even a full agreement between the
African leaders on the shape it is to take.
One of the larger parties, the National Lib'ratios movement, whose leader Mr. Lu-

• •
.roe• II

mumba has been rushed from jail to the
conference table, stands firmly for united
Congo with local government power to the
provinces.
III
The Belgian government, after King
Baudouin's visit to the Congo, has evidently
iiII11,'
,
decided it is better to risk administrative
il'
Ir aqi
chaos with Africans in charge of it than to
p
2N,
I ill,.
risk more fighting between Africans and
i
4
Belgians by seeking to put the brake even
4.illIlaiiii.: "J.I I.
slightly on.
V iii.iiiiiiiil
•
Clearly the infplications of this move —
1 IlltAi!
if It is not upset — are tremendous. It is
0/
' 1 haill
good news for the All-African People's Conference at Tunis. It seems certain to hasten
4
441411
:
1 iiii0
.e.
.14;111; Vs tril
the march toward African rule in Kenya and
.,•
Ian .:•!
Uganda; and it will bring an independent
.•
;sat "?...•
African state to the frontiers of the Central
African Federation. But just what that impact will mean will in part be decided
whether the new African-state proves capable of governing itself.
But the most important point is that the
Congolese have forced the issue and Belgium had to concede that they had a right
to agitate for independent*, *quality and "His Lost Words Were . . . Go Ahead 'N'
Shoot
you
justice.
Couldn't Hit The Side Of A Born."

rifil

iii liRki. '_
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LAGOS, Nigeria — Young, hand- to work for the government with Loan Association In Oakland, C.
some Dr. Aderohunmu Laja who all of the fringe benefits and pen- If.
was graduated from Howard uni- sion programs. These civil service Some American Negroes I have
versity Medical school in 1953 is posts are cushions upon which met here and in Ghana seem to
president of the American Alum- these boys hope to sit for the rest be puzzled by the absence of any
of their lives.
ni Association of Nigeria.
color.consciousness among West
Recently I had lunch with Dr. The leadership in business and Coast Africans. The whites are in
Laja and three other American other fields here is grasped most such a minority and they have
trained Nigerians, Dr. Robert In- eagerly by the boys from Ameri- dealt intimately with Africans for
yang of the Howard dental school, can schools. They don't mind gam- so long, that the relationship beMugnii A. Danmole and Chimer* bling with their talents on the fu- tween the two is considerably diflkoku, both from the University of ture. They show more initiative ferent from anything we experiChicago.
and they are more aggressive. ence in America.
They gave me an excellent re- They seem to be imbued with our Unlike Kenya and the Zed
port on the activities of Niger- ideas on free enterprise and indi- Coast African countries, Nigeria
ians who have been in training vidual liberty. These ideas are and Ghana have no great group
in American schools. Most of very meaningful in this new na- of white settlers who are under
them are in leadership positions tion which must somehow
make any illusion about their rights to
and all are reflecting credit on our its own way, with some assistance, the land. The whites have long
system of education.
to respectable and deserved mem- acknowledged the feet this Is the
It seems that for many years bership in the family
of free na- black man's territory in which
the Africans have been told by tions.
they may do business and make
the Europeans, especially the Britmoney but not own.
there
course
are
Of
exceptions
ish, that American education was
The whites have had to soft-Pedto
all
the
foregoing
generaliza- al their
second rate and not on a par with
prejudiceie•and they must
that offered by European schools. tions but I think it is fair to state put up a good frolie be court trouthat
there
is
a
dynamic
quality
When I questioned my friends
ble. As a result, the Nigerians do
about this, they laughed. The proof in American education and t h e not share the American Negro's
of the pudding is in the eating and American experience which Niger- obsession over color. They treat
they gave me plenty of evidence ians and other Africans bring the white man with`lleference, but
that the boys who go to America home that those trained in Brit- they do not fear nor•hate him.
return not only with a good edu- ain arid Europe somehow miss.
There is therefors'very little rise
cation, but something else which American Negroes who come cialism as we
know it in the U.S.
is almost more important, a spir- here also bring a pioneering spirit The absence of
fear and hatred
with them. I ran across an enter- in the
it of adventure.
color equation seems to
The British excel In training prising dentist from San Francis- make the
Nigeti
' outlook brightconservative clerks and smug, co recently who is hoping to make er
psychologies -selikan that el
self-satisfied, class - conscious pro- a good investment in the Nigerian many
Negroes
'live deep refeseionals. Most of them are domi- business world. He is Dr. Daniel sent/nand
growing out of painful
nated by a desire for a safe job A. Collins who is the secretary racial
wounds. The Nigerian, is
with plenty of security. They want of the Beneficial Savings and this respect, is
truly free.
-
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Stars Gir
s
Sarah Vaughan'
Tour Of Europe,
Cole's Trip Set

alter Dyett, Instructor,
Musidan Rates With Best

!Director of the Shriners. Better yet also given to Chicago Civic Opera
'he's the fellow who has turned company a trio of stars, Edward
"We're products of Walter H.
Smith, Robert Powell and Ernest
Dyett" is a credit line that has out some of musicdom's top names McCarty All three are currently
opened &ars to fame and fortune ifrom DuSable high school. The featured with the aggregation.
to numerous ex-Chicagoans now ilist of names that have graduated
Walter Dyett who also heads
enjoying spotlight in music cir- i under the Walter Dyett regime in- ,his own band for playing theatres
cludes such artists as Nat King and dances around Chicago has
des the world over.
Cole, Dorothy Donegan, Ray'become an institution at DuSable
inHe's
Dyett?
Walter
Who is
structor and director of music at Nance. now with Duke Ellington; high school but music lovers also
DuSable high school in Chicago; Gene Ammons, sax star; Benny know him as one of the great
Johnformerly Imperial Director of Green, The Cats and Fiddle:
'musicians of his time. Born in St.
has
He
few.
a
name
to
Griffin,
ny
Promotional
Bands ana Imperial
IJoseph, Pilo., Walter came to Chicago in the early twenties. As a
musician he starred on violin and
other instruments with Erskine
Tate, Charles Cook, Eiger, Dave;
Peyton and several others.
While playing with these bands
Dyett also taught music at the
Coolridge School of Music, a post
he held until taking over at DuSable. However, he did not neglect
his own music education and was
a student at the Columbia School
of Music and Chicago Music College during that period.
Sy ROB ROY

CHILE"
FRANK "SUGAR
ROBINSON of Detroit, who
was a child piano prodigy at
the age of six, is now 21. To
protect his earnings of the
past 15 years and to provide
future security, he has estab-

lished a trust fund at the
of Detroit.
National Bank
Here he is shown signing the
agreement. Looking on are
-Sugar Chile's" father, Clarence Robinson (left): Probate
Judge Thomas C. Murphy, who

Vegas where Sinatra is shooting
Sarah Vaughan's appearance oni
tour!
her
"Ocean's Eleven" starring Sinatelevision to spearhead
plans: tra, Davis and Dean Martin.
the
of
part
but
is
Europe
of
I Of course those regular favorfor bringing artists from America
ites of foreign countries like The
to other countries.
Miss Vaughan plans to remain Ravens, The Red Caps, Peters
in Europe for several weeks dur- Sisters, Muriel Smith, The Nichoing which time she will appear oat las Brothers, June Richmond, to
television and star in music halls.I name a few are well situated
Miss Vaughan, incidentally, will al- , abroad and showing no desire to
so tour South America before re- return to America.
turning to her American commitThey will be joined soon by
T
ments.
Ellington, Count Basle, The
Duke
later this season Nat King Four Step Brothers, Johnny MaCole will invade Mexico for en- this, Eartha Kitt, Billy Eckstine,
gagements that will also s e e and many more.
Frank Sinatra featured at a latYes, the parade of stars to Euer date. Also, it is reported that
and other parts of the world
rope
in
halls
play
will
Ella Fitzgerald
be on.
soon
will
Europe as well as invading South
It' will take some of our top arAmerica.
from th
And it is practically assured tists of music and song
But to
that Sammy Davis, jr., will return local scene for a while.
supervised Frank's income; to Australia when present picture quote some of the artists "There
Herbert M. Eiges, attorney work is over in Hollywood. Davis is Gold in them there trips, so
and family advisor; and Guy ,is currently on location in Las away we go."
deW. Waller, asst. trust officer of the bank. Frank is now
a student at the Detroit Insti•
lute of Technology.

Sugar Chile Robinson Sets
Pattern For Kid Prodigies
DETROIT — Fifteen years ago. When Frank was six he made guardian.
passed. "Sugar
years
a chubby, round-faced youngster his first public appearance on the The
of six with a contagious grin, stage of Detroit's Michigan Thea- Chile" graduated from Detroit
played the piano to "SRO" signs
tre where he made a tremendous Northern high, attended Olivet Colall the way from Los Angeles to
lege and is now a student at DeLondon's Palladium. He even hit. He was on his way in show
troit Institute of Technology. At
played for President Harry Tru- business. However, his education
the Institute he still plays the piperhis
and
not
neglected
was
man in Washington and appeared
for student functions and has
ano
not
as
so
arranged
were
formances
WALTER DYETT
in a movie with Van Johnson.
organized a small band.
Frank "Sugar Chile" Robinson to interfere with his school schedDyett's field was not limited to of Detroit was a child prodigy al- ule.
Frank has now passed his 21st
- ne style of music. He has formed most from the day he was born. Early in Frank's career; Her- birthday and is legally of age. On
,f•
'and directed numerous Symphonic ,At six months he could recite the bert M. Eiges, Detroit attorney January 20 this year, Probate
groups. One of his greatest accom- , alphabet, At eighteen months his and Probate Judge Thomas C.'Judge Thiarnas C. Murphy authorplishments was presentation of a greatest gift became apparent — Murphy became personally inter- ized turning over the money ac50-piece Symphony orchestra ac- an amazing ability to play boogie- ested in him. Together with his cumulated for him through the
La GREENWOOD
companied by a choir from St. woogie, which he did entirely by father, Clarence Robinson, they years and terminated the guardAnselm church in a spectacular !ear. His mother, who died when agreed that a substantial part of ianship.
called "The Feast of Belshazzar ,he was four, used to sing while "Sugar Chile's" earnings should Frank immediately established
and the Mephistopheles" at Or- •he played. He is probably best be put aside until he came of age. a trust fund with the National
chestra Hall.
known for his renditions of "Cale- Under Michigan statutes Frank's Bank of Detroit and named the
In addition his Hi Jinks musi- donia" and "Hey, Bop-A-Re-Bop. father was also appointed his bank trustee.
cals in DuSable auditorium have
become institutions for Chicagoans. It is from this production
that Dyett trained musicians and
vocalists have gone on to national
fame.
A 32nd degree Mason, Dyett has
occupied some of the top posts in
the order. He has also directed
Duke Ellington, currently ap- ed her in Detroit and invited her ! numerous contests where deservthe
phone.
over
the
lyrics
has
sing
to
pearing on stage at Tivoli
ing young musicians have receivcome by some of nation's top vo- He liked most of the lyrics and ed scholarships from the Masons
calists and almost always through all of the voice he heard so Joya and Shriners.
was offered the job as vocalist But best of all has been Dyett's
strangest sources.
,with
the band. Did she accept?,contributions to popular music.
invited
Duke,
the
For- instance,
Of course: What youngster would He has given the nation some of
on
program
church
a
to attend
turn down the chance to join the its greatest and most famous
one of his tours, heard Lil Green- igreat Duke Ellington?
names. Names that have become
wood singrieci then and there de- Joya, now married is no longer famous along juke box, recording
cided this was it for vacant spot with the band but in her place is!and symphonic row. And all the
in his band. Lil had been singing the socksational ex-choir singer,: while Walter H. Dyett's bands
In church choirs and at church Lil Greenwood. Listen to her on have been occupying a top spot
functions in San Francisco for stage a, Tivoli this week and in Chicago dance, theatre a n d
some time with little indication of you'll understand well why Duke cafe circles. That is why his exthat one break coming that would decided after one chorus of chirp- students feei comfortable saying
mount her to spot in the bright ing that she was his girl for the:"We are products of Walter H.
lights she so deservingly merited. vocalist spot in the band.
Dyett."
Now there was Duke Ellington,
his vocalist chair vacant with
contract waiting for Lil's signature
which she could not get to a pen
fast enough to sign. "I just said
yes, Duke and the deal was on,"
Thus,
she has since confided.
ical or popular music, both
hope to present later this seaEDWARD SMITH. Robert Profrom church circles to the top
come under the heading of
son. Trio currently appears
well and Ernest McCarty go
with Duke Ellington is the true
"things the trio do well."
regularly with Chicago Civic
over new composition they
story of the sensational Lil GreenSymphony Orchestra. Classwood patrons of the Tivoli are
seeing and hearing this week
through Thursday night.
Lil Greenwood is not the first
vocalist Duke Ellington has se
Joya
cured in unique fashion.
Sherrell who toured with him for
several years wen the spot via
telephone audition. It happened
like this. Duke had written his
most glamorous hit titled "Take
The A Train" as an instrumental
number. At the time the tune offered no lyrics. Joys knowing this
wrote out a set of lyrics, part of
which Duke used and wrote him
of her accomplishment. Duke call-

How lir Greenwood
Ex-Choir al, Won
Duke's Vocalist Job

• "mar- SARAH VAUGHN AND HUBBY

Elvis Presley Joins
Golden Gate Quartet
In Paris Jam Session
PARIS — Elivis Presley, Amer- • Line Renaud and the 'Gates' were
ica's famous singer, on duty with performing. Elvis accepted an inthe Army in Germany, made a vitation to the stars' dressing
trip to Paris and played a fabu-'room, and was persuaded to sing
lous jam session with the famed!one of his songs.
Golden Gate Quartet until the wee Elvis then asked that the Goldhours of the morning.
en Gate Quartet join with him, a
The unique musical affair took guitar was added, and the hotplace after Elvis was spotted in test jam session to hit Paris had
the audience of the Casino de Par- begun and continued from midis where the famous French star, night to 4 o'clock in the morning.

DuSable High To Symphony
Is Story Of Edward, Robert
And Ernest, Ace Musicians

The Fabulous
'Sapphires'
Rock Georgia
WAYCROSS, Ga. — The Fabulous Sapphires, headed by -Dr.
Cool" and featuring Prince Willie
V5 Robert Clark, current attraction at the local Pine Room night
club, Oasts one of the greatest
followings in this section of the
country.
The Sapphires include Robert
Clark, first tenor; Prince Willie,
second tone, "Dr. Coe." baritone
and Stan jaws, bass. The Fabukg. ilipplikes, a torrid singing
"woe rate with the better known
atesebos like Ink Spots,
tee
and other recording
Mills
artists.
The boys have just signed to
record for a major company and
will soon be heard nation over via
juke boxes. They have also been
heard by agents from New York
and Hollystrded and may soon hit
ftaiL
dise

arship to American Conservatory The trio is not a finished prodBy ROBERT ROY
uct as yet. As they, along with
Just a few years ago Edward of Music.
Edward and Robert, members their former instructor, Capt.
Smith. Robert Prowell Jr. and
Ernest McCarty were members of Local 208, American Federa- Walter H. Dyett admit, there is
of the hand at DuSable high school tion of Musicians. quite often much work to be done. However,
with high hopes, talent and plans doubles with bands playing popu- tab for the future greats listings
for reaching thet op in their cho- lar music. Ernest McCarty, on the names of Edward Smith, Robthe other hand, is dividing his ert Prowell, and Ernest McCarthy.
sen field of music.
Mrs.
time between school work at writ- You will be hearing from the trio
and
Mr.
of
son
Smith,
Eugene Smith chose drums; Mc- ing classica: compositions. He has later.
Carty, son of Ernest McCarty, written 3 nocturnes; 1 aria for
preferred string bass and Robert voice and orchestra: I oboe solo
talented son of Robert Prowell. with orchestra; 2 fantasies; 1 chorSr.. decided his likes were for al, an incomplete string quartet
songs all of which have won praise
oboe, clarinet and sax.
The trio labored tirelessly un• from experts.
All three began playing instru•
der the instruction of Walter Dyett, school's band director to per- merits at an early age. Robert
Prowell. when 10 was playing acfect their talents.
While in school the trio audi- ceptable sax. He was heard quite The Corvette Lounge, operated
tioned for tht Chicago Youth Sym- often with the church orchestra by Jaseph Guidry at 8145 Cottage
Grove is on the wine and dine
phony Orchestra and was ac- at Berean Baptist church.
cepted. As members of this group The DuSable High school band kick with gumbo as food specialty.
they appeared in countless con- nas been a springboard for many Not only is gumbo served hut
certs to advantage. After gradu- musicians whe were to later hit the tops in Creole food is a standsting they auditioned for the Chi- the top. However, none of the ard at the Corvette
cago Civic Symphony Orchestra graduates including the great Nat The dishes are prepared by
for a flight to San Juan, Puerand signed with the aggregation King Cole, Ray Nance, Johnny cooks from New Orleans who know
Griffin, Gene Ammons, to name how to prepare it in the good old
to Rico. where she is s-hed- that they now perform with.
uled to a"near in ,
Ernest McCarty is now at Roose- a few showed more at this stage Dixie style As to drinks the spot
for
the movie, "Stint of Devil's velt university on scholarship of preeoratieo *han Powell. Centh 'soasts 'he tops in rolirte0111 mix
Island."
laward. Edward Smith is on schol- and McCarty have demonstrated. ologists and waitresses.

The Corvette
Rated Tops As
Cafe, Lounge

GLAMOROUS FART", KITT.
screen and singing star, pre•
pares to hoard a "let Clipper
at Pan \merle:— World Airways teiminal In Miami, Fla.,
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ELVIS PRESLEY

(

STRENGTHENING AMERICA
THROUGH EDUCATION IN
NEGRO HISTORY AND
AIRKAN CULTURE

JOHN B. RUSSWORM, first
Negro American college gradnate and first Negro edtior.

BENJAMIN BANNAKER, sun
veyor, mathematician and as-

trimmer. assisting with plans
for laying out Washington,

(Copyright.

1921,

(C01)11'104

1170, Aandatad

Associate

D. C. (Copyright, 1958 Associated Publishers)

AMERKA

GEORGE
WASHINGTON
CARVER at work in his lab-

oratory at Tuskegee Institute.
Ala. (Copyright 1948, Associat,

SOJOURNER
TRUTH, the
most electrifying of all orators

ea tho anti-slavery platform.

If a race has no history, if it has no worth-while tradition, it becomes a negligible factor in the thought of the world, and it stands in
danger of being exterminated. The American Indian left no continuous
record. He did not appreciate the value of tradition; and where is he
today? The Hebrew keenly appreciated the value of tradition, as is attested
by the Bible itself. In spite of world-wide persecution, therefore, he is
still a great factor in our civilization.
The case of the Negro may be stated concretely. For example, a
man writes a book on the NEW FREEDOM. Some one inquires as to how
he can harmonize his anti-Negro policy with his progressive doctrine. He
replies that he was not thinking of the Negro when he wrote that book.
An order is given for the training of all young men for military service.
A Negro applies to equip himself for this duty, but he is told that the
principles involved in the war concern only white men, and that Negroes
will be encouraged to serve only in subordinate positions. A Negro
supports the successful party in a campaign and then asks for the accustomed recognition in the personnel of the new administration, but he is
told that public opinion is such that the Negro cannot be safely exalted
to positions of trust in the government. A bond issue is voted to improve
the facilities of education, but the Negro school is denied its pro rata
share or it is permitted to receive what the white system abandons as
antiquated and inadequate. A Negro is passed on the street and is
shoved off into the mud; he complains or strikes back and is lynched as
a desperado who attacked a gentleman.
And what if he is handicapped, segregated, or lynched? According
to our education and practice, if you will kill one of the group, the
world goes on just as well or better; for the Negro is nothing, has never
been anything, and never will be anything but a menace to civilization.
We call this race prejudice, and it may be thus properly named;
but is is not something inherent in human nature. Lt is merely the
logical result of tradition, the inepitable outcome of thorough instruction to the effect that the Negro has never contributed anything to the
progress of mankind. The doctrine has been thoroughly drilled into the
whites and the Negroes have learned well the lesson themselves, for
many of them look upon other races as superior and accept the status of
recognized inferiority.
The fact is, however, that one race has not accomplished any more'
good than any other race, for God could not be just and at the same
time make one race the inferior of the other. But if you leave it to the
one to set forth his own virues while disparaging those of others, it will
not require many generations before all credit for human achievements
will be ascribed to one particular stock. Such is the history taught the
youth today.
On the other hand, just as thorough education in the belief in the
inequality of races has brought the world to the cat-and-dog stage of
religious and racial strife, so may thorough instruction in the equality
of races bring about a regin of brotherhood through an appreciation
of the virtues of all races, creeds and colors. In such a millenninm the
achievements of the Negro properly set forth will crown him as a factor
in early human progress and a maker of modern civilization. He has
supplied the demand for labor of a large area of our own country, he has
been a conservative force in its recent economic development, he has
given the nation a poetic stimulus, he has developed the most popular
music of the modern era, and he has preserved in its purity the brotherhood taught by Jesus of Nazareth. In his native country, moreover, he
produced in the ancient world civilization contemporaneous with that
of the nations of the early Mediterranean, he influenced the cultures
then cast in the crucible of time, and he taught the modern world the
use of iron by which science and initiative have remade the universe.
Must we let this generation continue ignorant of these eloquent facts?
Let the light of history enable us to see that "enough of good there
is in the lowest estate to sweeten life; enough of evil in the highest to
check presumption; enough there is of both in all estates to bind us in
compassionate brotherhood, to teach us impressively that we are of one
dying and one immortal family." Let truth destroy the dividing prejudices of nationality and teach universal love without distinction of race,
merit or rank. With the sublime enthusiasm and heavenly vision of the

RICHARD B. HARRISON, late
Mar of "Geea Pastures."

COUNTER CULLEN, a brit.
liant poet. (Copyright 1948,
'

JOSEPH CINQUE, a native
African, heroic deliverer of
the Amistad slaves. (Copy-

Publishers)

o

Illi-STATE DEFENDER
Sat., Fab. 6, 1960

When Mississippi Ned A Negro Senator

Attucks,
One Of First
to Die For US

Sojourner Truth, Spirited
Woman Freedo m Seeker
the makers of slave narratives.
Sojoarimir Truth was born be- Sojourner continued her work in
Her narrative was extraordinary
the
until
abolition
of
cause
the
a
tween 1797 and :fan the slave of
contribution to antislavery literaseveral
made
Dutch master b, Ulster County, war in 1861. She
ture.
New York. She did not become visits to the White House to reShe sold her narrative a n d
free until 1826, one year after all quest President Lincoln to enlist
as a means of supphotographs
North
the
on
the slaves in the state of New free colored men
port. Many of her photographs
York were emancipated. She was in defense of the Union. Shortly
characteristic sayone of
called Isabella until she gained after, Lincoln and Congress gave bear
shadder to supselr,he
"I
ings,
soldiers
Negro
her freedom. Then she tells us their consent, and
substance " During one of
she asked God for a new name — North and South were fighting port the
her visits to the White House to
Sojourner because of her many for their freedom.
President Lincoln, she presentWashington
see
to
went
wanderings and Truth because: In 1861 she
one of her photoshe was to preach the truth aboutl to care for the wounded troops and ed him with
assist the newly emancipated graphs on a green back, and he
slavery.
dollar bill.
Shortly after her liberation she slaves. She continued travelling in 'gave her a ten
closed Nov.
began travelling as an abolitionist.1 behaLf of her people in 22 states, Her eventful life
of her death
Speaking
1883.
conventions
26,
churchei,
lecturing
antiin
note
developed
a
into
She
Creek,
slavery lecturer and stood on many and nearly every important meet- which occurred at Battle
occasions side by side with Fred- ing in her quaint and witty Afri- Mich., where she spent her last
three years, the Detroit Post and
can dialect.
erick Douglass.
Tribune said, "The death of Soadvocate
zealous
was
She
a
Harriet Beecher Stowe said of
her, "1 never knew a person who for the enfranchisement of wom- journer Truth takes away the most
singular and impressive figure of
possessed so much of the subtle en.
pure African blood thaat has apappearlife
her
presence
narrative
of
controlling power called
The
as Sojourner Truth." Wendell Phil- ed in five editions, the first of peared in modern times. If one
lips said that he had known a which was published in 1850. This were called upon to name the most
few words from her to electrify was written by an anonymous bio- spectacular and picturesque per.
an audience and affect it as nev- grapher, but it contained many son whom we have produced, one
er he saw persons affected by quotations attributed to her that 'would probably think of Sopurner
she is entitled to a place amon g Truth.another.

Attucks, In spite of his
bumble
Ci
beginning, wrote his name
high on the wall of fame. As long
as American history is written by
enbiased men the name of Crispus
Attucks will figure on its pages.
He has the distinction of being the
drat to bare his breast to the bullet and die for the liberty of his
country.
Of the early life of Crispus At.
tucks we know very little. He has
been identified as the runaway ad.
vertiaed in the Boston Gazette of
Oct. 2, 1750, and described as a
"mulatto fellow, about 27 years
M age, named Crispas, six feet
two inches high, short curl'd hair,
his knees nearer together than
common." About 20 years later
we hear of him as a sailor who
sad figured gloriously in t h e
-.lash between the American colmists and the British soldier; inwere entered In the office of
Ilia, 1J. S. Senator A. R. Re
Georgia, Josiah T. Walls of
!ringing upon the liberties of the THE FIRST NEGRO SENATshown as they appeared in the
the Librarian of Congress in
vels of Mississippi, Joseph H.
Florida, and R. Brown Elliot
satriots. At this time the British
41st and 42nd Congress of the
the year 1872. They are RobBenjamin S. Turner of Ala
of South Carolina.
lad ordered these soldiers from
United States. Their names
ert C. DeLarge of South Carobarns, Jefferson H. Long of
BIBLIOGRAPHY
iearby fort to Boston in order to
iuppress manifestations against
ON NEGRO HISTORY
glides who were trying to en.
Abel, Annie Heloise, joint author
Ores the new revenue law under
— A SIDE - LIGHT ON ANGLOThe first American Negro to rise clock from wood, and it kept time
he orders from the CommissionAMERICAN RELATIONS.
hit-and • miss method ofl for 20 years. This is said to he
the
!re of Customs. Throughout the
Brooks, Walter Henderson—THE experimentation with nature was the first clock made in the United
ity the people were expressing
PASTOR'S VOICE.
Benjamin Bannaker. He was born States.
heir indignation.
Brown, George W.—THE ECO- Nov. 9, 1731, on a farm near the The turning point in Bannaker's
In the midst of the excitement
NOMIC HISTORY OF LIBERIA. Patapsco River within about 10 career, however, was when the
here spread through the city like
Coleman, Edward M., editor — miles of Baltimore. He was the Ellicotts, a Quaker family, moved
During
the
when
19205,
the
liter(1932), his only novel, The Medea, Romantic and early Twentieth
flash the rumor that the soiCREOLE VOICES.
child of natives of Africa, it is to his neighborhood and erected
lless were firing upon the peo- ary world was so seriously and And Some Poems, published in Century Romantic poets. Cullen
Conrad, Earl — HARRIET TUB- said, but some have recorded a large mill around which grew
persistently
so
concerned
with
1935
(The
Medea,
George
a
modern
adapwas a sensitive poet, a gently
ile. Crispus Attucks, leading some
Washington Carver was MAN.
father was a black up the community known as Elliif his companions, decided that he writers of the "lost generation" tation of the play by Euripides, man, a quiet intellectual in the born a slave near Diamond Grove, Cook, Mercer—FIVE FRENCH that while his
Africa his mother cott City. George Ellicott, the head
in
born
man
mild oppose the attack. They had set, a young Negro student at New was written in prose — except days when the Negro intelligencia Missouri, about 1864. Upon the
NEGRO AUTHORS.
was a black woman born in the of the newcomers, like Bannaker,
• so weapons except such clubs and York university was occupied the choruses), and On These I was slowly emerging and taking death of his father the child and
Cunev-Hare, Maud — NEGRO United States. Mrs. Martha El- was very much occupied with
tones as they could pick up on with writing verses in the lyrical Stand (1847), the last book of poet- an active part in American life. the mother were taken by capMUSICIANS
AND THEIR MUSIC. licott Tyson, one of Bannaker's mathematics and science. Ellicott
* spur of the moment; but vein of Keats and Tennyson. Even ry by Cullen and one which was He was for 13 years a teacher of tors into Arkansas. The boy was
Daniel,
L. — WOMEN biographers, says that his matern- became immediately interested in
Sadie
given
in
hese men whom John Adams before his first book of poetry was published posthumously.
exchange
French at the Frederick Douglass
for a horse
BUILDERS.
al grandmother was a white wom- the efforts of Bannaker and suppubhshed
in
1925,
Countee
Cullen
Throughout his lifetime Countee junior high school in New York worth 8300. Carver contrived, how!ailed the "rabble of saucy boys,
Derricotte. Elise Palmer, joint an of English birth, Mollie Welsh. plied him with many books and
fegroes, mulattoes, etc.," made was a known and much admired Cullen stressed the desire to be city; and he gained the respect ever, to return to the place of his
he attack on the soldiers which figure in the literary world; and considered merely a poet, not a and admiration of both his pupils birth. He had difficulty in going author — WORD PICTURES OF After serving as an indentured mathematical instruments which
servant in Maryland, she became he had long needed. The three imvas answered by a discharge of throughout his career be receiv- Negro poet. This plea was by no and his co-workers. When he died to school after emancipation, but THE GREAT.
Dykes, Eva Beatrice—THE NE- free, purchased a farm, bought portant works loaned Bannaker
.funs. Attucks who led the fight ed much notice from reviewers means a pose or an excuse to shun on Jan. 9. 1946 (survived by his he worked his way through high
all dead upon the spot. With him and other critics interested in poet- the problems of the Negro, for he father and his second wife, Ida school in Minneapolis, Kansas. GRO IN ENGLISH ROMANTIC two slaves and liberated and mar- were Mayer's Tables. Ferguson's
ried the one named Bannaker. Astronomy and Leadbetter's Luwas deeply committed to his race Mae Cullen), the world lost a man Next he attended Iowa State Col- THOUGHT.
were killed also Samuel Gray and ry.
'ones Caldwell. Two other corn- Countee P. Cullen was born in and always worked towards the devoted to the written and spoken lege of Agricultural and MechanEdmounds, Randolph — T H E Four children were born to them. nar Tables. Bannaker mastered
'anions, Patrick Carr and Sain- New York City on May 30, 1903. betterment of the Negro in Ameri- word, a man who could make lang- ical Arts, where he finished in LAND OF COTTON AND OTHER One of them, the eldest daughter, these by self-instruction and surMary, married a slave brought prised Ellicott by pointing out erMaverick, were , mortal- He was reared by his grandfath- ca.
te
uage sing for him when he wrote 1894 the course leading to the de- PLAYS.
from Africa. He took the name of rors in some of these books. Bangree of Bachelor of Science. He
Many of his poems are racial
• y wounded. This affair caused er until her death in 1918. He
Jackson,
Fleming,
Beatrice
joint
Yet do I marvel at this curious
continued his work at the insti- author — DISTINGUISHED NE- his wife and later obtained his naker became a surveyor of great
- ;rest consternation throughout was then adopted by the Rev. In their theme, although he is rething;
freedom before his wife gave birth renown.
tution and received also the de- GROES ABROAD.
he coutry and especially in New and Mrs. Frederick A. Cullen. membered as essentially a lyricist
to a son called Benjamin. Bannak- With the knowledge Bannaker
;ngland.
(Before his adoption Cullen's name who wrote much about love and , To make a poet black, and bid gree of Master of Science in 1896.
Greene, Lorenzo J., joint author
therefore, had no experience could understand the stars and
er,
During
this
stay
he
death
was
in
a
memContee
was
the
L.
Porter.) Cullen refashion of the late
him sing!
The funeral of these victims was
—THE NEGRO WAGE EARNER. as a slave.
the relations of the planets as a
ber of the faculty in charge of the
-he occasion of proclaiming a day ceived his early education in the
Grimke. Francis James — As a free born child Bannaker part of a system. Being a man
house.
green
In
Simpson
1928
ColNew
York
public
schools
at
and
-.f mourning for the loss of men
WORKS OF, ADDRESSES, SER- attended a school in his communi- of fair income from his farm,
lege of Indianola. Iowa, conferred
- rho had set the noble example 14 wrote a free-verse poem "To
MONS,
MEDITATIONS
AND ty along with white children. Ban- Bannaker could rest clueing the
upon him the degree of Doctor of
s re- ,
.a the defense of liberty. A n d The Swimmer," which wa'
LETTERS, 4 vols.
naker grew in knowledge not only day and remain up during the
Science.
printed
in
the
Modern
School
Magboas martyrs were not forgottHambly, Wilfred D. — CLEVER of books but of farming. When night ti watch the stars. He learnazine
in 1918.
No one knows exactly when Har- Railroad" she never lost a passen- In 1896, Booker T. Washington, HANDS OF THE AFRICAN NEn. The day became known in hishis father died in 1759 he had to ed to figure out the eclipses of
ever looking for practical men to
ory as the "Boston Massacre," In March, 1925, Cullen was one riet Tubman was born, but it was ger.
GRO.
assume
charge of the farm and the sun and moon and all details
building
Tuskehim
assist
up
in
ad thereafter the Fifth of March of 11 elected to Phi Beta Kappa on the eastern shore of Maryland One of her most venturesome
TALKING ANIMALS.
provide for his mother and sisters with respect to weather and cli.sea celebrated throughout New at New York university, and later about 1821. Her name was then journeys was when she brought gee, induced Carver to cast his
Helping Hand Club —HISTORY on 72 acres. His spare time, how- mate. In 1702 he published the
gland as a national holiday until on that year he won the first Araminta Ross. She changed her her old parents North. She final- lot with the school in Alabama. OF
THE HELPING HAND CLUB ever, he spent in reading serious first of his series of almanacs.
institution
Carver
served
that
At
es superseded by the Fourth prize in the Witter Bynner under- Christian name to Harriet and as- ly purchased a small plot of
OF
THE NINETEENTH STREET books. He was especially fond of which appeared regularly until
graduate poetry contest. He also sumed her married name — Tub- ground in Auburn, N. Y., for to the end of his career. There he
drmathematics. He had a special 1802. This achievement attracted
BAPTIST CHURCH.
agriculmainly
applied
himself
to
man.
won
the
John
Reed
Memorial
prize,
Mooed historians either neglect
them. There she erected also a
aptitude
Henderson.
for solving and explaining him to the attention of distingushEdwin
Bancroft
—
research.
spoken
of
is
tural
He
' Calder to Crispus Attucks alto- awarded by Poetry Magazine, for She was born of slave parents home for aged and indigent colorthings which puzzled people. One ed men like James McHenry, a
THE NEGRO IN SPORTS.
- 'ether, or endeavor to belittle his his poem "Threnody for a Brown who had ten other children, all of ed people. She had several inter- as an agricultural chemist. In
Johns, Altona Trent — PLAY thing which interested him was member of John Adams' cabinet.
whom, including her parents, views with Captain John Brown this position he made numbers of
nartyrdom. In one case it has Girl."
SONGS OF THE DEEP SOUTH. the watch. He had never seen a and Thomas Jefferson, later to beproducts,
food
experiments
with
44111 pointed out that Crispus AtHe continued his education at she rescued from slavery. She who had the greatest respect for
Kerlin. Robert Thomas — NE- clock, but by studying the watch come President of the United
otchs was not the only hero of Harvard that year and received was for the first 2.5 years of her "General Tubman." as he called and with the results he attracted
GRO
world.
POETS
the
attention
of
AND
the
THEIR he learned thereby to make a States.
„he hour. Why refer then especial- his master's degree in English the life a slave. The slaves on the her — "one of the best and bravest
Jefferson secured for Bannaker
POEMS.
y to him? The documentary evi- following year. In 1925 the first plantation were to be sold: she persons of this continent." Fred- There are few men of any race
a place on the commission with
Klingberg, Frank J., joint au:lence obtained at the trial of the volume of his poetry, entitled Col- resolved not to be sold. With no erick Douglass wrote to her, "Ex- ior nation better known today than
L'Enfant, a famous French enthor — SIDELIGHT ON ANGLOToIdier,
it who tired
upon these or, was published by Harper and knowledge of the North, she walk- cepting John Brown, I know of no George Washington Carver. It is
gineer, who directed the laying
.*trang men shows that while Cris- Brothers. After the publication of ed away one night alone.
one who encountered more perils ,because he learned to make more AMERICAN RELATIONS, AN
out of Washington in the District of
sus Attucks was not the only Copper Sun in 1927, Cullen receiv- She made 19 trips back to the end hardships to save our peo- than a hundred products from the APPRAISAL OF THE NEGRO
Columbia.
The other members of
pit.
"
numsame
IN
the
about
potato,
COLIN1AL SOUTH CAROLIsweet
sere on that occasion he was the ed a Guggenheim award for a land of slavery and collected
the commission were David Stuhunone
and
NA.
pecan,
the
from
ber
refugees
several
parties
of
year
of
study
in France where he
iero because he led the attack.
art, Daniel Carroll, Thomas Johndred and fifty from the peanut. Lawson, Victor — DUNBAR
wrote the long narrative poem — about three hundred in all, bringson
and Andrew Ellicott. The
)thers followed his noble example. The
referred
the
to
in
He was often
CRITICALLY EXAMINED.
Black Christ. Before his ing them to Philadelphia and later
Georgetown Weekly Ledger, of
newspapers as the peanut wizard.
McBrown, Gertrude Parthenia—
departure in April of 1928, he mar- some to Canada. Up to this time
March 12, 1791, reported the arHis work was appreciated ev- THE PICTURE POETRY BOOK.
ried Nina Yolanda DuBois — a she had used her own money on
3AS PUMPS
rival at that port of "Benjamin
erywhere. In recognition of his
expeditions.
beFinally
she
these
Mazyck,
marriage
Walter
which
H.
—
GEORGE
ended
in
divorce
Washington — Service stations
Bannaker, an Ethiopian whose
services the United States Gov- WASHINGTON AND THE NEcame known to the abolitionists,
one year later.
The Back-to-Africa Movement abilities as surveyor and astronon the U. S. have about 1,400,000
made use of his knowl- GRO,
ernment
conto
money
her
gave
they
and
Other important works by Culhas not had a stauncher leader mer already prove that Mr. Jefgas pumps in operation.
edge in calling upon him for adMiller, May, joint author—NE- than John B. Russworm, a gradulen include: One Way To Heaven tinue her work on the "Underfa.
workers.
In
ferson's concluding that race of
ground Railroad." Through her
LeMoyne college students cele- vice to its research
GRO HISTORY IN THIRTEEN ate of Bowdoin college in 1828. He
men were void of mental endowjourneys back to the "Land of brated their semester break with August, 1935, he was appointed PLAYS.
Is said to be the first Negro to ment was without foundation."
Egypt," as she called her old a dance at Carrie's Club Tropicana as collaborator in the Bureau of
Newsome, Effie Lee — GLADI- receive a college degree in what
Bannaker remained a resident
home, she got among her peo- entitled "Gig On The Break". Plant Industry in the United States OLA
GARDEN.
is known today as the United of Ellicott City and was
Agriculture in conof
Department
above
ple the name of "Moses."
Many students were on hand for
Pattee,
Richard, translator — States. Franc-is Williams of Ja- want throughout his life. He enDivision of MyThe slaveholders had suffered the occasion like Willie Miles . . . nection with the
Disease Survey. He THE NEGRO IN BRAZIL, by Ar- maica, however, received a de- joyed an excellent reputat i o n
such losses among their slaves Joyce Lynom . . . Kenneth El- colog • and
gree from Cambridge in 1738.
of the Royal So- thur Ramos.
member
among his neighbors, and those
a
was
that they offered a large reward bert . . . Juanita Bridges . . . Jo1923 Pryde, Marion Jackson, joint In 1827 Russwurm founded, with who came into contact with him
London.
In
of
Arts
of
ciety
for the capture of Harriet Tub- seph DeLaine . . . Sophia Brown
awarded the Spingarn author — DISTINCAJISHED NE- the collaboration of Samuel Com showed him the highest respect.
man. Several times she was on . . . Clifton O'Neale . . . Wll. he was
ish, the first Negro newspaper, He attended te Quaker church
Tu research achievements of products from
his scientific achieve- GROES ABROAD.
for
Medal
in
allie Clyde James . . Muriel Guy
peanuts, including the point of Deng taken but
.he late Dr. George Washington
"Freedom's Journal." The purpose his community. He
Quarles,
Benjamin
—
ments.
FREDnever marmilk and cheese. He made plas- ways escaped by her quick wit. . . . Danny Mitchell .
Fred
was to set forth the program of ried and kept
;:arver were praised last week by
Dr. Carver was an unassuming ERICK DOUGLASS.
bachelor's quarters.
tics, paper, and insulating board She delighted to recall the fact King . . . Carole Newton . . Pau
devout
-3r. M. R. Clarkson, associate adRamos, Authur — THE NEGRO the free Negro in the North in be- yet, according to Benjamin Fillfrom peanut shells. He developed that on all these long perilous Kelly . . Greta Bradfield . . and modest man. Ile was a
'ninistrator of the U. S. Departhalf of his less-fortunate and en- L colt, Bannaker
attended church and IN BRAZIL.
was no recluse.
a flour and more than 100 other journeys on the "Underground Marvin
Plunkett . • . JoAnne Christian. He regularly. He bement of Agriculture's research
slaved brother in the South. At - He was a brave
school
1,Sunday
Richardson,
Willis
Items from the sweetpotato. He
—
looking pleasPLAYS
Thur
.
Mayo
.
Hooks
.
.
. . John
Russwurm
first
service
was
him
leading
opposed
to
AND PAGEANTS FROM .THE
lieved that God was
ant man, with something very
worked on the chemistry of the STAINLESS STEEL
Cade
.
kell
Chester
Stoval
.
.
.
colonization, but he later changed noble in his
Speaking before farmers and
mysteries which he had LIFE OF THE NEGRO.
appearance. His mind
cotton fiber, and made paving
Mary Jane Whitsom. • . . Ivanoe into those
NEGRO
itudents at Tuskegee's 69th AnStainless steel contains from 6
unfolded to the world. Carver died HISTORY IN THIRTEEN PLAYS. his opinion and urged Negroes to was evidently much engrossed in
blocks, cordage, paper and rope
mai Farmers Conference, Dr.
nickle.
go
to
cent
Africa.
or more per
(Continued On Page 11)
on the 5th of January 1943.
his calculations; but he was glad
Roy, Jesse H., joint author —
fibers."
Tharkson said, "Dr. Booker T.
Russwurm was convinced that to receive the visits
WORD
which we
PICTURES
OF
MAJOR
THE
RESEARCH
Negroes could not expect to get often paid him."
'Washington recruited more than
GREAT. PIONEERS OF LONG
very far in America, which was
anda when he encouraged Dr. Then the research official pointAnother contemporary said of
AGO.
more or less hostile to them The Bannaker, "When I
tocome to Tuskegee. He ed out that similarly the Departwas a boy I
4-try"
Savage,
W.
ment
now
Sherman
has
— CON- abolitionist censured him and callfour major research
limited brains that could see the
became very much interested in
TROVERSY OVER THE DIS- ed him
,.exstentials of the South, and skill and development laboratories seeka turncoat, but Russwurm him, as his manners were
those
TRIBUTION OF ABOLITION LIT- stuck to his
7and will to help develop them ..." ing to discover new uses for farm
position.
of a perfect gentleman: kind, genERATURE
Speaking in behalf of the Mary- erous, hospitable,
Describing the vast changes in products as a way of expanding
humane, digniSchoenfeld, Seymour .1. — THE land Colonization Society, he
culture which have taken place farmers' markets
said, fied, and pleasing, abounding its
NEGRO
IN
THE
Dr.
ARMED FORC- the different plans now in opera- Information
Clarkson listed a number
the South, the research official
on all the various auES
ttributed much of the progress of achievements of these and othtion for our (Negro) benefit, and I pices a n d
incidents of the
er research facilities of the DeShackelford. Jane Dabney — none, we believe, can reach the day,
Dr. Carver.
very modest and unassumTHE
partment,
CHILD'S
WEEVIL
explaining that t h e
STORY OF THE masses half so efficiently as the Inc and
delighting in society at
NEGRO, HAPPY DAYS.
"When the boll weevil struck Ala. key to these successes is the trainplan of colonization on the west his own house.
I have seen him
Taylor, A. A. — THE NEGRO coast of Africa."
ma's cotton crop 40 years ago," ed, dedicated scientist, as was
frequently. His head was covered
IN
Dr.
Carver.
continued, "Dr. Carver told
TENNESSEE, 1885-1880. THE Russwurm left the United States with a thick suit
of white hair,
NEGRO IN THE RECONSTRUC- and sought in Africa the opportuniers to plant other crops — Following in Dr. Carver's footstep
which gave him a very dignified
TION OF VIRGINIA.
potatoes and peanuts. After are several members of his race
ty to put in practice what he be- and venerable
appearance. His
erIng heavy losses from the said Dr. Clarkson. Among these,
Turner, Geneva C., joint author lieved. He was a century ahead dress was
uniformly of superfine
— WORD PICTURES
weevil, growers began to take he said, are: Dr. Benjamin Alexof
Marcus
Garvey.
Unlike
Garvey,
OF THE
broadcloth, made in the old style
advice. The South now shows ander. a chemist who has had an
GREAT. PIONEERS OF
LONG Russwurm lived for years in Afri- of a plain coat, with straight colAGO.
great diversity in its agricul. Important part in the developca and died there. He became the lar and long
waistcoat, and a
. .
ment of promising new insectiVan Deusen, John G. —
'central figure in Negro educa- broadbrimmed hat. His color
THE
was
Aftair relating how research has cides; John E. Hodge, a cherm,i
BLACK MAN IN WHITE
tion in Africa and spent the last not jet-black, but decidedly
AMERINetrialited to increased agricul- who received a Superior Ser
17 years of his life as Governor gro. In size and personal
CA.
appear1 efficiency — higher crop Award for his work on blood plasof the Colony of Cape Palmas, ance, the statue of
Whiting, Helen A. —
Franklin at
NEGRO or Maryland
, large pig crops, increased ma substitutes, and Joseph E.
in Liberia. He died the Library of Philadelphia,
FOLK TALES. NEGRO
as
ART,
MUreduction, better breeds of Coleman who received the Ameriin 1651, mourned by leaders of seen from the street,
SIC AND RHYME
is a perfect
and poultry, and more can Oil Chemists Society sward
both
races.
likeness of him. Go to his house
Woodson, Carter G. — NEGRO
Toadying of quality livestock for his work on animal fats,
when you would, either by day
MAKERS OF HISTORY.
STORY
RURAL
THE
ORATIONS.
NE- or night, there
ogginti. Dr. Clarkson turned :All over the world,"
OF THE NEGRO
declared
was constantly
RETOLD.
THE GRO. FREE NEGRO HEADS OF
research in food chemistry and Dr. Clarkson. "the human race is
standing In the middle of the floor
NEGRO IN OUR HISTORY.
AF- FAMILIES IN THE UNITED a
work of Dr. Carver in this field. Increasing at an unprecedented
large table covered with books(3
RICAN HEROES AND
,, •
HEROIN- STATES IN 1830 THE MIND OF and
else. Carver," he said, "is per- rate These people will demand
papers. As he was an eminent
ES. AFRICAN MYTHS.
THE THE NEGRO AS REFLECTED mathematician,
beet known for his develop- that agriculture find a way to feed
he was constantly
HISTORY
OF THE NEGRO IN LETTERS DURING
°, new food products and in- ithem
THE In correspondence with other
. . Thee is no doubt that
CR1SPUS
AITUCKS
dies
a
CHURCH.
THE
EDUCATION OF CRISIS, 1980-1860.
items from agricultural dicience and farmers working tomathematicians in the country,
martyr in the Roston Massa
THE NEGRO PRIOR TO 1861.
materia Is Ile developed 300 gether can do the job."
Yancey, Bessie Woodson — with whom there was ggi intercre on March 5, 1771.
NEGRO ORATORS AND THEIR ECHOES FROM THE HILLS.
change of difficult solufion."
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SOCIETY

BY MARJORIE I. ULEN

By GEORGIA B. HARRIS
, month of January.
Here's your cool reporter again ( Currently the members
bringing you what's on the front club are: Misses Pauletts
burner with the Clobuttentee So- Catherine Collins, Beverly
cial club. The members of the club Rebia Young, Christine Jones
are making the scene with a Rita Banks. Misters — J
Valentine party which is to be Pegues, Ramon Swift, Harokl
held at the YMCA. The party will ; tor, Lonnie Richmond,
be from 8 p. m. until.
Sumlars, James Campbell, T
We have elected the outstanding 'polls Moore, Jesse Rogers.
members of our club for the Daniel Carruthers, jr.
month of January. They are Miss Our quotation: Don't bob
Emma Louise Brown and Clar- cause as God made the
ence Owens, jr.
also made us, the great
Miss Brown, a very faithful tentees.
member of the clots, is currently Our quotation: Don't be
zation, Washington, D. C.; Dr. our secretary, and attends Hamil- thing you hear, and only
Marjorie Parker, Washington, ton High school. She resides at what you see.
1879 Kellner Circle No, I.
Now that time has come f
D. C., Supreme Basileus, and
Mr. Owens is our beloved chap- to end this article about the
Mrs. Esther B. Payne, Kansas
lain, and attends Booker T. Wash- buttentee Social club, and
City, Mo., Mid-Western Reington High school, lie resides at wonderful members, I can
gional director.
, 1935 Lapaloma. Hats off to our close with one word, MAG
outstanding members for t h • CENT!

.41111111111111111111111• •••••wassome
n
Another Leap Year heralds the Wells, Miss
Yvonne Brown, and
birthdays which come only every Elmer Henderso
n, the latter the
four years for those persons born vice president
of the Memphis
on Feb. 29 . . . lucky souls — who:Club.
would be more so, if only t h e!QUETTE CLUB MEETS
ravages of time did not move un- . The Quette club,
auxiliary to
relentlessly on every day of every Omega Psi Phi Fraterni
ty, met
week, every month and every at Tony's Inn, guests
of Mrs. C.
year. Being February, too, corn- C. Sawyer last week .
. . and
munications media will keep us in- naturally, one of the main points COFFEE BREAK
Alpha
sorority's convention at Cin•
rector; Johnnie Arnold, Tays.
formed anent the famous birth- on
iinnati recently. From left are
tee
their agenda was the promo- Kappa Alpha Sorority officbread
representative,
days celebrated this month . . . lion of the outstanding draMatic
ers headed the line to the
Mrs. Lucille B. Bryant, L o s
Memphis, Tenn., account; J.
the annual observance of Negro players from Tennessee State uni- joint hospitality booth of the
Angeles, Far West Regional
"Bud" Ward, account assocHistory Week, Valentine Day, et versity, being promoted by their
Carnation Company and Taysdirector; Mrs. Mary Torian,
iate for Carnation Company.
tee Bread Company during the
counterparts, come Feb. 9. AttendNashville, Tenn., Financial diThe moss H. Kendrix OrganlSpeaking of Negro History Week ing the lovely party were Mrs.
. make a mental note to secure Oliver Johnson, president; Mrs
a copy of Mrs. Gladys Byram,Clarence Pope, Mrs. Harry Cash,
Shepperd's stellar book, "Mary Mrs. Lawrence Westley, Mrs. 1
Church Terrell . . . Respectable A. Watson, jr., Mrs. H. A. Gilliam,
Person," which could very well Mrs. Willard Bell, Mrs. Vasco
serve as a challenge for more Smith, jr., and Mrs. Peter
M.
Negro Memphis women to takelJonec
•
up the gauntlet handed down by SKC'S
411111111111111011111111101111111111111111111t11111111111111111111
the indomnitable a n d corageous Members of the
Friday, Feb. 5
SKC Bridge
former Memphis women whose life club welcomed
member Gert
7:30 to 7:30, RAWHIDE. "The
should be a blue-print in the fight Walker's idea of donning
smart Feeding little folks can be fut.
Incident of the Tinkers Dam" with
for civil rights,
lounging pants to attend her It can also be a very exasperating
Regis Toomey, Anthony Dexter
Socially speaking, the presence party for the well-kno
wn group experience for a mother, especialand Eric Fleming star with Clint
of the NAACP Southern Regional last Friday night,
at her beautiEastwood. A cowhand is killed beconference in our town come Feb- fully appointed home
at 40 South ly if she hasn't some knowledge
cause
he learned an Indian secret.
ruary 18-20, should serve as an in- Parkway East
. . and the ap- and understanding of the develop7:30 to 8:00, HOTEL DE PAspiration to all those who know iiarel was quite
They would also like to thank REE, Monique'
fitting for the ment and behavior of children., CHURCH
s fiance gets in
that our social horizons will have blustering
elements of the night. When parents are armed with this Sunday, Jan. 24, the very much this paper, the Tri-State Defender, trouble
COMING UP
buying stolen cattle in (Continued From Page 10)
no sound basis until the founda- following the
.•
taste of sleet and knowledg they know what to ex- publicized dedication services of for their fine photographers in the "Sundan
e,
ce and the Boat Soldier" Dillard • . . Benjamin
tion of first-class citizenship is to- snow we had
Ward . . . The Senior Class at Matta
experienced the same
the Riverview MB church were persons of Billy Duncan and with Earl liollima
n.
tally established,
pect and are better able to cope
Sammie Burnett . . . Willie Shot- presents its Sweetheart Ball
morning.
held at the site, 248 \V. Mitchell George Hardin, who were on hand
Currie's Club Tropicana Feb.
8:00
to
9:00,
Among the big-wheels present Gert is famed
problems
feeding
which
with
the
LUCILLE BALL- well . • . Holly Martin.
rd., 230 p.m. This was one of the and shooting as they went. Look
for her outstandDESI ARNAZ COMEDY SHOW, The larks of me well-known Lar- Advance admission is one G
will be Mr. NAACP himself, re- ing culinary
for
pictures
the
nevitabl
arise.
of
y
happiest
the
church
in
occasions in the history of
ability . . . and she i
Washington and $1.2.5 at the,d
"Lucy Goes to Havana". Lucy
knowned Thurgood Marshall, the truly outdid any previous
and gos with Ben Branch's orchestra
effort, If they know, for example, that the church. The beautiful edifice this issue.
Ricky
recount
attracte
to
d
many
Hedda Hopper
including Benja- Also front Manassas corn
organization's general counsel, judging by the beautifully
laden
growth is rapid, as during' was dedicated to God after much Special thanks go out to Dorsey the story of how they
min
Ivy,
Rozell
Blanchar
who will be the public meeting buffet table of savory delights. when
first
d, Doro- a play "The Scarlet Shad
met
in
hardi
work
and much planning. Franklin, instructor of mechanical
infancy and early adolescence, the
Havana when she was a vaca- thy Jackson and L. Q. Wilkins. Feb. 15. It will be held in
speaker at Metropolitan Baptist Assisting were Mrs. Bennie G. WilThe
church
was
drawing
proud
Mitchell
at
of
school,
two
for
child has a voracious appetite,'
tioning secretary and he was a • The Marquettes social club gave school auditorium and the c
church. Watch for further details, liams and Miss Mae Della Reeves
but when growth is slow, as dur- things on that afternoon, first the cutting the stencil of the patron singing Taxi driver. Ann Southern a skating party at the Hipperdr
,
one Is 50 cents. Speakers and Wri
and let's pack the church! Also . . . and the enthusiastic players
new
building and then the addi- book backs. Other special thanks
ing the preschool and early
Cesar Romero, Rudy N'allee are . Skating rink Thursday night end- club is presenting it.
in attendance will be Clarence included Guests Mesdames Geor- school,
tion
of
the
baptisma
to
Prof.
l
Jackson
pool.
The
and
faculhis
to
the appetite is less keen,
featured along with Vivian Vance ing the long week for many high The Counts
social club
Mitchell — head of the NAACP's gia Dancy, Aretta Polk, Allie Mae they will not worry when their church takes great pride in both ty who compiled our patron books. and
William Frawley.
school students taking semester ex- you to its skating party at Hi
factions.
Raymond
Macedon
Washington Bureau, who'll be ban-.Rob
Brown
Dr.
ia
is
1
and
comPisgah's
Mt.
Clara
Brawner
doesn't
''clean
re
year
t
tphla ee.
old
his .
eris'
drone Monday night, Feb. 15..
mended for his beautiful art work choirs were on hand to render the 9:00 to 9:30, TWILIGHT ZONE, ams.
quet speaker (open to the public and Mrs. Willa Maddox Davis
Melrose Band Boosters hosted a mission is 90 cents. Time 8that makes up the pool back- music along with the Riverside "The Last Flight". A fighter
so make plans to attend), to be' of Muskogee, Okla., who was the
When little Johnnie rejects his ground. Raymond
plane of World War I vintage nice platter party in the gym
is a sixth grade choir.
held at Universal Cafeteria. Rev. houseguuest of member Marion
Frifirst bit of squash, parents who student at Walker
school and is Officers of the program and drops out of the clouds and lands day. Sounds were naturally played
Dr. E. T. Odom national body will Pride and aunt of her husband,
understand children will know the son of
create
to
turmoil at an Ameri- by WLOK's Cane Cole. There was
Mr. and Mrs. W. church include Mrs. Katherine Tapconduct a workshop for ministers Charles Pride. Members attending
can jet base in France. Kenneth' a large attendance, including
were Alma Booth, Julia Hopkins that this is natural. The period of, Brown.
during the three-day meeting.
Joan
pan,
sponsor;
Mrs.
M.
Adams,
L.
learning to accept a varied diet,;
Haigh stars; Alexander Scourby Hampton, Bernard Wilson,
The local branch is urgently and Louise Davis, who won georEssie
A very inspiring program was co-sponsor; Mrs. L. .1. Kinsey,
and Simon Scott are featured.
that is, developing good food haBoyd, Jerry Suggs, Cleveland Litseeking volunteers for typing, and geous prizes . . . and also Minheld with devotion by the officers manager; E. Moss, chairman;
bits, is a long one; it begins some
canvassers to secure memberships nie Wood, Charlesteen Miles, Melof the church, music by the Willie Crittenden, James Watson, 10:00 to 11:30, LATE MOVIE, 1 tleton, Julia London, Harold Lewtime during the first four months
during the annual local member- ba Briscoe, Harriette Walker, JuaWhitehaven District Male Chorus church clerk: and Mrs. Charlene "Varsity Show" with Dick Pow- is, Gloria Shilkens, Robert Jackand continues to the eight, ninth,
ell and Fred Waring. A college son, Margaret Sherrod, Ralph
ship drive. States represent will nita Arnold, Harriet Davis, Marwith Mrs. Queen Ola Conway at Dandridge, church reporter.
or tenth year.
puts on doggy shows until an old Prater, Brenda Jeffries, Willie
the piano. Willie B. Gooch pre- CIVIC CLUB
Include South Carolina, North Car- ion Pride and 'yours truly.'
Miles, Betty Bowen, Donnie MitAs newer knowledge is unfolded sented the master of ceremonies The Whitehaven Civic club held alumnus takes over.
olina, Georgia, Florida, Tennessee J-U-G-S' CANDY BALL
{ chell, and Lynn Howell.
4:00
procedur
to
feeding
children
es for
5:30, EARLY MOVIE '
in the person of Wardell Johnson. their installation services, Wednesand Mississippi. Rev. D. S. Cun- Last week also found members
ningham is the president of the of J-U-G-S holding two meetings, change. In fact, so much has been Everyone seemed to enjoy the day night, Jan. 27, at the Mt. Joy- WITH KITTY KELLY, "Woman SURPRISE FOR WILLIAM
Memphis branch.
one of the home of Velma Jones learned about children in the last way Mr. Johnson conducted the ner MB church. Read in another in Distress" with Irene Hervey, A surprise party was held for
ATTEND INSTITUTE
and the other at the home of Ger- quarter century that in some fami- affair.
section of this issue the complete Dean Jagger, May Robson. Two William Johnson last Sunday by
reporters, rivals, become entang- his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
details
A training institute for board ri Little, to make final plans for lies the first and last children
of this affair.
Miss Martha M. Knox gave the
Walter
led with an old lady and a famous Johnson, Sr. William
members of Community Service their Sixth annual pre-Lenten Char- have been fed quite differently. greeting instead of Mrs. Zelma PTA
celebrated
painting
when
an art thief turns his 17 birthday. Among the
The Walker School PTA held
Organizations was sponsored by ity Ball. to be held at Curries Club Many mothers have experienced Halls, who was a
many guests were Charles Clay,
the Health and Welfare Planning Tropicana Friday, Feb. 26. Reser- the change from a rigid schedule
Mrs. Sally Thomas, second their regular monthly meeting up.
Rose Marie Hamilton, Ernest Bo- ,
Council of Memphis and Shelby vations of $2 per person must be of meals to a schedule established vice president of Walker School Tuesday night, Jan. 26, 7:30 p.m. Sat. Feb. •
County at the University of Ten- made in advance this year ... and by the baby.
PTA did a wonderful job of up- in the cafetorium. Mrs. Caldonia 10:00 to 11:00, LONE RANGER. ram, Gloria Nightingale, Carl
"Enfield Rifle". The Lone Rang- Bruce, Barbara Brooks, Calvin
nessee last week . . . and at one again, all Memphis looks forward
We all remember the old idea lifting the audience when she very Allen handled the devotion.
of the sessions Harley B. Treck- to this edition of Living Ads, who that children should eat what was beautifully accepted the words of Plans were made for the found- er and Tonto become enmeshed in Greene, Brenda Walker, P a u 1
er, Dean of the School of Social will be brilliantly costumed to placed before them without a mur- welcome. Booker T. James w a a ers day program which will be a planned Indian uprising when Cunningham, Linda Williams, Fred
Work of the University of Con- the theme of, "Candy Ball."
mur, and the 'clean-your-plate-be- 1 another very welcome participant. held Feb. 9. Walker, Ford Road the two are shot at by a young Hawkins, Charlene Washington,
necticut, was the speaker . . . AN AFRICAN SOJOURN
fore-dessert" theory. With our He sang a very inspiring solo, lie and Mitchell high schools will have renegade while on a visit to a Malcolm Weed, Doris Ingram, Dorothy Talley, Clarence Williams,
his topic: "The True Measure of Stopping in Memphis a fortnight newer knowledge of children these is a member of the Mitchell road a combined program at 1 p.m., fort.
in the school cafetorium of Mit- 11:00 to 11:30, SKY KING, Kir- Claudene Parker, Carolyn WillBoard Membership." The insti- ago were Mr. and Mrs. William practices have been replaced by Junior school.
Home-style douches can't,
tute was headed by Dr. Granville Gordon and children . . . who, permitting children to select what Gibson's Kindergarten was rep- chell road Junior high. The presi- by Grant and Gloria Winters. Sky iams, Jacqueline Bruce, Brenda
the job that "Lysol'.can—
Davis. Some of the many per- though having recently returned they eat and allowing children to resented with a duet from Linda dents of the school PTAs will be King gets an assist from a young,Joan Irby.
sons attending were Mrs. C. C. from Liberia, West Africa, were eat dessert when they want it—the Gale Dandridge and Susan Joyce looking to see all their members boy in thwarting the attempt by Refreshments were served while keep you sure of your dainti
three bandits to dynamite and rob everyone listened to a
Sawyer, Mrs. G. W. Stanley Ish, saying adieus locally, before head- wise mother chooses desserts that Tappan, accompanied by Mrs. and friends present.
new album the way you want to be!
train.
a
The
choral
group
Queen
of
by the Five Royates. It was anoththe
ing
school
Ola
east to depart for Nigeria, are as nutritious as the other
jr.; Rev. J. W. Golden, Mme.
Conway. Mrs. A. Gibson is principal of the Kindergar- entertained the members of the 2:30 to 4:00, EARLY MOVIE, er night to remernver.
G. M. Young, Harry Cash, E. P. where Mr. Gordon will be heading foods in the meal.
But1"Lysol",
‘
;doe"!;"Lysi
PTA and their friends. The facul- "Varsity Show" with Dick Powell CLUB CORNER
ten.
Nabors, Thaddeus Stokes, Mrs. a State Department assignment. Children
kills
are natural mimics. Harold
the
very
germs
that
Galloway, assistant prin- ty members and parents present- and Fred Waring. College puts on The Socialites
Russell Sugarmon, sr., and Mrs. Mr. Gordon has earned scores Children
do as they see others do. cipal
Social club is ac- embarrassing odor!,
dog show until an old alumnus
of Ford school, gave remarks ed a program.
of national awards for his journalLoretta Kateo.
cepting
The best way to help your child
members. Young lain Prof. Isiah Goodrich's stead. The group consisted of Mrs. Thel- takes over.
istic work . , . and got his taste
MINISTERS FETE WIVES
dies from all schools are asked to Every time you doudie wi
develope good food habits and.
8:30
7:30,
to
PERRY
MASON,
ma
Gates,
Mrs.
He
P.
Robinson
was
,
The Young Ministers Alliance of Printer's Ink at B. T. Wash- solve your feeding
introduced by Mrs. Johncall the president, Lours Wiley, at
problem is to nie M.
"Lysol"you can be confid
Peters, Mr. Goodrich is Miss Germaine Ball, accompanied A bitter contest for control of mil-I WH 8:2494,
of the Church of God in Christ of ington H. S., where he was editor- set a good example
if they are interested.
. If daddy principal
lions
centered
is
around
theft,
the
of Ford road. Remarks by Mrs. Margurie Moody. Other
West Tennesse sponsored a din- in -chief of the Washingtonian. He doesn't drink
Again
I
want
to
ask
milk, Johnny doesn't were
your
sup- Try It end see."Lysol",bra
also given by the following: numbers were a solo by Mrs. Su- of $112,000 and an unscrupulous' port of the
ner for their wives at the Univer- joined the staff of the Memphis drink milk either.
NAACP Youth Counin a happy en- Prof.
Prescott Fisher, principal of sie Smith, remarks by Mrs. Allen, wife's revenge in "The Case of cil. The next meeting
sal Life Insurance Cafeteria re- World as a reporter . . attended vironment, the child
will be Feb. disinfectant is mild.,Won't
is a follower, Weaver
Gallant Grafter" with Rayschool, introduced by Mrs. Mrs. Thomas, Mrs. L. E. Brown, the
centlyl. Attending were Elder Sam LeMoyne college . . . several Ivy and therefore, a good
16,
Tuesday
,
at
4:30
p.
m., in the you!
plan for R.
Watson, faculty member; Mrs. Mrs. C. Dandridge and Prof. C. mond Burr and Barbara Hale.
tie! Smith, president, and Mrs. League universities . . . and later helping the child develop
basement of Mount Olive Cathed8:00,
WANTED
7:30
good N. A. Crawford
to
,
DEAD
W.
Horner,
principal. There was
, president of MitSmith; Elder and Mrs. S. Gar- became editor of The Atlanta Daily eating habits is for all
For free booklet
OR ALIVE, Bounty hunter Josh ral.
the family chell Road
jr., High PTA, intro- one visitor present. Miss Casalener, Elder and Mrs. 0. Hines, El- World.
on how to douche,
members to eat the items of a
Randall tracks down a slayer and
berry
invited
him.
duced
by
Mrs. M. L. Adams; Prof.
write: "Lysol," k
der a n d Mrs. Sherman Davis, On an African jaunt too were meal rather automatically and
acquires a partner when a young Brady,
Bloomfield, New
jr., Elder and Mrs. Henry Spight Mr. and Mrs. Claude Barnett, without comment as to food likes Charles W. Horner, principal of The benediction was given by lawman proves his worth in a gun
10:00 to 11:30, MILLION DOL- Jersey, Dept. D259.
Walker school, introduced by Mrs. Mrs. C. Allen. Mrs. Katherine TapElder and Mrs. Daniel Chandler, parents of our Mrs. G. W. Stan- or dislikes.
McQueen
battle.
Steve
stars.
LAR PLAYHOUSE, "Male Animal
Katherine Tappan, president of pan is president and Mrs. CharElder and Mrs. Lemon Frye, El- ley Ish, jr , who following a EuroLittle 1Walker PTA; Prof. T. J. Tony, lene Dandridge is chairman of 8:00 to 8:30, MR. LUCKY. Lucky with Henry Fonda, Olivia DeHavilder and Mrs. Charles Tucker, pean trip, went on to Liberia to at- Our booklet "Feeding
suspects blackmail when a wom- land, Jack
Carson. Love and satirElder and Mrs. L. Napier, Elder tend the inauguration of President Folks" is a compilation of articles assistant principal of Geeter school publicity.
an tries to commit suicide by ical points on politics
on
child
feeding
that
and
will
give
you
Prof.
hit the camMonroe Jackson, intro- SHELBY COUNTY
and Mrs. Murray Vaughn, Ei- William Tubanan. Another parent
jumping from his ship and he
The Shelby County Council of saves her, and she asks for a loan pus about the same time the
der and Mrs. Samuel Lowe, El- and well-known Memphian who knowledge and reassurance that duced by Mrs. L. J. Kinsey.
big game does.
Rev. 0. D. White, honorable pas- Parent Teachers Associations
der and Mrs. Samuel Carpenter, also attended the inauguaration of every mother needs to meet the
is of $25,000. . . no questions asked
Elder and Mrs. A. Grayol, Elder President Tubman at Liberia was child feeding problems. To get a tor of the Riverside church, intro- looking forward t o its annual John Vivyan stars.
and Mrs. G. Wilson, Mrs. Dora Dr. John A. Davis, father of Mrs. copy of this booklet write or call duced the speaker of the evening luncheon to be held Feb. 27, 11 8:30 to 9:00, HAVE GUN, WILL
the Memphis Dairy Council, 135 in the person of Rev. Levi Phil- a.m., in the cafetero
Robinson, Miss Addie Adair and W. T. (Dorothy) McDaniel.
um of the Mit- TRAVEL. Paladin is hized to preDr.
N. Pauline, Memphis, Phone JA. lips, pastor of
Macedonia MB chell Road junior high school. vent bloodshed when a man is
the guest speaker, Elder E. H. Davis is the former presiden
t of
church. Rev. Phillips gave a very George H. Bonds will
INC.
Ware, and Mrs. Ware.
West Virginia State college, and 8-7303.
be the main released from military prison and
stirring address.
TENNESSEE STATE
is currently with the Phelps-Stokes
guest speaker. Mrs. Ardena Gooch heads home for vengeance on his
jr Robes, Pulpit, Academic Ga
Words of thanks were given by is president and
Epsilon Phi Chapter of Omega Foundation, making his home in "A Guide to Good Eating" is
Mrs. Unise Jame, brother's executioners. Richard
And Accessories
Mrs.
Tappan and closing remarks secretary.
service
provided
readers
to
of
the
Psi Phi fraternity will sponsor the Englewood, N. J.
Boone stars.
TAILO
were
RED
CREATIVELY AND
by
the
pastor. The pastor, SOCIAL
Tn State Defender through the
Tennessee A & I Players Guild BIRTHDAY PARTY
9:00 to 9:30, GUNSMOKE. In
DESIGNED
on Tuesday night, Feb. 9, in the Teen-aged now . . . Robert Law- cooperation of the Memphis Dairy along with the members of the The Jolly 14 Social club was or- Matt's absence, boc needles Cheschurch, take great pride in thank- ganized Wednesday
Music Hall of Ellis Auditorium, at rence Carhee was feted with a Council, Mrs. Williams
For Individuals And Groups
night, Jan. ZT ter about his uselessness — then
is a teach- ing their many friends
for their at the home of Mrs. Thelma Clark, regrets it when a gunman threat8 p.m. This famed group is slated gay birthday party honoring his
CALL, WRITE OR WIRE
er
Home
of
Economi
cs at Manas- cooperation in the making this 3300 Rochester
for an overseas tour for the U. S. 13th natal day, by his parents, Rev.
rd. The four offi- ens his life and Chester makes
program
sas
high
a
school.
very
successful one. cers elected were Mrs. Thelma preparations to protect him. James
State Department this Spring. The and Mrs.
L. Carhee, of 1078 S.
players will present, "See How Parkway East, at Lakeview CounArness, Dennis Weaver, Milburn
They Run." Tickets are $2 box try Club last Saturday
Stone star.
evening.
CUSTOM
INC.
seats; $1.50, main floor; $1.2.5 first Making merry to the tune of nov9:30 to 10:00, SHOTGUN SLADE,
248 Vance Ave.
balcony; and $1.00 for the second el hats, a beautiful cake punch
"Plate of Death" starring Scott
balcony. Student tickets are and a refreshments were Shirley
Memphis, T
available at 75 cents for the third Peace, Barris Draper. Dyanthia
Clark, president; Mrs. Ida M.
Company Makin What You Ask
and fourth balconies. Tickets may Oliver, Lynne Ulen, Bertha DeWhat You Think Of"
Rambert, secretary; Mrs. Mattie
be obtained from any member of Lapp, Moses and Samuel Peace,
Bronner, treasurer; and M r s.
the organization at local high jr., Mary Kidd, Onzie Horne, jr.
Rosa L. Pullian, club reportePROVINCIAL — CONTEMPORARY — TRADITIONAL
schools, or by contacting any of Yvonne Tucker, Betty Alexander,
Other officers will be elected next
the members of the fraternity.
Clarence Williams, Rosalind Gra
LEMOYNE ALUMNI DAY
ham, Nadolyn Williams, Evelyn
week.
LeMoyne college's annual Alum- McGhee, Anita Curry, Anita Parill Day will be held Sunday, Feb. ker and Leon German.
• DRAPERIES
14. at 5 p. m. in Bruce Hall. The
Lena Horne Cosmetic will be in0,
• CUSTOM CORNICES
program is conducted annually by troduced locally at several stell•
CUSTO
M UPHOLSTERING LUOFF
the Memphis club of Le Moyne's sr parties, to launch the new line
General Alumni Association. Miss of cosmetics which is being made
If YOU
Terms
Available
At Bank Rates
Harry Mae Simons, a LeMityne by the famous songstress. Mrs. JoCAN
graduate and principal of Mag- sephine Bridges has snared the out
FURNITURE • CARPETING • AilCESSORIES
FIND A
nolia Elementary school will be standing job of local promoter . . .
BETTER
Alumni Day speaker. Mrs. Susie and the public will be hearing
BOURBON 1r
Hightower and Mrs. Lettie L. about and seeing these products.
BUY IT!
Poston are chairman and co-chair- We are looking forward to the
man respectively. Ccmmittee mem- make-up clinic which will be sportbers include Miss Fairy Peyton, sored in connection with the forniMiss Bobbie L. Mathis, Miss Anna ' al bow of the line . . and we're ROBERT LAWREN
at his 13th brithday party. The
CE Carheld at Lakeview Conn try
L. Monger, Mrs. Mary P. Brad.' hoping, too, that we'll be one of the
hee, standing behind punch
son of Rev. and Mrs. C. L.
THE MILDER BOURBON
Club. See Society Merry - Go1411, Miss B. E. Wilson, Miss F.u., lucky ones to be chosen for a
bowl, is surrounded by friends
lairikody Stfalght Bou•ben Whrstey • 6 'to 01
Carbee, Robert's party was
Round for details on party,
Ilea Carruthers, Miss Johnellaj "renevarianl"
Staff photo by Billy Duncan. , If Pfeil •Onset Iv Dist. CA.. IrolloA._Ay
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SPORTS
Mr. Pisgah Eagles led Manassas all the way winning with a
score of 71-71, The B. Team won
by the score of 48-3r.;. The Eagles
also won the game played at
711 Willikr
Somerville, Tenn. The high point
man of the week was Bobbie Vinof enlightening his
Musing: LET YOUR CON- . has a duty
son.
one can be excusNo
conscience.
Ev-1
GUIDE?
YOUR
:SCIENCE BE
turns his back
PTA
deliberaely
who
ed
vague
a
in
cry one knows, at least
The Mt. Pisgah PTA held its sort of way that he should be on the truth and shuts the eyes
monthly meeting last week. The guided by his conscience. But too of his mind to the light of truth.
fourth Wednesday has been set many people are unaware of the
Dear Carlotta: In my gang it
aside as the regular meeting dayr Individuals duty to check his con- is considered a matter of pride to
President of the group is Mrsi science from time to time to make kiss a girl the first time you go
Joyner, secretary, Mrs. K. P. Bob- sure it is a GOOD GUIDE. . . out with her. We usually meet
mes and principal of the school, like a acomplicated motor, it may and compare notes on how many
made and bow many
S. C. Harris.
need a tune up . . . and an ad dates we have
thought this was
once
I
kisses.
to
be'
need
LOOKING BACK
even
.
• • justment It may
very nice girl
This is something we must do rebuilt. Rightly understood, the. fun, but I met a
beher
to keep our baseball boys in ac- conscience is nothing more than and I am afraid to kiss
will stop
lion. For the benefit of those who , the human mind judging each of cause I am afraid 'she
kidding
do not know, Mt. Pisgah baseball I our actions as it is about to be dating me. The boys are
don't
but
I
girl
the
like
I
me.
performed.
team has been the County champs
the
of
friendship
the
lose
to
us
want
warns
Before we act, it
for three years.
What shall I do? — Bashful.
have!
guys.
we
after
.
.
.
evil
against
by
This team is sponsored
us.
Dear Bashful: You seem to be
WDIA Radio Station. Frank Arm -,done wrong . . . it reproves
I If the mind is dimmed it has a growing up faster than ,our
strong is the commissioner.
distorted view of right and wrong friends. When the fellows quesWe had the opportunity to have and conscience is sure to blund- tion you, you may be evasive at
the commissioner to attend Chap- er Every man, woman and child, 1 first, but if they persist in needlel program with us last week. He
ing you, then explain that this girl
stated that there are one hundred
I is special and your friendship is
.
WDIA Little League teams in the
going to be strictly private. They
Mid-South. He said that they have
may ride you at first, but if you
greater plans for the boys this
manage to stay firm and silent,
year. To climax our program, Mr
I perhaps they will catch on.
Armstrong presented trophies to
Dear Carlotta: In spite of all I
I
the following: County champs,
do,
I seem to get involved with
I
senior division, Mt. Pisgah: Coune
'married men. They don't tell me
ty
champs, junior
division, I ST. LOUIS — (UP!)
•
— A 15-', they are married until too late.
I
Shadowlawn.
. year-old youth has admitted com- ' What can I do? — Worried.
Individual trophies: most valu-1 mating more than 30 burglaries
Dear Worried: You may be right
able player and best player in the since he finished a reformatory when
you say you do not recogall-star game, Glen Harris; pitch- sentence for committing 28 burnize them, because you do not
er, who amassed 14 strike outs glaries, it was learned.
know the signs. He acts single,
and gave up only two hits. Best
Police arrested the boy in a talks single, and dates single. He
player, city, county championship
basement after he attempted an- will only mention marriage when
game, Jessie Thomas, first baseother burglary,
the date appears to be getting too
man, who hits the ball a country
told police he broke into, serious. You can usually spot
He
mile and is very adept at tagging
homes, businesses and even his "Married Men- if you look hard
a man out.
own church. The youth said 1.e for the signs. One is he won't
A trophy was presented to Shad- once treated his own wound when 1 give you his phone number."
owlawn's most valuable player he was shot while burglarizing a ',
in the junior division. The mana- home.
ger of the Mt. Pisgah baseball
team is James Holmes,

art11430

LI

by
Anna C. Cooke

-sr.64007P

sat freakish weather were ,Year were named as Joe Brown,
ig! It has certainly put many ' boxing: J. D. Smith, football;
he shut-in list with influenza Ernie Banks, baseball; Elgin Bay..les and it seems as if it's lor, basketball; Louis Bing, Coltrying to catch up with your lege football. Bing played with
but I'm still fighting against 'Morris Brown college in Atlanta,
Ga. Coach of the Year was Tim
aday afternoon marked the ob- iCrisp of Langston university with
Ince of the Founding of Kap- A. S. Gaither of Florida A & M
lpha Psi Fraternity when the university being named -as Coach
son chapters celebrated with of the Decade.
talk program in the Lane The Jackson Municipal Recreap dispel. Noted speaker for tional League, which is an organi'cession was Atty. Donald L. zation for improvement of recreawell who is now practicing tional facilities in Jackson for Ne„dant*, Ga. Holowell who is gro Youths and adults, is well
ether in Kappa, is a glraduate under way with plans which will
me college and is president soon be in action. The former
a National Alumni Association Home Economics building to the
elivered a masterful address old Merry High school on Institute
very appreciative audience, St. will be used for youth recrea!ormer school mates who are tion when repairs and redecoration
in and around Jackson were are completed, I. W. Savage chairinly happy to welcome him man of special projects said. The
ckson and the campus again. ,meetings are held monthly and
I are opened to the pubic. Dr. W. E.
iERS HONORED
en the All Conference teams McKissaek is chairman of the
named in the Southern Con- Board of Directors. There is a part
cc for excellence in football,'every citizen can play. If interested
college was proud to have in recreational development, conmembers of its squad listed. tact either Dr. McKissack or Mr.
were Henry Moore of Flori- Savage.
vho made second teams and ! A correction on the District N.
Robinson of Milan, Tenn., H. A. Meeting to be held at Merry
made third team. Out of 17 High school printed in last week's
Is belonging to the Confer- paper. The meeting is scheduled
it is an honor to have play- for Saturday, Feb. 13. Miss Jacave. Mr. Lane is a letter carseated in front, at the Vance
DOUBLE PARTY— A double
queline Cole, president of the
lamed to Star teams.
rier. As you can see, by the
YWCA, Jan.
Branch
Avenue
the
in
held
party
was
birthday
A. Cooke, athletic director Merry High chapter along with her
smiling faces above, that ev9, and'e 30. Sandra and "Rocky" are
lead coach, along with Moore advisors, Mrs. Hughes and Mrs. honor of Sandra Lane,
eryone had a good time. (Staff
Mr. and Mrs.
of
children
8,
the
Lane,
"Rocky"
Hershel
Robinson accepted the invi- Lucas, announced that over 1,000
photo by Billy Duncan)
J. W. Lane, jr., 1521 Birdsong
- and attended the Annual 'girls are expected to be in atJamboree held in Atlanta, tendance.
on Jan. 29. This Jamboree February is the month of lovers
.ponsored by The 100 Per Cent as well as birth month of several!
g Club, which is a project of outstanding man in history. Back
Sports Department of T h e to the love birds, Alpha Kappa
STUDENT OF THE WEEK
ta Daily World in recognition Alpha Sorority is sponsoring a Cutstanding contributions made pid Ball on Friday night, Feb. 12,,
j
po
renseiscienst uodfetnhte osftutdh:n tsZun
i".e field of sports during the in the Lane college gymnasium.,
nearly itched to deathfor Vs )cart.
'mailer of a century. At this This promises to be an enjoyable On Thursday night, Feb. 4, 8 by the Rev. H. J. Thompson.
cil and reporter for the science
LOOK KIDS—Here it is in black
Thetafooted a nen wonderereine. Now
to
loves
she
scene,
11 persons were given inthe
home
a play will be presented in On
and white. A "Bill of Rights- from I club. Joe is also a member of the nce happy,"sayc Mrs. D. Word ofL.A.
lel honors, 11 were given sil- Then again in February, the the auditorium of Capleville Jun- iron and cook. Her mother Mrs., th.e wrong
kind of homework. Don't following clubs: Library club, "er's bleilled 11.111'
afXI terfaisre:nett en!
Sflith shov:
ertificates, five "Athletes of greatest extravaganza of talent to ior high school.
ILouise Burchett, brother and sis- take Bud's word for it,
-lertitie formola
1",i; racnctlamnacrin: ness.5.1.fast•a..;,na
either. ' English club, He is the son of Mr. "'
stamp
lhis
ANACANE
ear" were named, the Coach appear in Jackson will be staged I The play is a murder mystery t rs all think she is the greatest.
d1
An educator said recently that and
less meditated creme kills harmful bacteria
Mrs. Roosevelt and Mollie farms
Decade, Coach of the Year on Friday, Feb. 26 in the Merry Sin two acts. Every scene is pack- Shirley, good luck and remain' heavy
an
it soothes taw, strum
loads
of
prevent
homework
i
s . SmPs scr""i-4e
sports Publicity Man of the High school auditorium. The event led with suspense and thrills. There the sweet girl with the pleasing' youngsters from
TN 111051111111118111
Jones of Ftt. 1, Box 232, Cordova, t"11 med
ti
"
mlnute.
another
suRer
enjoying
family
Don't
Melina.
ziels
is The Miss Bronze West Tennesse are five characters, all of whom personality.
stores.
FII T11131111 & omit
drug
all
at
today
LANACANe
Tenn.
life and turn parents into teach-1
ang those honored were Jesse tPageant when 20 lovely and talent- have logical reasons for killing a NEWS
ers.
i
.11, Joe Louis, Jackie Robin- ed young ladies will vie for the igirl named Freda, but the audi.
A new club is in the making.
William Abraham, Ph. D,, chair-tlames Farley, B. T. Harvey, title. Tickets are now on sale by ence will never know who corn- The club will he called the "Beat.
man of the department of special
Rickey, Marion Motley and ;sorors of Delta Sigma Theta Sor- mitted the crime until it has grip- nik" club, with an aim of estabeducation at Arizona State univer'Saperstein. Athletes of the ority.
ped the edge of its seat time and lishing an interest in the Finer sity, questioned the usefulness of
Arts — Music and Creative danc- outside assignments in a magazine
time again.
This play is directed by the es.
(Today's Health) published by
eighth grade teachers, and the The sponsor, Mrs. Beatrice Keel the American Medical Asociation.
characters are students in the is very interested and hopes the Abraham said studies have cast
eighth grade.
doubt whether homework actualclub will be a success.
SAVINGS PROJECT'
Dedication
Ceremony, ly adds to a student's knowledge.
The
Under the auspices of Mrs. Flor- which was held Jan.
"Parents often recognize the
24, 19Q0, in
ence Odessa Tate, the student the school auditorium was a com- uselessness of many of the assignbody of Capleville Junior high plete success. The guest speaker, ments," he said. "And parents
202 0:_s.mon Bldg. — Third Si Court
school has accepted the thrifty
Mrs. E. Townsend, gave a won- are often trapped into helping
challenge of saving. At least 25 derful
speech on Humanity. The their children do the homework.
students have opened savings ac- school hand played so well, that "Parents realize they can't seem
counts at the Mutual Federal Sav- I'm sure if you had heard them to break through this system so
ings and Loan Association located
you'd agree they are one of the often based on drill and drudgat 588 Vance Avenue.
best.
The band was under the di- ery," he added.
II BUU ••••1111111•• •••••RIMIR 114 offeredThe Mutual Federal Bank has rection of Mr. Charles Keel. Flow- Abraham suggested
establishus every courtesy and has
ens wer epresented to special re- ment of a "Bill of -Rights" to pro•
given us advice on every phase of
tired teachers, by Mrs. F. 0.
our banking project. It is a step
Tate. The president of the Student i the wrong kind of homework.
forward when young minds be-1
Council
spoke and refreshments 1 The recommendations said
come cognizant of their future welwere served after the program. lhomework should:
1) Be the type that can be done
, Thriftiness is a value well worth WHAT'S HAPPENING:
better
at home.
We
have
formed
a
Lovely Hearts
possessing and we are hopeful
i 2) Not interfere with wholesome
!that additional students, in other club. The present members are• ! home
Feb. 5:
Bluff City Medical Auxiliary, Annual Scholarship Bridge
activities.
Corrine Washington, D
schools, a well as ours, will seTournament,
LeMoyne Gardens Auditorium, 7:00 P. M.
3)
Should
be
started
in
school
so
G
I
oi
r
r
e
l
s
Richmond,
—
Elizabeth Faulkcept the challenge.
the
student
is
not
completely
deLoy Harris, NFA reporter for. ner, Mary A. Hill, Velma Dan- pendent upon
parental guidance.
Feb. 9:
Omega Psi Phi Fraternity presents The Tennessee State
the Capleville chapter reports that1 dridge and Nettie Rayston is try- 4) Should
have a strict time
University Players Guild ,"See How They Run", Music
they have just completed a mem-Ing to join. Boys — Ben Key, Ar- limit
Owen grades
bership drive and are making tis Niter, Jerry Lovelace, William and so
Hall-Ellis
Auditorium, 8 P. M.
much
for
higher grades.
Faulkner and I see Will Alvin
,progress financially.
This year we hope to be more Bailey is joining.
MIIIIM•11111•1111•11••••1111••L
successful in the district elimina-1 The 10-1 class presents their
Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity, Annual Scholarship Benefit
Feb. 12:
tion. Each member has chosen record review for the week
Dance, Currie's Club Tropicana, 10 P. M.
his activity and is putting a con-, The boys are known for talking
siderable amount of effort into it. that talk to all girls. Marcinda
The best activities will be selected Patterson is telling Y.K.W. "Come
Feb. 18:
Lena Horne Cosmetics, Afternoon Coffee Hour, Universal
and the student wit represent our on Back to Me." Betty J. Craw:
Life Insurance Dining Room, invitational.
chapter in Nashville.
'ford is telling Charles Franklin
MARIANE L. YOUNG
"I'll Never Make That Same MisCORINTH Miss. — (UPI) — A
Feb. 18-20:
National Association for the Advancement of Colored
Hello, what's happening? It's take Again." Annie R. Patterson
you! I knew it. Just remember is telling Lewis Maples "There,18-year-ole white boy was senPeople, Southern Regional Conference.
the three "C's" (cool, calm and is Something On Your Mind." Ear- tenced to five years in prison
collective) and continue to read, nestine (Tina
Burford is "AIL Tuesday for the Halloween night
Feb. 24:
Lena Horne Cosmetics, Cocktail Party, Universal Life Inkilling of a Negro hoe
so you'll remain that way.
Alone."
Company Dining Room, invitational.
Judge
surance
Raymond
T. Jarvis susSPOTLIGHT
They are dedicating
Need
Shirley Flemming: number one Money" to all the cool Beatniks pended the last tour years of the
girl on the campus, participates and reminding you to "Get A sentence for Darnell Glidewell
Feb. 26:
J-U-G-S Inc., Sixth Annual Charity Ball and Living Ads,
"pending good behavior." The
and holds offices in many school1 Job."
Currie's Club Tropicana, 10 P. M.
grand
jury
which indicted him un
activities. among these activities
Not to forget our most popular a charge of manslaughter had
are: President of NHA, president
Girls: Luvenia Maxwell, Iklariane ; recommended leniency.
March 13:
Zeta Phi Beta Sorority Presents "Holiday On Ice", Amphiof Band, Treasurer of 10-2 class,
Young, Lena M. Bell. Earnestine. Glidewell pleadede guilty to the
theatre — Ellis Auditorium, 8 P.M.
and Chaplain joint biology club.! Burford,
Clarie Holloway, Annie'charge that he fired a shotgun at
She is widely known for play- B. Dean,
Erma Faulkner, Ophella William Roy Pra:her, 15. as Praing one of the meanest clarinets, Lowe, Stella Saulsberry and
April 8:
Beta Epsilon Omega Chapters, Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority
last ther and another Negro boy were
pracby
in the band. This is done
Presents: The Louis Johnson Dancers, Music Hall—Ellis
hut least Mary King.
walking home from a Halloween
ticing two and three hours a day.
•
Auditorium, 8 P. M.
Boys: Robert Savage, Loy Har- party. Glidewell was with a group
Academically speaking, she tries
of seven other white youths riding
ris,
Sammy
Young,
Elmo
Johnto maintain an "A" average in all
around ii. a pickup truck.
April 17-18: Zeta Phi Beta Soro-ity, Rgional Conference, Memphis, Tenn.
classes. Since she has a pleasant son, Jessie Stewart, Lonnie Stew. Six of tilt other white
youths in
personality all teachers love her. art, James Clay Polk, James Mc- the .ruck the night Prather was
She is an active member of the Bride, Jimmy Saulsberry a n d shot have been turned over to
April 17-18: Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Southeastern Regional ConOakville Baptist church. pastored , Paul Holmes.
juvenile authorities. A seventh,

1

youth Admits
30 Burglanes
•

Aiw/Gillette

You
Like
Do
7
Capers
'Capleville
I YourHomework class,

Woman Nearly
Itches To Death

Adjustable Razor
$1.95

%tons tot

1@

LIABILITY INSURANCE

!ABILITY INSURANCE

AVAILABLE FOR EVERY DRIVER

Small Down Payment And Arrange Low.Payments On Balance

AUTO PLAN AGENCY

ENGELBERG INSURANCE AGENCY
888 POPLAR AVE. — JA. 6-0652

Memphis, Tenn.

A. 6.3966

leAve ON WALLPAPER

"
:1 .1
FREE

L

ON PAINTS

CALENDAR OF SOCIAL EVENTS

CITY DELIVERY

CARROL & Co.:m

$05 Monroe - JA. 3-1626
I HERBERT STREULI . WALTER STREUL1

Gets rs. In
Miss. Slaying

Radio 148, It's Great!
LISTEN TO THE
GOLDEN GIRL
8:30 --- 9:30 A.M.
2:30 P.M.--3:30 P.M.

HEAR
HUNKY DORY
tGOLDEN 6:30 A.M.-8:30 A.M. BROTHER
GIRL
BOB
11 A.M.-1:30 P.M.

ference, Jackson, Tenn.

Paul Albert McCann, 18, is too old
for youth court. The grand jury
recommended that the next grand
ry investigate his case.

•

YOU'LL ENJOY
BROTHER BOB
9:30 A.M. -- 11 A.M.
4:00 A.M.-6:00 A.M.
1:30 P.M.-2:30 P.M.
•

HUNKY
DORY

DON'T MISS
DICK "Cane" COLE "CANE"
COLE
3:30 P.M.-5:15 P.M.

Use NEW FAB
Cleans Clear Through

•

Se
' Crippled Jet
Kills Aged Pair

IF YOU CAN FIND A BETTEN 110011110N...BUY IT!
ght Bourbon Whiskey •6 Years Old' 70 Proof
. ,nt Age Distillers Company, Frankfort, Wentucky

MILLBROOX, Ala. — (UPI) —
An elderly Negro couple was
killed late last night when a crippled air force jet trainer ripped
through their frame house and
disintegrated.
The pilot, Lt. Col. Roy If Turnquist, ejected himself moments
before the crash and was found
staggering around in the front
yard of a home here dragging
his open parachute behind him.

April 22:

We Moderns Club, Annual Dance, Flamingo Room 10 P. M.

May 6:

Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity, Annual Debutante Presentation, Amphitheatre, Ellis Auditorium, 10 P. M.

May 6:

The Sophisticates Bridge Club, Annual Dance, Flamingo
Ream, 10 P. M.

May 7:

Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Breakfast For Milady, Currie's
Club Tropicana, 10 A. M.

May 13:

Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity ,Annual Dance, Currie's Club
Tropicana, 10 P. M.

•

New
Douglass High School Auditorium A Welcome Addition
•
Sat., Feb. 6, 1960

NEW DOUGLASS MO wheal aaditoriutn which was dedicated last
week is a modern and useful addition to the school. Students, patents, teachers and city officials
attended the dedication exorcises
which officially opened the MIL
tiful auditorium. Staff photo 107

George Hardin.

hall. Staff photo by Billy Duncan.

THE SCHOOL'S NEW GRAND
piano on the auditorium stage
is ths subject of conversation

I

* tt
44444

AT THE GUIDANCE office in
the new auditorium, Mrs. E.
T. Johnson, a teacher-counsel-

STUDENT COUNCIL OFFICS—Officers of the Douglass
h student council are preset, Mack H. Jackson; vice-

qt

president,
general •••
Hendersoi .
urer, Isaac

or (second from right) gives
students helpful vocational
hints. Students from left are

Delores Jordan;
retary, Ernestine
secretar) of treas-

McKay; secretary

Joyce Hopson. Paul McCulley
and Ernestine Henderson, all
seniors. Not shown is Mrs.

of monitorial system, Aubrey
Braswell: a ,istant ,,^,.retarv
of monitor , Al s‘ste Tu. itfrliie
King; assistant secretary of

E. T. Tarpley, the other Douglass high teacher-counselor.
Staff photo by George Hardin.

genreal affairs. Luth er I n
secretary of religious
Rhode
'arN %lice Haynes;
secietar) of general affairs,

Huey Long; assistant general
affairs secretary. Cranford
Scott. Mrs. Jane T. Weed and
A. D. Miller are co-advisors.
Photo by Withers.

GOING TO STUDY hall in the
auditerhus are (from left)

by Prof. Melvin N. Conley,
principal of Douglass and
Mrs. Frances P. Johnson, a

member of the faculty. Staff
photo by Billy DunCalk
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SERVICE

ATTENTION?

The Book Of The
MAGICAL PRAYER

$$

Diabetic Sufferers

I, what you need If unfortunate, downhear:ed just plain unlucky. Can't hit
a kb of good, can't get ahead or out
of debt Get this book right quick and
get winnings like you always wished
IliatisfacUon egu•ranteed Send only $1
to

L T. SWIFT

No Selling, No Lost Time.
Sand Stamp/ad Self A.chlressod
Envelops For Prompt
I nformation.

Others Have Gained
Immediate Relief With

BET-R PRODUCTS CO.
World of Volvos"

"A

• AUTO SCHOOL, Pu11119
• IDVERTUYING SPECIALTIES
11,41141COGRAPHINO
• PRINT2410
• RUBBER STAMPS - SEALS
• DECALS • CALENDARS

BROWN'S PIANO CO.

NATIONAL FORMS ,
790 Yonkers Ave.
P.O. Box 7072, Miami 55, FN. (Neer Central Aye.) Yonkers, N. Y.

ii
41,

EX 7-0525

GOOD PRACTICE PIANOS $75
$7.50 down and Easy Terms
- EX. 7-6780 Niles & Sunders

Our CUSTOMERS 'Know..

SPECIAL FOR
u THE WEEK!
PRLOACTKFEORR M $2995
YOUR CHOICE OF
* NYLON OR
* NAUGAHYDE

Moorman's
Upholstering, Inc.

THEY ALWAYS SAVE MONEY
WHEN THEY TRADE with

I 641
4 la f

F • CUSTOM MADE
U • REFINISHED
• RESTYLED
i• • ANTIQUE
RESTORED
N
• REPAIRED

R
E

51_

P., '

t•

"•?.3..1.101,1,912...a.oVt..?Afalte110.4.1.),/V,41.9).:"PlY.1.47-19

4 Special Service

T

49 Autos For Sale

46 Autos For Sale

49 Autos For Sale

BEAUTIFULLY POLISHED baroque mixture of tigereye, amethyst, obsidium,
V.
postpaid
agate. other $3 95 pound
Brubaker. $318 W. L-15, Lancaster, Calif.

1381 So. Third St.

again and left two more waitresses nude and complaining.
One waitress who has disrobed
at gun point three times IS
threatening not to go back to
work.
The bandit hit the same bar
for the third time Monday. He
robbed the bartender and two
male customers of MO and
locked them in the men's room.
He turned to Mrs. Geraldine
Stoner and another waitress,
Mrs. !Hattie Book, and ordered
them to take off their clothing.
"She knows what to do," he
said pointing to Mrs. Stoner, who
bad received the same treatment on the bandit's two previous visits. After the women
undressed he cut the telephone
wires, gathered up the waitreses clothing and fled.

CHULA VISTA, Calif.-(UPI)

-The masked bandit has struck

inglerood, Calif.

lox 95

YO. 9-4462

Gil Gabrielli

LEGAL, Printed Perms GUARANTEED/
Any State Names Dates, Omitted Used
as Ortviluale. Duplicate, copies or WO.
112 each rthreei $5 Prompt Confidential
postpaid Service

, so •
.
a
ar "

'Masked Bandit Leaves
Waitress Nude 3rd Time

RESEARCH

Frank Wilson Home
Remedy

MARRIAGE
CERTIFICATE

1..9!

NEED MONEY? $$

GUARANTEED BALL. POINT REFILLS.
for $1 00 Retractable pens. 5 for 81.00.
Ten 25c Ball Point Vending machines
Mica,* U, IlL like new Will apscrificojor $100. Sample
4314 gv•ne Ave.
Ph... LI. 11-13112
Vendor $15. ROISBINS,F156.5-24th, N. W.,
Canton 9, Ohio.

320 N. 14th St., Les Vegas, Nev.
No C.O.D.)
(Sorry

0
0

OPPORTUNITIES

I12-BUSINESS

Special Service

USE
WANT
ADS
FOR
RESULTS

FA 7-0744

BUFF CITY BUICK CO.
CARS PRICED LOW! TO SELL NOW!
$2095
$2895 '59 BUICK
2-door. Automatic transmission,

'59 BUICK

Inaicta 4-dr. Radio, heater, full power and
ar,w. tires, air conditioned. Looks new.

•
Ma" MO*

$2995
$2795
heater, w.w. tires, '59 BUICKsedan. Automatic trans-

•

.11595
'57 Buick
'59 Cad, ..$4995 '59 Ford ..12495
Estate wagon. Radio,
hdtp. Fordo-

-

'59 BUICKRadio,

Electra hardtop.
full poaer, factory air conditioned. Like
new.

'58 Buick .$2695

4-door V-8. Powerglide,
radio. heater. w.w. tires.
Power steering, air condition. Sharp.

'57 Olds ..$1595

le

poaer steering. One own.
Cr.

Fleetwood 4-dr. Radi
heater, w.w. tires, full
power. Air condition.

'56 Cad. .11895
Full

Super Chief 4-dr. Radio,
boiler, st.s.w., full power
and air-sand.

Sedan De Ville.
er and air conditioning.

Dow-

.12495
'59 Chev.
sport cpe. V-8,
Impala
Powerglide, radio, healer,
power steering, w.w. tires,
looks nee,.

Flynt. $1195 '56 Buick 11395
..1795 '57
'55 Buick hdtp.
Belvedere 4-door V-8. Au- Roadmaater 4-door sedan.
raDyne.

S.

Special !-dr.
/low, radio, heater, white
tires.

t,Nnatic transmission,
dio. .heater• is`vr, tires.
'
Very clean.

Radio, heater, w w., tires,
fall pow er, air condition.
One (laser. extra dean.

Small Down Poyment ,, Up to 36 Months to Pay

0
0

Many
Others
To
Choose
From

Open

739

•

Eve-

•

,

JA 7-1512

UNION AVE.

JOHNSON AUTO CO.
West Memphis, Ark.

• FORD •
MODEL
COLOR
TERMS

9

JOHNSON AUTO CO.
201 E. Broadway
West Memphis, Ark.

AND

AVE SAVE $AVE

P.M.

eel? W •W*t'é(4WYit

'SS Chev. ......$1695 '57 FordFairlane

4-dr. Bet-Air Hitp. R&H.
spowerglIde. V-R Tutone
brown and ivory. Like
new:

$895

'SS De Soto

Firdlite 2-dr. Hdtp R &
H, power steering, automatic Red & white with
w.w tires.

$695

'53 Ford

4-dr. with R&H in tutone
tan and brown with w.w.
tires. Nice!

$595

'52 Mercury

•

2-dr. hardtop Mercomatic.
R&H, w w. tires and tutone red and eggshell
brown. See to appreciate.

C.
•

$1395

'Si Ford

4
1
1/
• 1,

Green - Radio fourdor Sedan - T T
Transmission WWT Dynaflow
•
on request name
Owner
Owners
One

-in I Cy Straight Drive Set
Coto
cally brand sew WWT Solid red.

practi-

$295.00

$595.00

$1795.00

4-dr. 6 pus Country seTutone blue and
dan
white with heater. Fordo-matic. Plenty of room
and sharp!

'51 FORD Sedan

'53 BUICK Super

'S7 CHEVROLET
Normad Station Wagon V8, Powergitele,
Radio Heater - WWT Solid let Black all
original. Sharpest used car in nsid-Soutn

$1295

'511 Flynt.

2-dr. V-8 R&H, automatic. A nice tutone blue
and white finish.

$1595

'57 De Soto
01••• •• •

OPEN

EVERYONE

ALL DAY SUNDAY

'57 PLYMOUTH

'56 FORD

'57 CHEVROLET

OW doer Sedan - Natant V8 Straight
Red
Drive
Radio, Heater. WWT
and White.

Two Door sedan - V8, Pewerglide. Heater WWT. TT Blue a real bargain at

WELCOME

FOle door Savoy VI, Pushbutton Trans.
mission - Radio, Heater WWT, Priced to
Sell.

$1095.00

$995.00

$1345.00

2-dr. hardtop. R&H. powerflite, full power. A
gleaming tuton• red and
white. Sharp!

$395

'52 De Soto

Firedome 4-dr. R&H, automatic trans. and power
steering.

$295

'52 Choy.
'57 CHEVROLET

'55 CHEVROLET
4 door Bel-air V8. Powerglide Radio. Heater WWT, Blue
and Ivory
$995.00

U

MANY

Bel Sport Coupe V8 Powsrglide, Radio, Heater, WWI.
Red and Ivory.
$1595.00

MODELS TO CHOOSE

1419 E. Broadway
WEST MEMPHIS, ARKANSAS
Open Nites and All Day Sunday

automatic

'50 Chrys.
4-dr. with R&H.

5195

$1295

"500".
4-dr.
Gleaming solid white with
w.w, tires, R&H, Ford-omatte.

'SS Flynt

$691

'51 Eckel

$1295

4-dr. Beautiful turquoise
and white with automatic
trans , heater and w.w.
tires.
4-dr. One owner with
pushbutton autom a tie
trans . R41-1, w w. tires.
Guaranteed!

'53 Choy.

3395

Bel-Air 4-dr with R&I-1,
Powerglide, See to appreciate.

'53 Chew.

$695

2-dr. hdtp R&H, straight
drive. Clean!

'56 De Soto

51195

4-dr. Fireflite. R & H,
power brakes and steering, automatic trans, and
Just like new!

$595
'54 Plyrn
R&H, automatic
2-dr.
trans Jet black a n d
ready to roll!
'51 Mere.

$295

4-dr. R&H, Merc-o-matic.
See and drive it!

'S2 Buick

,
I295
2-dr. hardtop. R &H
dynaflow Sharp!

$291
,PR&
J-f straight shift.
lYni
Sav• on this one!

Over 75 Others Ti Choose Front

FROM

The EASIEST FINANCING
We Own Our Own Finance Company

DON FOSTER MOTOR CO.
.S

R&H,
4-dr.
trans Nice!

RE 5-3833

AUTOMOBILE SALES CO.
1112 Lamar

Insured Moving

40 Autos For Sale

49 Autos For Sale
n no me um
,

MU. 3-0629

GL. 2-5474

GL. 2-9507

mime NI in MI NM all

im am am me me

00 DOWN:
309 UNION:
-IF YOU QUALIFY-,

•

V

II '55 Ford -51095

Plym. .51395

'58
shift,
9-pass. stat:-11 w a g 0 n, 4-dr. 6-cyl. Straight white
Ford-o-matic. h e a t e r , radio, heater, solid
dark blue floi5.11. Looks finish. An eXcellent buy' 111
•like new. see it!
'57 Ford ...$895
•'55 Olds ..51245 2 - door -6." Heater. 2- MI
4-dr. Automatic trans., tone green and white. A mai
•radio, heater, all neces- barga in.
r yr;;e.quipment for mak- '57 Chev. ..$1595
a.a,v
ing driving Ws car rerdtet
laW
n 7Plo
ncaldioA,irhe4ateler
R
!"
we.rwe,.ntiarnesd.
ivory.
4-door equipped with automatic shift, power '57 Plynts.
brakes and Dower steer- Convertibles, radio, heating, rAdio, heater and w. ers, automatics, w. w,
w. tires, too! An honest tires. one with contineneva h,ie In an honestly good tal
kit, black and white,
• r,
one coral and white. Two
.51495
Plynt.
'58
to choose from.
4-dr. Push button trans.,
tires,
radio. heater, w.w.
Sedan sta7hisurornye. 1-dr. Country
tsetlofVs
ohlitie
swoillildsw
tion wagon. Has automatic shift, radio, heater. w.
ll
'57 Ford ..51375 w, tires and many more
Fairlane 2-door. Automat- outstanding features. Real
ic, radio, heater. w. w. nice finish and immaculate interior.
tires. '57 Chev. ..$1095 '56 Pierce ..$1095•
4-dr. Jet black, straight Phaeton 4-door hardtop,
- matic, radio.
•shift, radio, heater. You Merco - tinted
glass, red
save when' you buy and, heater.
rqlri white.
drive this one.

•

at

$1395

NI

15$ Ford ..$1695•

5

•

159 Ford ..52495

• Fairlane 500. 2-door hardtop. Automatic, radiO,
heattr. 2 tone, red and
white.
•
959
•4-door Fairlane. Radii)
and heater. automatic.
Beautiful blue and white,
white wall tires, just like
• new.
55
II'
Convertible. Radio. and
heater. Merc-o-matie. nett
I. rti white. new ten.
Chev. .111595
II
bel Air 4-door. Power.
r.l
an.dbelaleuattifou
gwihiditee. wraaldliourel

5

Ford ..52395

RE. 5-1032
•
Austin Scroggins

COME BY

nings
'Tit

?fi•

ono"

Se

Joe SC++AEfFfgS

Best Prices In Town

E
•

Fairlan•
heater. w.w. tires.

heater. w.w. tires. A real
tame.

rustic, radio, heater, w.w,
tires.

Lowest Flat Rates In City

Gene Jolly
RE. 5-1030

44 Autos For Sale

'55 Moroi ..$895 '57 Ford .1995
Ford ..1795
Custom 2-dooi. V-8, radio. '56
Monterey 4-door. Merril4-dr. V-8. Radio,

MORGAN'S MOVE*

ii
•

ANY

CROSSTOWN
BR 4-4550 - BR 4-4551

IC P. SHELTON

Any Mode/ -- Any Color
BEST DEAL AND
5.4 FINANCE RATES
See Or Call

TA. 3-7133

Best Deal In Town

For Complete Quality
E-Z STORAGE & VAN CO.
JA. 7-2597 Local And Long Distonee
JA. 7-2597

•

We show you how FREE! to
secure lists of slow pay accounts from doctors, dentists,
grocers, sanitariums, lumber
companies, garages, etc. All
you do is send them to us .. I
for our experienced collection
service. We pay up to $1.25
a name. No delay. Write today.
GENERAL FINANCE
304 Pickwick Bldg.
Kansas City 8, Mo.

Clean.

MOVING

FORD
1 960

14-YEAR-OLD BOY WANTS JOB AFTER
school and Saturdays.

MAKE MONEY
FROM THE START

Radio,

‘ery clean:

SALES

Honest Rates
Call Any Time

Low Rotes - Insured Moving

•
'57 DeSoto $1595

SALE

AUTOS FOR

UNUSUAL GIFT FOR
VALENTINE'S DAY
Box 1877
EKIM
Miami 1, Fla.

Elton Thomas

'55 Ford ..1495
2-dr. NAL Radio, heater.
'57 Buickhdtp11495
'58 Pont. .12195
Racho, Star/Met 4-door hardtop.
Super 4-dr.
w.w. tires and -lull
heater, w.w. tires,
'56 Moro. . .$995 heater,
power. One owner and ffl power. air conditioned.
Monterey sport c 0 U p it.
Mercomatie, radio, heater,
w.w. tires.

s2"

Armoring
but true. From the famous
pearl beds of the Far East com• these
unopened pearl-bearing oysters, each unconditionally guaranteed to contain one
or more genuine cultured pearls-perhaps of considerable value
Experience
the thrill of opening an oyster and finding its rare treasure-pearls that can in•xpensiv•ly be set into rings, pins earrings, pendants. Th• shells are lined
with colorful, precious Moth•r_of-Pearl
and mak• unique ashtrays and decorative pieces Pearl Oysters are attractively
canned, perfect for gifts--useful, educational. Postpaid.

SITUATIONS WANTED
e
tp

'56 Ford ..$795
'55 Cade .1(495o. w.w.
Ranch %%aeon V-8. Heater,
tires.

98 4-door. Radio, heater,
w.w. tires, power steering
and brakes, One owner,
low mileage.

'57 Pont .81495

A

heater, Dvoafloa and air
cond. Real value!

11995
'58 BuickDynaflow,
ra4-dr.
'57 Ohm .11595 Special
dio, heater, w. w. tires,

4-doot hardtop,
loaded with all Buick acepisode'. air eondition. A
real value.

-

a

Le Sabre 4-door
mission.

Galaxie 4-dr.
mile, radio, heater, w.w.
tires sad power steering.
Sharp:

62 Coupe. Radio, heater,
full power, w.*., faetory
air condition. Like new.

0

GUARANTEED
PEARL OYSTERS

Le Sabre
radio, heater, w.w, tires, wheel covers.
An extra clean car.

BR 2-2480

950

Olds. ...$245

4-dr. Automatic. R & H,
.tet black.
56
dome
sliircek.
F
111
5
:tomatia.• rower steering.
.Iaeautiful 2 - tone. Real

111
.
DeSoto $1195

myna...$1795 111
75$
Custom Suburban 4-door.

R&
tirov.,:itl3t3c41)% button.

v.w.
nice, Two to
choose - from.
956'Plynt. ..$895
2-dr. Heater, W.V. tires.
'Clean. all original.
'53 Chev. ...$645 11
'Bel Air 4-dr. R&M. w.w.
Liko tires, automatic trans.

Mere- ...$995

•

51 3.

I

yellow and white.
new.
•
56 Chev. .51145
'56
'57 Olds
radio,
• 4-door St Straight shift, heater w w. tires Nice.
radio, heater. w.w. tires.
Beautiful light gree n '58
mint. A real hone-.
Biscayne V-8 2-dr. Powerglide, radio. heater, beauwagon, Firedorne. Will light blue, dust like
•Station
tan!
new
Air conditioned. 'power
steering, automatic, re- '56 Chev. ...$9955
dio. heater, blue and 4-door. Ha' radio, heater.
white or w. tires
green finish, straight
'57
shift. Seta and compare
I
ow Monterey 2-door. Merc-o- with ritbri-ti.
matte, radio, heater, w.w.
• tires, coral and white.
"88" 2-dr. hdtp. HydraSlick,
matte. R&H, power. tta- 111
•
tone, blue and white set am
tirrS.
•Fairlane 500 Victoria, off with w
Ford-o-matic. radio, heat- '56 Buick ..$1295 is
er, stunning blue finish, Super Riviera 2 - door mon
inustlyd.e and out.
lAlkerenniewhea
hardtop, fully equip., In- MI
chiding Dower. A real no
39 Chev. ..$2695 slick 2-tone finish. You I.
-... Impala convertible. Load- would have to EINA to ap- elm
jSuositidliwkIliteshorwedroninm. predate. Will take trade!" new..
in.
terior
•
'58 Plysn.
Belvedere 4-dr, V-8. Auto.
, trans . R&H. W.V. tires.
.
onate
2totm
au
Beautiful blue and white. am
• le hooter Nice.
rds
:71111.
P'ffio
99n 5'4 F
:
'57 Ford .
Fairlane 2-door Victoria, 2-dr. Ranch Wagon. RaRadio, heater, Ford-o- dio, beater, w.w. tires.
matte, W.V. tires. beauti- Real. real clean. Special
these 2 wagons. 1111;
nrice
ful coral and white

...$1595

IIII

•
•'56 DeSoto $1445

Chev. _51595 111

•
It

Mere. _51395

'56 Olds ...51395

'58.Ford ..$1795

•

I

.51295

•ShaluveoyanVd -ftwh2i-ter
d
:

395
.1$69
.$

.51395

•

it

•

•

58 Mem ..$1545 ,56 Olds ...$1445

• ”,onterey 2-door. R & H.•
Suner 85 4-door hardtop
▪ Mere° - o-matic. Beautiful Holiday. Automatic, R &
black end grey with w w. H. w.w, tires, nice aqua
and white.
tir'nChev
,
• Bel Air 4-dr. R&H. Powdub sedan.
lirrAhntd ecraeren, ex- Custom
nloinclu.
▪ er:e
t ..,
door, solid white. Fordo-

$595 IS Ford ...$995

PlYnt• ..$895
II '57
r o
a
Automatv.v V-8

4-dr.
▪ ic. heater, real slick.

dark

▪ '55 Desoto .$895
• 2-dr. hardtop. R&H, automatic. red and white
finish. w.w. tires.

•

..51545

maw.. r&14.

Double sharp

•

tires.

Inside and II

out

$595
'54 Chev.
Radio and
4-door.
w.w. tires.

heater. II

DeSoto $1195
Convertibles. Fully %NIL
Two to ctiomt from.

III '57 Marc.
Montclair 4-door hardtop, '57 Firm 41395
Suburban V-8 4-dr. Auto- II
• Recite. heater, Merc-omatte, tutone black and matte. R and H. w.w.
white, w.w. tires. Sharp! tire's.

•
•
•
•

"Always Easy Terms"
We Own Our Own Finance Co.

AUTOPOBILE SALES CO.
▪ DeSoto-Plymouth-Valiant •
•
• Open
111
mom

n
I
81
JA
3-13
.1. al....*
"PO

Oiri 'You Saw It In The Tri - State Defender
;..
t

UI

harp!

.r

When Answering Want Ads ...

Hauling

J. C. WOOTEN•
GL. 8-5373

M&M MOVERS
MU. 3-0W

z

1576 Sowell

30 Moving &

30 Moving & Hauling

OW. mu an

15

TRI-STATE DEFENDER

Get In On The Biggest Wants-Ad Bargain In Town

Sat., Feb. 6, 1960

Have You A Car For Sale, Apartment Or Room For Rent, Real Estate For Sale, Birth Or Death Notice To Be Announced, Household Goods For Sale, Do
You Need Help In Your litIme Or Business, Furniture That You Would Like To Dispose Of, Or, Would You Like To Advertise Your Business?

1

Today - - -The Tri-State Defender Announces A New Service To Want-Ad Advertisers.

•

3 Lines For Two (2) Weeks

You Do Not Have To Leave Home To Place A Want-Ad In The TriState Defender. Just Call Us And Say 'Charge It'. We Will Take Your Ad.

.70

YOU WILL GET RESULTS. PHONES JAckson 6-8397 JAckson 6tr8398 Ask For Miss Fast Action Results
BUSINESS

Memphis Business
Service Directory

EERVIC ES

Far Sale Misc.

WATCH
REPAIR
BARGAIN!

PATRONIZE
OUR
ADVERTISERS!

$8.50 WILL MAKE YOUR
WATCH AS NEW.

USED PIANOS
BALDWIN-4176
XlIMBALL-$94
iles
ruswINoTON - ties
SMALl,
CABLE-NELSON -4160
Puma
,
LAMAR PIANO SALES CO
I141 Lamar - BR. 5-74.10

warm

piarea--esas

PIANO WAREHOUSE
Ws Specialise
Mondttioning

BUSINESS SERVICES

1) BUSINESS SERVICES

too. Hove your pastor, club or
any**. with es many as ton
watches te mail sr phone their
orders to C. I. Agent, 640 W.

JOHNSON'S BARBER SHOP
316 BEAU AVE.
•
JA 6-9656
Individual Hair Styles
• Specialists in Hair Processing
• Skilled Barbers and Beauticians

York, N. Y.

INSTRUCTIONS

$0....

Crystals (glass/ only
staff
Cliental

BARBER SHOP

2.50 ea.
2.50 ea.

Dials

164 South Fourth
Jackson 6-9220

end

1.00 eq.

Crown

Mainspring

JAckson 54794
MEMPHIS
ELECTROBAIL BOND AGENCY
WARMTH
BONDS SIGNED ANY

Fop
Lasting Beauty

Mrs. Odell Fox, Mgr.
340 Westbrook ltd.
WH 6 0031

+

Automobile Body
Work and Painting

Dewey's Auto Service
475 Linden

Are.

JA 7-0318

Power Unlimited
is

l

SAVE
$300 To $500

*
*
*
*
*

MEN'S
SAMPLE
SHOE STORE

SEVIN SISTINE OT NEW °MIAMI
AND ALGIERS CANNA SWOP . . . .
otters famous "UTZ% BOSSES OP THE
WORLD" Blessed Oil. Cost $3.60. Blessed
medal and chats free with order. Send for
Prine lift of hundreds of blessed products.
orders
WI Lia. Broadway.
No C.O.D
Dliet. D. IL Loa Angeles 37, Calif.

I4 S-47M

Accounting
Secretarial
Office Machin.
Refresher Course
Modern Equipment

Day & Evening
Classes

109 REAL! AVE.

CHARNEL'S
St.

JA 7.30311

UNUSUAL PRODUCT

TIRE SERVICE CO

Saves Money - Makes Money
FAB-MEND,
instant
acting,
non-inflammable.
flexible
adhesive,
repairs
rips, tears, holes on
most any fabric
upholstery, auto seat covers, etc ,
Quickly, easily, safely
Can be washed and Ironed ar About affecting pow- IP TOO WANT TO RE
SZATITIIIIL er ful1 bend. Only $1 Postpaid
Moneyelan rnisrtcsa 1111A0TT SHOP 1366
back guarantee.
Thome.; 4441e
Groot Mat.
Otsst•
Lester, °venter.
(Wool for FUND RAISINGwrite tor quantity
primes.)

Mt UNION APR. - MEMPHIS
RETREADING SPECIALISTS
PHONE IA. C5111

SURPRISE SPECIALTIES
Dept. T.D., 210 Fifth Avenue
New York
10, H. Y.

it Pays To Advertise In
The Tri-State Defender!

Matrimonial & Pen Pal
Introductions

Continental Club, Box 791,
Inglewood, Calif.

„

Ne of LEa..

2
3

4
5

30c
452

60c
75c

CLASSIFICATION

U Years In Piano Tuning
sad Rebuilding
BREWER
JAckson 12584

HULBERT'S
PRINTING CO.

4

Painting -Papering- Plastering
Remodeling • Repairs
FREE ESTIMATES
856 Lavon PI.
BR 6-0817

THE

MAGICAL PRAYER
SS what you need if unfortunate, downhearted, just plain unlucky. Can't hit •
lick it mood, can't get ahead or out of
debt. Set this book right quick sad got
Missing like you always wished. Sailsfaction guaranteed. Send only 111 Morey
se C.O.D.) ten L. SWIFT, 320 N. 10th at..
Las Vegas, Nevada.

AMAZING "MAGIC
POWER" OF NU)(11111161
Iaelsolisa &egret Master Cede. Parlowille
Numbers end Days • C•ambInstiew Codes.
S DMA Plumes, Ms. Pelee PAL

Words To
The Line

ART LOVERS, NOW Is TOtra emote
TO COLLECT usittisoAt. POSTCARDIll.
POD $LIM STOAT YOUR COLLECTION/
NOW. SINGLE CARD Is VINT& P. 0
1101 tell. ANSONIA STATION N. T.
N. Y.
FLU 150 QUIISTION •
TOl
pose written Mat ter drivers liemas• ni
tsP
NEW YORK STATE Send as
*peer mot ef nitallIns and Rourattaa
plus self add
d & stamped enevelsose• ,
1
ar
PRODUTS CO. BOX
SET
STATION, NEW YOU 23.,
ANSONIA
N. Y.
Me will also ineinie free of shame it.
hoclosed License Heider with every cede
received.

COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE

CITY

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE

Tri-State Defender

4
236 SOUTH WELLINGTON

MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE
No. armor

LOANS & MORTGAGES

FAMILY
FINANCE,INC.
Loans On
• Auto
• Furniture
• Signature
"Call The Money
Number"
AT THESE TWO
LOCATIONS TO
SERVE YOU
161 Madison
JA. 7-3421
sad

Meals M. It

(English Lady)

Figure

Please send chick
Money Order to .
°I
Kindly Address All Your Replies to the Classified Ad Dept.

80

VICTORY

77111A Olds Ave.

stomas*
seas

is the time to ADVERTISE
in the DEFENDER

/

BLESSINGS

61 No. Third
JA. 7-1402
"Mere
Family
At Family Flomassm"

kw raw

Hears 9 am. 45 p.m.
Readings Daily Oyes se thendaye
I devil main any home calls or answer any letters. Is Mire
to look for the right sign and the right name.

NEW AMAZING "EAU P0IN1 GUN
trelleetlea Tee earn lat Tem Puns
Startle sn4 distract prowlera, would*
be attackers with this cleverly deo.
Signed
Ball
Point
Ouo. liras .2!2 DaiSbe. blinks with ex•
(r a loud Steen. Cs.'
be heard for miles cA
around. I% Permit ""."
needed.
Atrmalled postpaid
completely assembled from our 110..
Snip in Europe. imnit e4.e6
morier order or cheek to
'HOLLYWOOD

9s

ea
imenity ah

16)9

West

Chicago

F
0
D

TRUCKS
AND THE
FALCON
DAVE DUVALL

1
9
6

JOHNSON AUTO CO. 0
RE. 5-1030
West Memphis, Ark.

Phone Service '
and Conskrt.
Good Food
Quiet

Fairiouc

West

for

Meals

Memphis, Ark.
5-9177

RE

Room for rent furnished or u
ed WRitehall 64216. 1346 Luatell
etalgt
Call after 6,35 or before 11:06 A. II.

1613T ATI TOR SALiE

CASH TALKS)
WILL PAT CASH for property or vacant
tot. It priced right
BR. 1-1140
BR 5.3019
BR. 5-6754
H. if. oonwrx S coscearry
12611 Monroe Avenue
ONLY MO DOWN-EASY TERMS
1666 Ball, east of I. Bellevue Modern
3-bedroom bungalow, Mt 100x211. Shown
anytime
BR 44-7114
J W. Orr. BR 21340
136$ Monroe
Z. N. Godwin S Co

ORANGE MOUND
HOTEL
Free Transportatiou To and Trellt
Airport, Depot, Bus Station, EEO,
GOOD FOOD
In Our Modern Restaurant
Harry Holmes, Owner

2401 Park Avenue
FA 7-9263

LORRAINE HOTEL
AND MOTEL
Tourists Invited
Daily Rates Air Conditioned
Private Baths - Telephone • RIRSO
COFFEE SHOP
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Bally
Owner - Manager

LARGE LOTS
75 x 111111 CORNER or MALLORY AVE.
and Sparks. Sway terms. Shown ant.
lime .1. W. Orr, BRoadwar 6-7753 BRoariway 5.-8754.
/Masai/ray 1-1340
E. N. Crodirt• & Co. 1365 Monroe

REAL ESTATE TOR SALE

TR!

WILLIAMS APARTMENTS
314 South 11th, Street

YEAR SPECIAL
Prnw
011ee Buccems and keep bringing Peace,
Success And Happiness. A Stare Quiet
cure From Sickness. Breasts, Peso. To
Upset Homes And Money To Your Pocket.
Write Now. Send $1000
Help In 24
Hours. We Will Send
You
Blessing.
Ave.
Prospect
3922
Bishop Baker
Cleveland, Ohio.

99

Petenon 45. Illinois

CARS
STATION WAGONS

Clean,

Park Ave. Home
Service
2445 Park
Pk. FA 4-9666

•

MISCELLANEOUS

Maid and

bought and sold. Terms.

Refrigerators
Washing Machines
Freezers
Dryers
AND

6, Oltie

22 Furnished Rooms

ALL SMALL APPLIANCES
Memphis Refrigerator
Service
1004 Joseph
10-SPIRITUAL ADVISOR
JA 7-0016

WALLS- WOODWORK WASHED
FLOORS. WAXED & CLEANED
VENTIAN BLINDS - CLEANED
& REPAIRED

KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This is her new °Mee at the Mississippi
State Use. MADAM BELL le back after a
tong time of beteg away and at last she Is
back to stay in her new home.
Are Ton Dissatisfied with marriage? Have
you lost faith in your husband, wife OP sweetheart? Are yen
hi bad health? Are you discouraged? U any of these are year
problems, team it MADAM BELL advise yen at en. She
will read BM to yea jest as eh. would read an epee book.
Tell you why your job er busbies. Is sot a success If yen have
tailed le Me rest come em MADAM BELL at eyes.
located as Highway 51 South, inn ever Mississippi State
en the way to Hernando. Her hem* is 2 blocks helve
where she need to stay right sonde the DeSoto Motel. Be sere
M look for the RED BRICK HOUSE and you'll find her there
at all times. (She never bad an *fie* It West Memphis.)
easels yellow bee marked Whiteharee State &Jae and get
off at Oa% Une sad watt It blocks and sea MADAM BELL'S
RAND SIGN.

TELEPHONE ......

ADDRESS

198 So. Second at Beale

YOU

S Average

1.50

BO, ILL

NOW

•
•
•
•

406 Mulberry
JAckson 5-6834

90- REAL FfSTATCPOR SALE

Modern Apartments
Individual Homes
Call
Or Duplexes

FOR

LOANS J.D. MARKS REALTY
on

SIGNATURES
MADAM BELL AUTO-FURNITURE

2 T mos

60e
90c
1.20

CHICAGO

Repairs Estimated Here

(TWO LINE MINIMUM)

NAME

•

I T••

brings

7762

FOR SALE
Wagon Yard
Cafe

OFFICIAL UNIVERSITY TUNER

I MAIL IN YOUR CLASSIFIED ADS
1Se
Per
insertion
Per
Line

perfume designed to make
you more irresistable. Try it sod see
what magnetic charm it
you.
POWERFUL EFFECTIVE. Ono dram
bottle $2.00

Post $1.50 NOW. Reply eneeloos brtmtgs
POSTTIVE PROOF! Keane center. Adelaide Road. Dublin. Ireland (7 hours Airmail,

Fast, Efficient, Dependable
Service
Tell Us When You'll Get It Then
JA 7-3810
3511 Boole

0111 reel names, addresses,
telephone
bombers and dmocriptIona Al) Sage., reItgisSRS. 110,14 wide attunbashin
Send
11 00 and I atiront.

APPLIANCE SERVICE
FREE ESTIMATES
ON

MID - SOUTH HOUSE
CLEANING CO.

Glamorous

STOP SUFFERING! I !

11 Special !Services

PIANOS TUNED
NEW

43 Household Furnishing

THE BARGAIN Center. 1334
Smith St., Charleston, seat Va.
Be Wise, send 25 cent for catalog Furniture, home and offks,
of 1000 books, 35 cent up today.
refrigerators, ranges,
televisions and radios

Michigan

WH. 8-4280

THE BOOK OF THE

492 Vance Ave. - JA 7-4917

DAY, many. SUNDAY
TV Softie.
(IL. 111-1M
$31.55
31." Vats Picture Tube
ir Wass Pieter.. Tube
017.93
bsitalled
City Wid• TV terries
NOS Chelsea

To Gain Control .Of
Anyone You Wish!
"Wear" Magic Lure
Perfume

BOX

Business & Practical
Art College

BEAUTY SHOP
With end Without Appointment

Albion,

Sell draught and bottled
beer.

ANN JONES

GRIGGS

lemity Service)

eery. o

i Levees. Texas
rt

Business College, Inc.
530 Linden Ave.

SPECIAL SERMONS
$1.00 - 10 for $2.00
Easter $erie. - 9 for $2.00
National Sermon Supply
104 N. Dalrymple

You can get whatever you want! FAST!
TROTS IT. $3 deposit rushes secret.
Pas no mom until you gave benefit
Werth 11,000
then (ir* us Ill

HENDERSON

HANAN & SON
•
HOWARD & FOSTER

Chicago 49.

YOU

Shorthand

324 Hernando

1111.111EITIVINESEINNMENak
Piano Lessons The Easy
Berl Olswanger Way
MRS. GEORGE DODSON
SPIRITUAL ADVISOR

Typing 8i Filing

Nationally Advertised

VICTORY SERVICE
7726T So. Clyde Ave.

4 for

Accounting

Complete

Veterans Approvod

JAcknon 7-9987

Data Processing

Burt Lake 1, Mich.

Week-

Itokabllitelfen Students

Key Punch

61 S. SECOND ST.

•

+

Night & Day Classes

BLOMBERG

1607 Ely At Essex
WH. 8-7416

WRECKS
REBUILT

\

tvemnitor

ly

%ileum.
00-of-toms Studien, limited
(Cat toe revisal
Elea L Halberd, M.A. Dkestor
..M5-6161
444$ Wesblegton
&Loch 8, Mo.

SECRETARIAL TRAINING

Bed Warmer For
Pains - Aches.

William's Barber Shop

Development,
WI Service, Bold Baste end
Court Reporting Courses
Sitia• 1 94 11
kg sad Insist Clans

Kay Pond; Personality

,

COMPLETE

MEMPHIS 5, TENN.

individual Styling

Aim:fuming, Business Adminietratieo,

1.00 ea.

ENROLL
NOW

257 SOUTH MAIN

FOX'S PORO
BEAUTY
SHOP

*co aU au so.11C

DistinctivolY serving tho Midwest vat%

Instruction

13

Lynom Floral Shop

519 VANCE AVE

Box

309 E. 47th ST.
WA 4-2133

BUSINESS SERVICE

Bushiest Moohinti; Soaratarial,IIM
Stem

JOHN STARR

Igoe

THE LAW OF AVERAGES
"BE JAMMED"

IMUCC:13=7

$2.50.,.

BLESSINGS

Start 1960 Right:
1 to 3 day Blessings Avoilab.).
ROOFINO, roofs
repaired. Stop
any
FOR SLIMED AMULET 111.P MONET. leak Careen.er
wert, floors
leveled.
You ere Never Helped--Unleita
gutters cleaned,
repaired.
NCROWIED
RUM
DONAT% Chimes's,
Try.
YOU
stucco, concrete, plaster do My ow. work.
NOW!! JOT PEACE
PlIOPL•
Prim oat. Relational:A* price.
For information writ* tat
SALE LOTS. DO MUCH. CRICA00 13. ILL. .. T. E. Spencer Be. 54843 ER. 8-3930.
P.O.
1922 Clevelened
And ReSW
1-9600
MISCELLANEOUS

assurwr

HARDY AND RATCLIFF

DAY OR NIGHT
Phone IA. 5-5406

HOME REPAIR
We it, eh. complete Mb. No credit references Property does not hare to be
mild for. Ten mars to Par.
IrLIPPIN REAL'? CO
ER. 5-4384
Iftlata BR, 54177

AMAZING. LIIMID ter Si, ter Mc. Stop
Paying out dimes quarters, dollars for
11-7430 HOW To Wtel
LOV1. MONET. wrc.
Send birthdate sad new for Information one time listing. 'Your WM, in our files
should keep Your box full of Interesting
sealed. SIMS.
131414k
Ave
chIceiro otters, free
sample.. bti mail, etc for
Weights. Ill.
Ills. Details for self-addressed staineed
envelop*. Andy's Trading Post. Route 3-T,
Toes asp mita head or talls as eau
IirriOn City. N. C.
(611
ealeasel-Ast /mini Aorytten•! Any Place!
--A alert/lag statement, • we less startRESTORS
PDF"
WW1
entre
peo
formula
la
ih mi
pe.
urforit:sia
nme.opYh
iam.d
m
ypig
easii
,
yua
mi
aistesreed
totantleble. 114 Numbolz Pleasant
MEN, AT LAST IT'S HIRE $tet).
Nile, Nebraska.
yen
imined istogy for $1.
AFRO-FLIP. Take New
RUlliTOREX And nolo, Lite. A
('LA T. Bea 2141-0. Brtegreireell L fen n. dietary
preparation RUMTOREX takes up 1.00e.ele 100111 tee Each! Pre. est&
where nature leaven off A PI1T81CI4111 logs. Matlway. Sof 134-T. NYC-11.
FOR SALE
FORMULA. Only $6.00 for a 2-week Sup106 Dodbled Edged rasor blades $1 00 ply. Money-bark If not sattlifted otter 1
LS.M. eleetrte
still
postpaid Quaranteed. martens noes. Box bottle Send C.O.D. Check
Is factory crate $19.00. Guaraateed.
or
Memo
Order NOW,
001. Covington, KY.
Bouthalde Printing, Box 5491, DT. Huntington 3, West Va.
THE RUMTOREX CO.
3 WAYS TO MAKE MONEY Al' NOME,
where to buy material and how to 239 E. 113th St. -- Boa 17
3 quarter length cost. lifoutos. nitrimanufacture cheaply. Send $1 00 Manufies $45.00, Broadway 4-1357.
NEW YORK 211. N. Y.
facturing SpecialUes, Steklerville. N
J
(61)
MAIM MAGIC BATTIIRT POWER
12 Ruben Opportunities
AND MOTOR MERVIN
••••'
Instant stars in any weather . . . Wen
batteries fully charged to 50 below zero
FREE
. You'll Play *our radio all
"BY THE NUMBERS"
Mx Months course in Real agitate and Mid .
Winter With fear ot battery failure. More
Auto Liability Insurance.
One night
winter
per gallon en gas, Bluing
Mlle.
week Call JA 64385 Leave Name and
NUMBER RATINGS Through The
new power, pep. BIG
PROFITS FOR
Pitons Number W
R. 11Pinnetts
AGENTS1
Send
$1.95 for sample and deor A. Adkins
Sciette• Of Numerology. RESULTS
tails . . . Mid get FRES 30 Say semi/
of TRAU'S (Hi Potency Tabletai A MenWill AMAZE You With Dor
NOTICE
THE leVENINO STAR SPIRITUAL SIND- tal and Pep Stimulant - the very_ best.
NUMBER Cord. Doily Vibretimis
Ina desire to increase their membership. Thau - 6920 Vernon Chicago 31, /IL
Anson*. male or female. who would Ilk*
For Any Event - CUBA, RACE
to parttclostr.
rrlf`lise cell MO 1 D. MEXICA.N DIVORCE or marriage, maid.
Wilson after 4 P M WH 64151.
quick. easy Details
either
one Et
MUTUELS, STOCKS II BONDS,
Box 508, Tijuana, RC. Mexico. ,
(Mt
VALOIS OALORIF Sales Book 35c, (ReSolite, Etc. State Your Choice.
tundab/e/ with coupon
ALTON
WAYMART St. PA.
Send $2.00 With Birth Dote, Full
WOM1N SW. easy ready-eut wrap around
Name And Your Faverite Method
aprons Mem Net 5)/.40 profits on dosen
FAMILY CLOTHES IRONED
Neat ironing done In my horns for • BpareUme. Profitable Modernities. Write
Of Ploy. (No Checks Please).
small family, or two Oh Um* Persons
AOCIIRATRI 14111COR'S
a day. Berry, no
Freeport. New York
white
shirts.
Mrs.
Oita Mae Drown, JA. 741141.

GEORGE PALINKUS
11111-TRI Last 33rd St , Lorain, Ohio
diNNIMININIONSIMMarla

sortgui Ago••••

*-REMODEL REPAIR PAINT

Next to Lamar Theater
11111 Lamar

For Every Ten Watch*.

TIME

Refteletil

Rev. C. W. F. Jefferson
Brings You I Am
'me
MOSES
CHRIST
ay.
SINAI
•
ZION

LAMAR PIANO SALES

Ernbassod Business Cords
tit 53.99
Up .1 s lines-1 color IBlack or Sloco
Rosiness Cards • kept Cards
Personal Cards
$1/ IS 'Mu* at the new low price of
$330 per 1 000
Write me for sample carile and style
chart BCSINX511 CARD WWIALIBT

Peeples Rd. - WH. 6-9513 Memphis, Tens. Or to His Heim
Of Mysteries, 210 Fifth

Ave., New

in

rasa Dasrvia

1000

This includes a new case end a
now bond. no regular price is
$13.30 for any amount under

SPIrDeal Meteors

For Any Worthwhile
Purpose
"We HU to say yea le /SIT
less requests"

DIXIE
FINANCE CO.
Home Owned-Homo Operated

2 Locations
IS! Midis**

-

1/1 1-7611

Main
- JA 5-1251
Examined ane Supervised
by State Department
el Mmrarce and Basking

161 So.

CLASSIFIED

DEADLINES

Want Ad
RATES

12 Noon Monday

15c per agate line
5 words to a line
2 linen
3 (inns
4 lines

ow • •

CASH?
CITY FINANCE

75c

5% PT. SAME RA▪ TE

'Opt.

24 PT.

STERICK BUILDING
wmfat foiss us, 5 oit
Off P5IffRIN1144

stitv,ci

36 PT.

No guarantee can be given as
(Till Forbid) orders subjel
to change

in rate

without

notice.

as 1 line

ordinary type.
SAME RATE n2
Nies ordissary type-

MORE

GROUND el0011

30t

......••• ••• • 50e

5 lines

Miscellaneous

to position in column. T. F.
43e

18 PT.
CAN YOU USE

M. 5-1796

62 N. MAIN

SAME RATE es 4
likes (ordinary egg*.

SAME SATE AS
$ Nees ordinary
7YMa
SAMS
RATS AS
7 lines
ordinary
rum

Cancellations of want-ads can
be given until 12 noon Saturday. Copy cancelled after 12
noon Saturday will be billed
at regular rates.

Tri-State Defender box 'ambers - the words comprising
the address - whether name
and street or telephone, or
The Tri-State Defender box
number - will be charged for
as part of the advertisement.
The 'Tri-State Defender will
forward to out el..tewn advertisers mail received addressed to our address, but
the excess postage is to be
charged to the advertiser.
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Stork Stops
0
porn

at John Gaston Hospital:
Buster Hooker of 2122 Henrietta. Joe Pearson of 431 Vance.
JANUARY 23
I A daughter, Jacquelyn, to Mr. A daughter, Jessie, to Mr. and
----A daughter, Linda, to Mr. and and Mrs. Jessie Wright of 249 But- Mrs. David McKinney of 169 E.
McLemore.
LauderS.
379
ler.
rs. Dennis Cain of
A daughter, Judie, to Mr. and
A son, Roderick, to Mr. and
dale.
Mrs. Ben Davis of 1622 Locust.
A daughter, Minnie, to Mr. and Mrs. Willie Tate of 117 Dorer.
Mrs. Ludas Tynes of 2151 Sparks. A son, Calvin, to Mr. and Mrs. A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Installation services were held All officers installed were in- and candidate for the Juvenile
A son, hey, to Mr. and Mrs. Iley Calvin McCloud, jr., of 110 E. Utah. Sue!! of 1960 Cloverdale drive.
A daughter, Carolyn, to Mr. and recently for the officers of the cumbents. They are Wardell John- court Judgeship last election, elecA daughter, Paula, to Mr. and
Summers of 442 Linden.
with his el!
A daughter. Joyce, to Mr. and Mrs. Alexander Wilson of 330 Mrs. Eddie McNeary of 1445 Whitehaven Civic Club at the Mt.'son, president; Mrs. Nellie Dock- trolled the audience
occasion,
the
for
Music
quence.
WhiteBaptist
Sinclair,
Joyner
A.
church,
J.
president;
vice
ery,
Stonewall.
Mrs. Lewis Moore of 1384 Kim- Vance.
haven, Tenn., Rev. B. L. Hooks secretary; Mrs. Emegene Johnson,1 was provided by the Whitehaven'
and
Mr.
to
Susie,
daughter,
Mrs.
and
A
Mr.
ball.
to
Gregory,
son,
A
The Madonna Guild is again Ross, sponsored by Miss Gussys
assistant secretary; and William District Male Chorus and the
A daughter, born to Mr. and Sherman Joyce of 3262 Carver. Mrs. Collins Harris of 2167 Hunt- was the main speaker.
its annual Baby contest. Sweet and Mrs. Earline Somer.
having
All officers installed were in- Reed, parliamentarian. Ralph LofSirs. Dan Carter of 1324 Florida. A son, Gregory, to Mr. and Mrs. er.
the
by
climax Feb. 23. The ville.
will
solos
plus
which
cumbents. They are Wardell John ton, president of the New Light church choir,
A daughter, Adrian, to Mr. and Leroy Batts of 3005 Forrest.
JANUARY 28
contest is held to benefit the Mt. Others are Baby Annice Mc11
S.
Rev.
members.
church
Mrs.
Mrs. George Ross of 1540 So. A son, Christopher, to Mr. and A daughter, Karen, to Mr. and iscaasrpn, Term., Rev. B. L. Hooks Civic club installed the officers.
Cullough, sponsored by
Olive Cathedral Nursery.
was the main speaker.
Rev. Hooks, dynamic speaker Champion is the pastor.
HelMrs.
Third.
and
Hassell
M.
Frances
Glencoe.
331
of
and
Wilson
babies
Joe
Mrs.
following
the
far,
So
Mrs. Joe Herrod of 24 W. ColoJANUARY 24
A' son, Warester, to Mr. a n d
sponsors are in the contest: Baby en Isom; Baby Donald E. Letcher,
rado.
c A son, Aubrey, to Mr. and Mrs. JANUARY 26
Mrs. Tom Euell of 3876 Fizer.
Mary Sue Betts sponsored by Mrs. sponsored by Mrs. Grace Willia
Rddie Williams of 433 So. Laud- A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. A daughter, Felicia, to Mr. and
Thelma Betts and Mrs. Bernadine and Mrs. Mattie Tyus; B
erdale.
Weir; Baby Cheryl Yvette Brooks, Chandra Champion, sponsored ,
George CleveIan of 159G Cabay. Mrs. Ervin Norwood of 577 Wicks.
A son, Johnnie, to Mr. and
by Mrs. Margaret Mrs. Carolyn Champion and Mrs.
sponsored
A son, Lester, to Mr. and Mrs. A son, Steven, to Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Johnnie Henderson of 3041 William Dean of 729 Williams.
James Smith of 376 E. Calhoun.
Brooks and Mrs. Verlene Jones; I Geraldine James and Baby Gayle
Travis.
A daughter, Elizabeth, to Mr.
Baby Theodore Fletcher, Jr.,' E. Cox, sponsored by Mrs. JeanA daughter, Anna, to Mr. and
A son, Nathaniel, to Mr. and Mrs. Bueudell Carrick of 520 N. and Mrs. Earnest Slaughter of
tv Mrs. F,ssie Fletcher nette Cox and Mrs. Bobbye Bynum.
Mrs. Iver Young of 3338 Dillard. Second.
1596 Locust.
and Mrs. Sallie Thomas; Baby, The Madonna Guild will be glad
• A son, Roy, to Mr. and Mrs. A son. Chrone, to Mr. and Mrs. A son, Alvin, to Mr. and Mrs.
sponsored by to receive any child up to fi e
ai"1,i,
a
iltoy F. Griffin of 1430 N. McNeil. Robert Townsel of 3055 Hornlake. Andrew Hampton of 1465 Mallory.
Mrs. Alice Minor and Miss Sheri- years of age during morning servA daughter, Robin, to Mr. and A daughter, Holly, to Mr. and
A son, Rory, to Mr. and Mrs.
dan Hicks; Baby Millicent V. ices. Milk is served.
Airs. George Hart of 425 Web- Mrs. Aberdeen Cooper of 836 H. John Byrd of 1891 Grand Opera.
ster.
A son, Claude, to Mr. and Mrs.
Walker.
A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. Twins, boys, Darrell and Ger- Willie Hunt of 1421 Azalia.
Richard Jenkins of 1651 Oriole. ald, to Mr. and Mrs. Herman
A son, Tommie, to Mr. and Mrs.
A daughter, Sandra, to Mr. and Powell of 1604 Sidney.
Tommie Triggs of 956 S. Fourth.
Mrs. Ferdie King of 368 S. Laud- A daughter, Lorna, to Mr. and JANUARY 29
NEW ORLEANS — T. P. Harris, is which member companies are
erdale.
A son, Henry, to Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. David Martin of 3050 Ti!president of the National Insur- located throughout the country.
A daughter, Linda, to Mr. and man Cove.
Henry Davis of 326 N. Manassas.
ance Association, is scheduled to He will talk with executives of
Mrs. Jessie West of 593 Handy
A daughter, Cathy, to Mr. an dl A son, Michael, to Mr. and Mrs.
arrive here this week for a series these companies to secure their
f all.
Mrs. 011ie Voss of 592 Browni Oliver Gales of 1541 Miller.
of conferences with officers of the views on the type program needed
A daughter, Barbara, to Mr. and Mall.
A daughter, Sherry, to Mr. and
various member companies of the to enhance the services and pr2sMrs. Ramsey Harris of 877 NepA daughter, Angela, to Mr. and Mrs. Moses Dillihunt of 440 Honduassociation in this area.
tige of the Association.
tune.
Mrs. William Butcher of 362 W.1 ras.
The insurance executive, who is
, A daughter, Delois, to Mr. and
A son, Jeffery, to Mr. and Mrs.
Brooks.
also president of the Chicago MetMrs. J. C. Elms of 1110 So. OrA daughter, Addie, to Mr. a n d Walter Franklin of 219 Tillman.
ropolitan Mutual Assurance Comleans.
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Willie
pany, will remain here two weeks
A son, Douglas, to Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Preston Benton of 756 David. Smith of 695 Ayers..
27
JANUARY
consulting with Louisiana insurDudley Clay of 1335 Latham.
A daughter, Beatrice, to Mr. and
ance men on plans for developing
A son, Edward, to Mr. and Mrs. A daughter, Debra, to Mr. and
Mrs. Pendleton Stampley of 235 Mrs. Arthur West of 273 Hernanan effective program for the assoCleo Watson of 482 N. Fifth.
do.
Mills.
ciation during 1960.
JANUARY 25
A son, Herbert, to Mr. and Mrs.
A daughter, Debra, to Mr. and
When he was elected president
A daughter, Frances, to Mr. and
a classical record library gift
Southwestern college of MemCLASSICAL GIFT — Owen
Herbert Stiger of 882 LeMoyne
D. Parke Gibson, former promoof the NIA convention Harris as
Mrs. John Batts of 2153 Turner. Mrs. John Bougard of 518 Bellcollege
William
E.
librarian
albums
Albert
500
of
from
phis. Rev. Charles L. Dinkins,
Mall.
more.
director of the Chicago Daily
tion
sured the delegates he would seek
A daughter, Diane, to Mr. and
Johnson, center, librarian at
president of Owen college
A son, Valerie, to Mr. and Mrs. Jones, left, is shown receiving
ways and means of enlarging the Defender has formed D. Parke
Mrs. Bennie Curtis of 563 Beale. A daughter. Tracy, to Mr. and
looks on approvingly.
Tom Wilkerson of 1970 Kansas.
services of the association to the! Gibson, Public Relations, New
A son, Larry, to Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Walter Hearn of 433 S. Lauderdale.
York. and Path Associates, Chimember companies.
conA son, Shedrick, to Mr. and
In fulfillment of this promise, cago, to offer public relations
services.
and
Mrs. Floyd Taylor of 376 Butler.
sultation
he has scheduled a tour of cities
A daughter, Joyce, to Mr. and
At the Defenner, the nation's
PARIS — (U P I) — Aviation
pioneer Paul Codos, 63, who had Mrs. A. C. Richmond of 581 St.
!largest daily newspaper published
Band Interests
set records for a closed circuit Paul.
New York—School-age children by Negroes, Gibson was responinterest are the buyers of about 85 per- sible for the company's overall
around the world flight and for a A son, Adolph. to Mr. and Mrs. A capacity crowd, with stand- supervision of James Black, vice the Spring Annual scheduled for and fathers for
ojects tat cent of all the band instruments public relations, circulation and
straight line distance flight, died Shed Thornton of 1870 Hearst. ing room only and over 40 per cent president of the school PTA, and March. The PTA extends their manifested in all the projects
kere Saturday.
advertising promotion.
A son, Gerald, to Mr. and Mrs. fathers attended the Father and art instructor.
sold in the United States.
has undertaken.
PTA
the
mothers
'ie
all
to
room
thanks
Son night at Riverview School re- 1 Major George Robinson, head
cently in the school cafetorium. I of the NDCC of the Memphis city
A very impressive show was pre- I high schools talked on the sub-,
sented following the general pat- ject: "Let Your Child See The
tern of the theme: "Sons, Follow Best in You."
I The boys chorus, under the di-,
In Fathers' Foot Steps."
The scenic backdrop was pre- 'rection of Mrs. Mertis Ewell,'
—
pared by the boys of the fourth,'rendered the music. Mrs. Leona
— fifth and sixth graders under the Jamison was at the piano.
Others taking part in the program included Rev. W. A. Owen,
Rev. J. L. Netters, PTA prexy
who surprised with his baritone
voice; Mrs. Edna Swingler, Mrs.
Daisy Wilson and Mrs. Mattie Mae
Grayson.
Mrs. Eleanor Oglesby, principal,
gave a striking climax to the program as she urged the parents to
keep their children in school. Due
to the capacity crowd, tabulation
for the attendance banner was virNorfolk, Virginia Circuit Judge tually impossible. However, Mrs.
Clyde H. Jacob enjoined seven Swingler, 1-3 grade teacher, has
members of Norfolk CORE from I held the banner since September.
picketing the Be-Lo Super Market. 1 The grade with the highest atThe injunction is effective only tendance for father and son night
will be awarded at a future meetMarch 20, MO.
of the PTA.
ing
The CORE group had been picketing daily since Dec. 21 to end
The two major items on the
discrimination against hiring Neagenda included the Polio
groes. CORE had also provided a PTA
which ended recently and
drise
car pool so that those who wished
to shop in a store with a more
Admiral Y979
democratic hiring policy could do
Cords
so.
The El Capitan
and Porte
One leaflet passed ou to patrons
TETUAN Executive - 17" Portable TT
The
by CORE says: "Insist that Be-Lo
Fidelity
High
Super 20 Portable Stereophonic
Bawls Bearers
Super Market employ Negroes in
Vacuum Bags. Hos•
MODEL PL17141 - Tan Morocco Leatherette & White
and Ports
Model Y979--Conturian Gray and Charcoal
higher paying jobs ... Please do
and Ports
a change
about
bring
to
part
your
Open
The storekeeper may be a 'nice
Serving
Nites
fellow' and ever so courteous but SALISBURY, Rhodesia—(UP!)
You
the Negro needs more jobs and —The Central African Party said
Free
Since '32
better paying jobs."
Sunday if it attains power in
Parking
The Norfolk CORE picket line!Southern Rhodesia n will repeal
760 Union Ave. -JA 7-2631-2268 Pork Ave.-FA 3-8507
has been interracial. The injuncApportionment Act,
tion named both white and Negro the Land
Rod,o and TV Tubes Checked Free
which segregates the colony into
picketers.
European and African areas.
Africans would then be able to
buy or rent houses and land in
areas now reserved exclusively
for whites, the party said.
"I know many Europeans will
be terrified by the proposals,"
Southern Rhodesia party leader
Ralph Palmer said "But even
after the legal restraints are re
"loved, most -people will continue to live of their own free choice
in areas with their own race."

officers Of Whitehaven Club Installed

Madonna Baby Contest
Climaxes February 28

T. P. Harris At Southern Confab

Parke Gibson (
Forms PR Firm

Air Hero Succumbs

Wonderful Father-Son Night At Riverview

GO BY BUS

• It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe

MIMEO
.11=11p
Mmml.

..m
MME••••
••••••••

tromems.

11111•••••

=5 NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM

START THE NEW YEAR

RIGHT!

TREAT YOUR FAMILY
WITH AN

Va. Court

MEMPHIS TRANSIT CO. !Restrains
I
Effill11111111111111111111111111ffill11111111111111111111111111111111i111111111111111111115 CORE Picket

Admiral

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
RADIOF, TOASTERS LAMPS HEATERS

Africans Pledge
Land Act Repeal

Admiral

Admiral

DARK EYES

Admiral MODEL T24M23

VoalehWof
Memphis' largest selling
•

Available in all sizes. Including 'A gallons.
80 PROOF DISTILLED FROM
GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS
OF U.S.A. CLEAR SPRING DISTILLING CO., DIVISION Of JAMES B BEAM DISTILLING CO.. CLERMONT, Y.
•

HEADACHE

For faster, more complete relief of
headache, neuralgia. neuritis pains,
take STANBACK Tablets or Powders
STANBACK's S. A. (Synergistic Action)
— the combined action of several
medically-approved ingredieats in
one easy to-take dose—eases &moiety
and tension, starts bringing relief
right away. t
omeo sea( ema
Yost
STANBACK
against any
preparation
You've ever
used

The Allerton
IMPERIAL TV
AREA )82 914. 01.11
Metal
on
Finish
Model T24M2I—Chercoe1
Model T24M22—Mahogeny Grained Finish on Metal
Modal T24M23--Bionde Oak Grained Finish ern Metal

as- OVERALL DIAGONAL 'VIEWABLE

PHONE (Night or Day) BR. 5-7766

Ad

miral.MODEL°T22M12
The Cromwell
SUPER TABLE TV
OVERALL DIAGONAL VIEWABLE AREA 282 9Q
Model T22 M11—Charecial Finish on Metal
Model T22M12—Mahogany Grained Finish on Metal
Model T22M13--131on4• Oak Grained Finish on Metal

TR1-STATE VACUUM COMPANY•
1583 MADISON

